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Price 25 Cents

T>~

Piano Teachers of To-Day

NEW DITSON PUBLICATIONS

are helping individuals of ALL AGES satisfy
a craving for personal participation in A/lusic.

PIANO METHODS AND STUDY BOOKS
FOR PRE-SCHOOL, PRIVATE OR CLASS INSTRUCTION

EVERY PIANO TEACHER MAY KNOW THE SUITABLE FI?TJtV
FOR THE PIANO BEGINNER OF ANY AGE THROUGH "PRESSER S WILLING¬
NESS TO SEND ANY OF THESE SUCCESSFUL WORKS FOR EXAMINATION.

—LITTLE BEGINNERS UP TO AGE EIGHT—

THE
ROBYN HARMONY

MUSIC PLAY FOR EVERY DAY
Complete—Price, $1.25
Or in Four Parts—Price, Each Part, 40c
A captivating first instructor using game-like procedures. Filled with^ illustrator
and charming melodious music. Appealing to juvenile imagination. Best for 5 I
8 yrs. There is a sequel book called Happy Days in Music Play.
nes for Tiny Tots—
By John M. Williams—75 c
Little beginning "steps” for
youngsters.
Jro’s Middle C Kindergarten Book—
By Matbilde Bilbro—75 c
A fine work by a favorite author.

THE EIGHT CHORDAL
ATTACKS

BOOK ONE
WITH ILLUSTRATIVE PIECES
A Junior Course In

Middle C and the Notea Above and Below—
By Lidie Avirit Simmons—7 5c
Music Scrap Book (A Kindergarten Piano
Beginner’s Book) —
By N. Louise Wright—60e

6y

WRITTEN HARMONY DRILLS
KEYBOARD

HARMONY DRILLS

BERNARD

Price, 75 cents

With a Master Key for the Teacher

—FOR BEGINNERS IN AGES SEVEN TO TEN-

by

BEGINNER’S BOOK (School for the Piano, Volume One)
By THEODORE PRESSER
Price, $ i .00
The immensely popular "red book” for piano beginners. It is as simple as a "first
BOOK

TherC 316

foIlowing b001"STUDENTS BOOK and PLAYER'S

By Ella Ketterer—$1.00
This excellent instructor is by a gifted
composer of easy, melodious piano
pieces.
Story of Nanynka—By John Mokrejs—75c
A novelty for the younger students
which weaves first lessons into an
old Czech legend.

Bilbro’a First Grade Book—
By Matbilde Bilbro—SI
A most practical and up-to-date

•*1.25

FIRST YEAR AT THE PIANO
„

.

By John M. Williams

FIRST YEAR
AT THE PIANO
Standard Graded

--- »

JOHN. M. WILLIAMS
J^SKfi?7olTeJ(gradeon<?)
ceieDratea
graded course makes°fa th;s
fine
first instructor. It start;
... with both
(vantage of its
e second grade
(Vol. 2) of this popul;
alar course of

SsfXlS-

-RTEEN
TO SIXTEEN
FOR
FOUR T
r Older I
the older beginner's aversion to iu
venile materials and it most success
fully gets the older beginner to that
ability-to-piay-something stage he de-

progress,
piano pedagogs
and recognized authoritiesi were carefully
examined, and only those selected for in¬
clusion in this course that are best adapted
for insuring as rapid progress as is mn-

J^wX

May Be Taken Up At Any Tin,
is not necessary that the student be
.ed in the Standard Graded On
is tins true ,
■r whom a nu,

and therefore any grade may be purchased
separately since pupils at any grade of

chord-attacks:

By William M. Felton
In this day and age when every one seems to be
,
Price, $1.00
markable share of attention upon the Mrt of thosJ "ir*1"8’ ** P,,ano is comi"« m for a rechance to start studying when younger*
" Wh° Want to PlaV but just never had ,he

These studies arc interesting and stunu
lative throughout and. with a minimum of
time and trouble, develop the best of musi¬
cianship and technic in the average pupil.
Grade One may be had with both clefs at
the start (revised edition) or in the original
edition using the treble clef approach.

^

---Book of Pilno Duet- for
'
, .
Adult Beginners_
This book provides 27 easy-to-plav
but cleverly filied-out, melolous
19 interesting fo^ohincfpfan"
,'°°
favorites.
for 2 mature adventurers on 7h”
__ piano keyboard.

request will bring youSgwded'iSd^lSsifieP'7 P1Ving- Such a
emattc port.ons of a generous number of attractive

Theodore
Presser Co.
Service on
Everything ii
Music Public;

1712-1714
CHESTNUT
STREET
PHILADELPHIA,
.
PA.

marcato,

staccato,

accompaniment,

sents the physical approach (arm, wrist, and fingers) with

Price, 75 cents

explanation and ample photographs, a preliminary mechanical
A junior course suitable for private or class instruction. The
exercise, and a musical, colorful illustrative etude for each

nature of the lessons is that of a chain of fundamental har¬
monic facts, each necessary to complete the preparation for

chordal attack. This book is unique. Many teachers know the

mature study of harmony. This book is the outcome of Miss

various attacks, and others are anxious to perform them and

Robyn’s years of pedagogic experience, and every item has been

perfect them, but there has been no book presenting proper

subjected to repeated classroom tests.

materials in pieces planned to illustrate each chordal attack.

The above listed WORKS may be had ON APPROVAL
FOR EXAMINATION from your dealer or the publisher.

NEWLY ISSUED

DESCRIPTIVE

HOW TO TEACH

SEVEN TO ELEVEN
YEAR OLD

PIANO TEACHING

PIANO BEGINNER

TEACHERS MANUAL
FOLKSONGS
FAMOUS PICTURES
by
MARY BACON MASON

and

GRADED

PIANO

BOOKS

and
PIECES

PSYCHOLOGY

For Pre-School, Private
PEDAGOGY
PROCEDURE

or Class Instruction
With Their Specific
Use and Objective

by

Compiled by

BERNARD WAGNESS

MANUALS

LISTS

A Graded List of
PRE-SCHOOL

for

Book of Pia-- r»;-/

leggato,

hammer, pizzicato, arpeggiated, and forzando chords. It pre¬

HOWARD HANKS

the
—FOR THOSE OVER SIXTEEN AND UNDER SIXTY
„ WI1
GROWN-UP beginner s book

A fourth grade book covering the pianistic approach to all

LOUISE ROBYN
THE STANDARD
GRADED COURSE OF
STUDIES FOR THE PIANO
Originally Compiled by W. S. B. Hstbtu ,
IN TIN GRADES I
This, the original and m_„
all graded courses for the piar
logical, progressive order the be
for practical and successful instti
the very beginnings

By Russell Snlvely Gilbert—7Sc

-THE BEGINNERS OF TEN TO FOURTEEN-

WAGNESS

EAR TRAINING DRILLS

Playtime Book (A Primary Grade Book)
By Mildred Adair—75 c

Analyzed by

BERNARD WAGNESS

BERNARD WAGNESS

OLIVER DITSON COMPANY, Inc., 359 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.

sent

FREE

Check (

V)

on

REQUEST

in square

□ Pre-School
□ How To Teach
□ Graded Lists
Name.
Street.
City.....
State.

-tear off and send

Oliver Ditson Co., Inc.,

359

Boylston

Sr.,

Boston, Mass.
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The World of Music

THE MINNEAPOLIS
SYMPHONY ORCHES¬
TRA will have seven
conductors for the season
1936-1937. Eugene Ormandy will open the sea¬
son and conduct for three weeks before
taking up his work with the Philadelphia
Orchestra. Then Artur Bodansky will lead
for two weeks; Leon Barzin will have
the following six weeks; Dimitri Mitropoulos,
composer and conductor of Athens, Greece,
two weeks; Guy Fraser Harrison of Rochester,
New York, two weeks; and Jose Iturbi the
last three weeks.
VIENNA HAS CELEBRATED the one
hundred and fiftieth anniversary of the com¬
pletion of “The Marriage of Figaro” in a
novel and charming way, by programs of
Mozart’s works before the house in the
Domgasse, where the composer lived for many
KIRSTEN FLAGSTAD won golden opin¬
ions from the London press when on May
18th she made her British debut at Covent
Garden, as Isolde, the great Wagnerian heroine,
and sang with “a voice of remarkable beauty,
ample in volume, produced with an art that
conceals art.” There was an ovation and four¬
teen curtain calls for the great Norwegian
soprano, at the fall of the last curtain.
THE SIXTH FESTIVAL OF AMERICAN
MUSIC was held from. April 27th to May 1st,
at the Eastman School of Music, Rochester,
New York, under the direction of Dr. Howard
Hanson. Two programs were devoted to
orchestral compositions, two to chamber
music, and one to ballets.
DUTCH COMPOSERS furnished the
works for two symphonic concerts, conducted
by Carl Schuricht, in the recent season at the
Kursaal of Scheveningen.
MAESTRO ILDEBRANDO PIZZETTI
has been called to fill the Chair for the Im¬
provement of Composition, in the Conserva¬
tory of St. Cecilia at Rome, which was left
vacant by the death of Ottorino Respighi.
COMPOSITIONS OF
FRENCH MUSICIANS
made a concert which
Arturo Toscanini con¬
ducted on May 22nd at
Paris. The event, was
planned to create a fund
for a monument to SaintSaens; and this master’s
“Concerto in C minor for
Robert
Piano and Orchestra,”
Casadesus
with Robert Casadesus at
the piano, was the item
of chief interest on the program. The Over¬
ture of “Patrie" by Bizet, the Love Scene of
"Romeo and Juliet” by Berlioz, Les Eolides
by Franck, and the Second Suite from
“Daphnis et Chloe” by Ravel, were the other
offerings.

KING EDWARD VIII has intimated that
he will continue the same patronage of the
Royal Philharmonic Society of London which
he gave as Prince of Wales.
THE SOCIETY FOR MUSICAL EDU¬
CATION held, from May 4th to 9th, its first
International Congress, at Prague, Czecho¬
slovakia, under the patronage of M. Eduard
Benes, president of the Czechoslovakian Re¬
public. A large attendance of foreign musi¬
cians is reported, Olga Samaroff-Stokowski,
Carleton Sprague Smith and Frederic B.
Stiven representing the United States.
CHARLES WATSON TOWNSEND, con¬
cert pianist of a generation now mostly gone,
died May 20th, at Cambridge, New York.
Musical epicures will be interested to know
that he has been credited as the originator of
pie a la mode.
THE GREAT LAKES SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA of eighty members, under the
leadership of Rudolph Ringwall, associate
conductor of the Cleveland Orchestra, has
been giving nightly concerts at the Great Lakes
Exposition on the lake front of Cleveland.
DUSOLINA GIANNINI was the Donna
Anna of a special performance, in May, of
“Don Giovanni” at the Paris Opera, when
Ezio Pinza was the Don Giovanni and Bruno
Walter conducted. During the Salzburg sum¬
mer season she has sung Donna Anna under
Walter, and also the Mistress Ford of Verdi’s
“Falstaff” with Arturo Toscanini conducting.
THE THREE VALLEYS FESTIVAL of
South Wales was celebrated for the seventh
time, in June, with Dr. Malcolm Sargent as
director. Among the novelties offered was a
suite, “The Tempest,” selected from incidental
music to the play of Shakespeare, by Llewelyn
Gomer, a Welsh scholarship student at the
Eastman School of Music, Rochester, New
York.
THE CLEVELAND SYMPHONY OR¬
CHESTRA, for the coming season, will have
as guest conductors—while Artur Rodzinski
is in New York as leader of the Philhar¬
monic-Symphony Orchestra—Igor Stravinsky,
Georges Enesco, Hans Lange and Vladimir
Golschmann. The operas to be given are
“Tannhauser” and “Elektra.”
A. WALTER KRAMER, for years the edi¬
tor of Musical America, has resigned this
position with this excellent musical newspaper,
to become Vice-president and Managing Di¬
rector of the Galaxy Musical Corporation. Mr.
Kramer, during his many years as an editor,
has done an important service to music in
the New World.
MUNICIPAL OPERA in St. Louis raised
its curtain on June 5th for the eighteenth con¬
secutive season at Famous Forest Park Ziegfeld’s gay and spectacular “Kid Boots” was
the offering for the first ten nights.

THE NATIONAL GYMANFA GANU
(Festival of Sacred Song) of the Welsh or¬
ganizations of America will be held on Sep¬
tember 13th, at Convention Hall, Atlantic
City. There will be a chorus of a thousand
voices, as well as singing by the assembly of
probably ten thousand, with Dr. Lewis Wat¬
kins of Philadelphia as leader.
THE SAINT-SAENS CENTENARY was
celebrated in Milan by a spectacular mounting
of “Samson et Dalila” conducted by Victor
de Sabata.
THE “ROUSSALKA” of Dargomijsky had
its first performance in the Czechoslovakian
capital, when recently presented in the Prague
Municipal Theater. It was first heard in 1856,
at the Maryinski Theater of St. Petersburg.
•3- J>
ALEXANDER
MacFADYEN,
widely
known American song composer and pianist,
died on June 6th, at Milwaukee, where he was
a member of the faculty of the Wisconsin
College of Music. Born in Milwaukee, July 12,
1879, he graduated from the Chicago Musical
College in 1905, was several times piano
soloist with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra
under Frederick Stock, and among his most
frequently heard songs are Inter Nos, Love is
the Wind, Cradle Song, and Day Break.
THE CONCERTS LAMOUREUX of Paris
consecrated their program of March 21st to
the celebration of the seventieth anniversary
of the birth of Alexander Glazounov (he was
born August 10, 1865). A feature of the event
was the interpretation of his “Concerto in A
minor, for Violin,” by Mile. Denise Soriano.
IGOR STRAVINSKY has been in Buenos
Aires, where he conducted a series of programs
of his own compositions.
•a--D.
THE AMERICAN GRAND RIGHTS
ASSOCIATION, INC. was organized on May
Hth, in New York, “to promote, protect and
police the performing rights of serious music
in this country,” in much the same manner
as the American Society of Composers.
Authors and Publishers protects producers ol
popular music.
.LOUIS G. HEINZE, widely known musician and teacher of Philadelphia, died May
“f ihC agC °[ ^venty-eight. For more
than forty years he had been organist and
Ph° ™astcr.,of O'?61? Street Methodist
Sh-Ch Vfnd h« was chairman of the Directors
of the Department of Relief for Deserving
Musicians of the Presser Foundation.
THE

“REDEMPTION.” a* poem-svm-

S'odU,^sr,f,iSr4on!'

k NYONE who can change the color of a river must be a
/% very great genius. Johann Strauss did not do this in
'ifact, but he did it in the minds of millions of people.
We have traversed the Danube for hundreds of miles, from
Regensburg to Budapest, and blue is the color we never yet
have seen. Mostly it is yellow. At Passau two other streams,
one green and the other black, pour into it; and for
some distance there is the phenomenon of a river with
three distinct ribbons of color. But that did not make

Johann’s teacher insisted that he practice before a large
mirror, so that lie could see how he appeared to an audi¬
ence. Once, while he was thus engaged, his father entered
the room and was furious when he found that his son could
play. Later, however, he was reconciled until he had the
tragic realization that the son was so amazingly gifted that
his own fame was in jeopardy.
At his father’s death at the age of forty-five, the fame
of the “Waltz King” was already firmly established, and
Johann II consolidated his or¬
chestra with that of his father
and toured Europe. For ten years
he played at the summer con¬
certs at Petropawlovski Park in
in St. Petersburg (Leningrad).
In 1863 we find him Director of

any difference to Johann Strauss,
Jr. In his dream mind the

Interesting and Important Items Gleaned in a Constant IF atch on
Happenings and Activities Pertaining to Things Musical Everywhere

Dimitri
Mitroroulos

The Magic of the Blue Danube

triumph of opera in EngLilian
lish at popular prices,
Bayus
have closed a season
made remarkable by performances of “Boris
Godounoff” (perhaps the first time in Eng¬
lish ), “The Bartered Bride” of Smetana, and
Verdi’s “Falstaff," the last the big box office
attraction of the series. And all a monument
to the pluck and organizing genius of a little
woman. Miss Lilian Baylis, the daughter of
musical parents, who at twelve made her
debut as violinist at famous St. James’s Hall,
Lqpdon, and on whom two of England’s
great universities have conferred honorary de¬
grees for her services to better popular enter¬
tainment.
ROBERT HEGF.R’S new opera, "Der
Verlorenc Sohn (The Prodical Son)," was
heard for the first time on any stage when
presented on March 31st, at the Dresden
Opera, with Karl Bbhm leading the perform¬
ance. The composer is his own librettist, and
the plot rests but vaguely on the biblical
story.
-1-th
THE GLYNDEBOURNE MOZART FES¬
TIVAL (just out from London) opened on
May 29th, with a performance of "Don
Giovanni," and closed July 5th, with “Cosi
fan tutte.” “Le Nozzc di Figaro.” “Cosi fan
Tutte” and “Don Giovanni” were sung in
Italian; and “Die Zauberflote” and “Die
Entfiihrung aus dem Serail” were done in
German. Casts, mostly British, were supple¬
mented with German singers; Fritz Busch and
Carl Ebert conducted.
CLAUDIA MUZIO, internationally known
soprano, who for years was one of the main¬
stays of the Chicago Civic Opera Company,
passed away on May 25th, in Rome.
THE INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY for
Contemporary Music held its fourteenth Fes¬
tival, from April 18th to 25th, at Barcelona,
Spiain. A celebration ior Alban Berg took up
most of the first program, by the Pau Casals
Orchestra.

a

WILLIAM
GRANT
STILL’S “Afro-American
Symphony” was played,
on June 17th, over the
British
Broadcasting
Company network of
Great Britain, with Sir
Hamilton Harty conduct¬
ing at the London studio.
The work had its world
premiere when on a February program of the
G“‘
Philharmonic-Symphony
Orchestra of New York, under the baton of
Hans Lange. The Philadelphia Orchestra pre¬
sented this work at Los Angeles, with Leopold
Stokowski conducting, while on its transconti¬
nental spring tour.
(Continued on Page S26)

Danube was blue, and blue it
remains. From Passau down to
Vienna the Danube is perhaps
more beautiful than the Rhine,
as it has something of the majesty
of our Hudson plus the romance
of ruined palaces high up on the
forested mountains. We hope
that you will make this trip
some time, as it is unforgettable.
Johann Strauss, Jr., was born
on October 25 of 1825, in Vienna.
And what a Vienna that was for
musicians, with its memories of
Haydn and Mozart, and hundreds
of other lesser masters, and with
Beethoven and Schubert at the
zenith of their careers. His father
was the most famous writer of
waltzes in Europe. He composed
over one hundred and fifty of
these charming dances. If he had
never had a son, these waltzes
might be still widely performed.
Fate, however, played a curious
trick upon Johann I. His own

the Court Balls in Vienna, the
height of his official career. This
was the most brilliant musical
position of its kind in Europe.
On the advice of Offenbach, he
took to writing comic operas. His
“Die Fledermaus” is a classic of
its type. No more delightful op¬
eretta has ever been written. He
lived and breathed the dreamlike
artist’s life of Vienna. More than
any other composer, he has trans¬
lated the spirit of the radiant
Viennese life of that day.
One night he came upon a for¬
gotten poem by Carl Beck, An
der schonen blauen Donau. Hav¬

son was destined to eclipse him. This was not by any
means the father’s fault, as he tried to throw every
crooked stick possible in the way of the son’s becoming
a musician. But the Gods of Destiny were “ha-ha-ing” in
their sleeves. In fact the elder Strauss, who had himself
met with stern parental obstacles, tried to do everything
to keep his three sons, Johann, Eduard and Joseph, from
becoming musicians.
As a child, we saw Eduard Strauss conduct in New York.
After the manner of the family, he stood, fiddle in hand,
playing part of the time and then conducting with his bow.
He seemed to become physically a part of the music. As he
swayed with the rhythms, the audience caught the intoxi¬
cation of it all; and soon the vast auditorium was bound
as though in the embrace of some mystical power. Sousa,
with his inimitable marches, is the only one whom we can
compare with the Strauss tradition.
How did Johann II get his education? Naturally, his
mother encouraged him. He made a secret arrangement
with the concertmeister of his father’s orchestra to teach
him; and he paid for these clandestine lessons with the
little fees he received from teaching piano playing to some
pupils. Among them was the very stupid son of his tailor.
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ing no paper at hand, he wrote
the themes upon his cuffs. His
wife, it is said, preserved them
from the laundry.
The Wiener Mdnnergesangverein (Vienna Male Singing
Society) had obtained a promise from Strauss to write a
work for the organization. Therefore, at a concert of this
Society in the Diana Saal, the waltz was first performed on
February 13, 1867, nearly seventy years ago. Yet, when we

Johann Strauss II, at his work desk

hear it to-day, it seems as fresh and vernal as though it had
been just composed. To Strauss, however, it was only an¬
other waltz—one of the four hundred he wrote. In that
year he went to Paris and did not even bother to put it on
his public programs. At a private concert the waltz created
a furor, and the popularity of Strauss soon eclipsed that of
the*French (Alsatian) Waldteufel.
Probably as long as music lasts the spirit of Strauss will
live in his waltzes, particularly The Beautiful Blue Danube.
Seidl, Nikisch, Thomas, Toscanini, Stokowski, Brahms,
Wagner, and Rachmaninoff, all have paid their tribute to
its magic. Once, as a boy at Brighton Beach, where Seidl
conducted the Metropolitan Opera House Orchestra, we
heard the great Wagnerian conductor say to Victor Herbert,
then recently imported as violoncellist in the orchestra,
“Warum trjnkt man Schnaps wenn wir Die Blaue Donau
haben? (Why does anyone drink whiskey when he can have
The Beautiful Blue Danube?)”
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Listen to Your Own Voice
Day's End on the Farm

N

owhere is the joy of
music more welcome
than on the farm. In the
days when the farm was
more isolated, musical prog¬
ress was difficult. Now all
this has changed. Thousands
of boys and girls have beento colleges where they re¬
ceived a fine musical train¬
ing and have gone back to
homes with radios that can,
with a twirl of a knob, carry
them in a flash to the best
music of the world’s musical
centers. They can jump
from Paris to San Fran¬
cisco, from New York to
Zanna Anderson
London, from Rome to Phil¬
adelphia, from Chicago to Berlin.
Talk about seven league boots! This is the day of seven
thousand league boots. The music lover and the music
student on the farm, with a weekly automobile run “to
town” for a lesson (from a teacher who to-day is probably
far better equipped than were the better metropolitan
teachers of twenty-five years ago), now can have the most
enviable opportunities for progress. Thousands of students
are taking advantage of this, and we hear of musicales
given by neighborhood groups that sound very much like
those of the great music centers.
Yet there still are thousands and thousands of melodeons
and parlor organs on American farms, and they are warmly
and properly loved. “Pop” comes in from the fields and
picks out a few tunes. There may he callouses on his
hands, but there are no callouses on his brain or on his
soul. His love for beauty may be elementary, but he finds
more joy in Money Musk, In the Gloaming, and Beulah
Land, than many tired ears realize in the “Fire Bird” or
“Tod und Yerklarung.”
The picture on the front cover of this issue is graphic
and real. The artist. Miss Zanna Anderson, of Lincoln,
Nebraska, was born nineteen years ago, in Holdrege,
Nebraska. Her grandmother was a native of Sweden. Miss
Anderson, from her childhood, has been especially gifted
in drawing and painting. She studied at the Barnard
School for Girls, in New York City, and also (1934-1936)
at the Art School of the National Academy of Design,
under Charles C. Curran, Karl Anderson and Charles L.
Hinton, specializing in portraiture. She has shown can¬
vases in the last two annual exhibitions of the Allied
Artists of America, in New York City.
The portrait oil our cover, by Miss Anderson, is that of
a Nebraska pioneer, Mr. Ernie Paine, painted in his farm
home near Lincoln. The original is in oils in full colors;
and it is 2 feet 11Y2 inches wide and 3 feet 3l/2 inches long.
The Etude is particularly proud to present this work of a
girl in her teens, first because it has attracted very favor¬
able attention from artists and second because the painter
has worked all her life under extraordinary difficulties.
Miss Anderson has not walked, from birth. Despite this
handicap, she has developed her gifts in an exceptional
manner, and has cultivated a disposition that has made her
famous for her happy smiling good nature. She is very fair,
with blond bair. She spends most of her time at her easel
and also takes a very keen interest in listening to concerts
and operas. Hers is a record of achievement which is in
line with the ideals that The Etude always has promoted;
and we are therefore very glad to acquaint our readers with
the work of Miss Anderson.

N

OT so very long ago we heard an excited teacher giving
"a lesson to a nervous little pupil, and we concluded

that one of the
ably Irritating and disagreeable. Every time the pupil made
an error, the teacher literally exploded vocally, in tones
that were enough to disturb the pupils poise for the rest
°fEvery teacher should remember that his job is to get
results, not to make an exhibition of his temper. _
Very few people ever think of listening to their own
voices) Probably you have never heard a fine reproduction
of your own voice as, for instance, the voice of a great moving picture star is reproduced. If you did, you might get a
shock you would not soon forget.
Some years ago a vocal teacher in Italy suggested a
method which one might employ to get a little nearer to
the effect. He flattened out each hand and then put the
right hand in front of the right ear, at right angles with
the head, and the left hand in a similar way in front of the
left ear. With such a device the acoustical effect produced
when speaking is quite different to the individual than
when he hears his voice without such u means.
An American teacher sought to improve upon this plan
by taking a piece of cardboard two feet square and cutting
a hole into which the pupil inserted his face, leaving the
ears behind the cardboard. When the speaker or singer
employs this kind of baffle-board, the voice sounds quite
different, and what one hears is far more like what others
hear.
The teacher’s voice should he agreeable, firm, clear and
never irritating.
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C7%HE horror of much modem education is regimentation—the
U/unthinkably stupid idea of trying to make each individual
as much like another individual as possible. Mass education has
been responsible for much of this.
It presupposes such an
asinine theory as that every child, because of the divine philoso¬
phy of equal right, has therefore equal capacity, and that each
child should be given a pedagogical drill as nearly like that of
every other child as is imaginable. Of course all sane teachers
have been fighting this; but there are economic and social con¬
ditions which erect barriers, before which the efforts of the
teachers become like a snowball barrage against a concrete-steel
fortification. The City Fathers have just so much to spend, and
Mrs. George Washington, Mrs. Tim O’Hooligan, Mrs Antonio
Saluti and Mrs. Moe Lipstein all are positive their children have
the same receptivity as all others and therefore should have the
same schooling in everything.
These fallacious forces turn the wheels of the great educa¬
tional factories and succeed in filling the world with an over
production of nonentities, who combine in future years to make
life more and more difficult.
We once saw a machine that made pearls so like the real
gems that they were hardly distinguishable. It turned them out
by the million. In a week or so they looked just like pebbles.
Listen you music teachers, to the words of the dramatic
producer, Max Reinhardt, who writes in “Lc Mois" of Paris:
There are no two human beings who resemble each
other. Yet men are squeezed between the grindstones of
hfe, shaken and tossed about, until they become as round
and polished as pebbles we so greatly admire on the sea
s ore. All are equally insignificant and their polish is
acquired at the expense of personality.”
Pebbles or people—which?
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A Conference With the Eminent Virtuoso

Jascha Heifetz
Secured Expressly for The Etude Music Magazine
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Pebbles or People

This is the day of giant political activity. No matter ichich nartv

JASCHA HEIFETZ

What Makes a Good Violinist

the ETW*

HERE IS BUT ONE big problem
confronting all violin students; and
that is, how to play well. I only wish
the problem could be solved as simply as
it can be stated. It is when you go a bit
farther, though, that you begin striking
difficulties. What constitutes the alpha and
omega of good playing? To some, it may
mean virtuoso technic; to others, soulful
interpretations—or even a chance to show
what they can do. To the real student, how¬
ever, good playing means a little of each
of these things, and something more than
all of them: it means the ability to express
the meaning of music efficiently, faithfully,
and individually. To aim at this goal, the
violinist must first know himself. He must
know what he can do' and what he can’t.
To my mind, the chief difficulty besetting
the path of violin students is that they want
to “be somebody” in the shortest possible
time. Ambition is a very laudable quality,
of course; but, like everything else in life,
it must be tempered with good sense.
There are some violinists who, for all their
hard work, never will “be somebody,” for
the sole reason that nature has not endowed
them with the necessary gifts. I suppose it
sounds a bit discouraging to say this, but it
is a fact. All of us know it, and it would be
a mistake to try to gloss over the fact.
On the other hand, there are always
students who might “be somebody,” if only
they got the chance. - By getting the chance
I, however, emphatically do not mean a
sponsored debut and a lot of publicity. By
giving an earnest student the proper chance
to make something of himself, I mean that
he should be given every opportunity, first,
to discover himself to himself; and, second,
to develop slowly, thoroughly, and accord¬
ing to his own individual talents. For ex¬
ample, the ambitious young violinist can
be easily flattered to the point where he be¬
lieves himself ready for bigger things than
he really is able to accomplish well. The
worst form of such flattery, of course, is
the proud comment of friends and relatives
that he is “the next Paganini.” There is
another form of false encouragement, how¬
ever. Unfortunately, this is administered
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By R. H. WOLLSTEIN
largely by teachers. The teacher who
allows his student to play show pieces and
difficult cadenzas at a time when he should
be mastering correct scales, is doing the
zealous young spirit in his care an in¬
calculable harm. And so, to come back to
what I first said about knowing one’s self,
I believe the best encouragement lies in
allowing the student to feel his limitations
as well as his strong points. In the end,
this will do him the most good.
The Full Technic
HE PURELY TECHNICAL side of
good violin playing is a rather difficult
thing to talk about in any general way. On
the general side, technic means the faultless
manipulation of bow and strings; individ¬
ually speaking, technic means the overcom¬
ing of the individual’s particular problems.
And since no two students’ problems are
exactly the same, it is impossible to lay
down any definite set of rules for all violin¬
ists to follow. I believe, though, that every
musical person is born with two different
kinds of musicality. First, there is a feeling
for music itself; and second, a very definite
knack or aptitude for some special form of
musical expression. Some people have a
natural talent for the piano; others are born
conductors; a third set have an inherent
gift for the violin. This has nothing what¬
ever to do with being musical. It is an en¬
tirely additional faculty; and the utmost
care must be exercised, in the education of
musical children, to make sure that the
proper bent is discovered.
The first step in technical development,
then, is to make sure of the student’s
natural gifts. Perhaps the little boy, whom
you are training to be a violinist, would
make a brilliant pianist if he got the
chance; while his sister who sits at the
keyboard playing his accompaniments,
should really be learning to draw a bow
across the strings. How are you to know?
It is hard to put into words any exact and
fool proof method for detecting violinistic
ability; but the experienced violin teacher
ought to be able to tell very easily. The

student’s individual way of handling the perhaps, to look upon the more successful
bow and strings, his personal interpretation executants as models, but never should one
of even the simplest melody, his tone—each copy another violinist’s work. To copy is
and all of these may convey to the alert to admit the defeat of one's own individual¬
and trained ear whether or not the little ity. I would rather hear a young student
play an interpretation that he has thought
pupil is naturally violinistically endowed.
If one is teaching a child the violin, out himself, though it may be far from
simply as an added form of educational re¬ perfect, than to hear him try to duplicate
finement, the question of inborn talent is, the performance of the greatest master in
perhaps, not so important; although, even .the world.
A thorough foundation can go a great
in this case, it is always better to train a
young one along the lines of his natural way towards doing away with this tendency
endowments. But for the one who wishes to to try to make effects the way a ranking
"make something” of a musical child, it is virtuoso does. I often compare the training
of the utmost importance to discover early of the young violinists I hear, with the
whether this little violinist is really a vio¬ training that I got at the Conservatory of
linist at all, or not. And, if he is not, then St. Petersburg. We had to pass an en¬
the kindest method of procedure is to dis¬ trance examination before we were admitted
courage him. Let him try his hand at some for study, and the test was—what do you
other instrument, until it is discovered suppose? Not the Mendelssohn “Concerto”;
exactly where his talents lie. There is a not the Bruch Variations; but scales! The
sharply marked difference between musical first test of violinistic ability was the ability
ability and violin ability; and there is great to play a perfect scale. And throughout
value in healthy guidance into the correct all the years of our study at the Conserva¬
line of effort. It can save a person a great tory, first stress was laid on just this basic
deal of heartache later on in life.
mastery of violin technic. Even now, I still
practice scales every day of my life. If I
The Proper Aim
can play scales as they should be played,
HY IS YOUR PUPIL learning the the rest of my work will come well. Some¬
violin? That is a very wholesome times, on tour, I have only fifteen or twenty
question. If he is learning it simply as a minutes at a time in which to practice, be¬
bridge into music, your task will be quite tween trains or business schedules. I devote
different than if you are training a pros¬ that time entirely to scales and technical
pective virtuoso. In either case, however, exercises. I play scales slowly, then mere
a great deal more stress than is usual quickly, then very quickly indeed. I practice
should be laid upon the foundations of vio¬ double stops, fingered thirds, sixths, octaves
lin study. I find, regrettably enough, that and tenths. I pfactice all these exercises
this most vital point is likely to be passed legato and then staccato. I practice them on
over all too casually. I have been working different strings. I was taught in this way
at the violin all my life, and I still feel and, aside from that, I believe in it heartily.
that I am but a student of my instrument Therefore I am somewhat amazed when
and very far from my goal. Other students young students come to me for auditions,
sometimes come, after my concerts, and say and tell me that they have never played
that they wish to be able to play like me. fingered intervals.
I know that this is meant kindly, and, of
Sincerity First
course, it is gratifying to hear; but in all
appreciation for a well intended compli¬
HEN A CANDIDATE comes to
ment, I think it is a wrong way to go to
me for an audition, I ask him what
work. Nobody should want to play “like” he has prepared. In nine cases out of ten,
another person. The best anyone can hope he mentions some immense and impressive
for is to play excellently. It is only natural, concert piece. Then I ask him to play me a
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gave us a good preparation for later work.
scale. He always looks a little astonished.
I rate his ability, then, according to the
way he can play that scale. If the scale
sounds as it should, I am enthusiastic to
hear what else he can do. If the scale is
defective, I tell the young man to go home
and learn how to play, and to come back
to me one day when he knows more about
violin playing.
I do not mean to be heartless or discour¬
aging, but the principle involved here is
greater than any one student’s career. It
seems to’ me that a plunge into the most
profound sublimities of music without due
apprenticeship in the humbler regions,
amounts to a bluff. I am sure it is not
meant to be, but that is what it is, and a
bluff in art is intolerable. If there is any¬
thing lofty and sincere left in life, it must
be art. That is why I do as I do, even at
the risk of being thought severe.
In all truth, though, it is not severity, but
plain practical honesty. The youth who
comes prepared with the great concertos is
aiming at the concert platform and audi¬
ences ; and audiences are the best barom¬
eters in the world. You simply cannot
deceive an audience as to musical sincerity.
Not every individual in that large group
can be expected to know what constitutes

good violin playing, but the group as a
whole does know. They feel, in some mys¬
terious way, whether the artist is giving
them his whole truth or whether he is
bluffing.
For practical purposes alone, then, a
solid foundation is necessary. But I do not
counsel it merely for its practical advan¬
tages. One cannot ever hope to play well
without paying continuous and strict at¬
tention to the elementary principles _ of
violin study. Let me give a more detailed
picture of my own student days in Russia.
I began playing the violin before I was
five; and my father was niy first teacher.
Later, I had a professional teacher, in my
native city of Vilna; and when I was eight
I was admitted to the Conservatory of St.
Petersburg, the name of which was
changed to Petrograd; during my time
there. At eight I had learned how to play
scales, and that was a point in my favor.
We also studied solfege, theory, harmony,
fugue, counterpoint, piano, viola, chamber
music playing, orchestral playing, sight
reading, musical history, and general edu¬
cational subjects. There was also com¬
pulsory attendance at performances of
opera and concert. There were six years
of this curriculum before graduation. That

No Short Cuts to Art
AD PREPARATION is the system
of smattering the fundamentals and
trying to break into showy pieces at the
earliest possible moment. I ™
*
say that this sort of background iss stall
to^ be found among American students.
Perhaps a certain native overoptimism
responsible for it. We have had such won¬
derful results from the “quick returns
policy in other fields of endeavor, that
we seek to apply this method to music
and the other arts as well, neglecting the
fact that art is perhaps the one field where
it can not be done. Talent must be solidly
formed; and the growth of art must be
slow and unforced. Would you like to live
on the twenty-fifth floor of a house the
foundations of which were insecure. 1
rather think not. Then do not run the risk
of becoming a violinist who tries to play
twenty-fifth floor fluencies on a foundation
of shaky scales.
As to practicing methods, I believe in
the old-fashioned system of working at
scales and exercises first, and then working
over the pieces when the fingers have been
-.1 nH limbered un. I know that some

B

musicians advocate playing the pieces at
once, while the energies are freshest, and
doing the muscle work afterwards, but j
think that is a mistake. Polish up the foun
dation first. If you find that too much
steady practicing tires you, then divide
your practice period, playing perhaps two
hours at technic, resting a while, and th»n
going at the pieces when you feel in better
form. But never begin on pieces from a
“cold start.” Work on scales, exercises
arpeggios, trills, and then begin your mu¬
sical interpretations. Do not listen only for
your beautiful tone and all the things you
know you do well. Cultivate the sort of
critical ear that will hit at once upon the
things that you do not do so well. Those
are the things you need to practice. Always
begin by working at a slow tempo. No
matter how well you played a passage yes¬
terday, take it slowly again when you
tackle it to-day. It is a simple thing, then,
to increase ycur speed—simpler than hav¬
ing to go back and correct new errors.
And remember that good violin playing
must be built upon the firmest possible
foundation. You cannot give yourself
genius; but you can assure yourself of
honest, thorough musicianship, if you fol¬
low diligently a well mapped course.

The Etude Fifty Years Ago
By W. Francis Gates

W. FRANCIS GATES IN 1890
W. Francis Gates, who writes the accom¬
panying article on “The Etude Fifty Years
Ago,” has been for the last fifty-five years
active in musical journalism and newspaper
musical criticism. Having begun with “The
Etude” in 1887, he was for a time on the
the staff of the Boston “Advertiser.” He
wrote also for “The Musician” and “Music”
(W. S. B. Mathews, Chicago), for several
years edited “The Music Student,” and for
the last twenty years was on the “Pacific
Coast Musician” (Los Angeles). Mr. Gates
was born in Zanesville, Ohio, musically
educated in Oberlin, the Ohio Wesleyan
University Conservatory, Delaware, Ohio,
and in the New England Conservatory and
under private teachers of Boston. He
taught in music schools of the East and on
the Pacific Coast, and now lives in Los
Angeles, California. Through these fifty
years he has been a frequent contributor
to “The Etude.”—Editorial Note.

N

early fifty years ago my
first contribution to The Etude
was made. Not a great opus, but
the significant thing to me was that it was
published at all! Only four years before,
Theodore Presser had begun publication of
this journal for pianists and shortly took
474

it to Philadelphia where it suffered the
pains of growth common to such magazines

as near the truth as I know.
Yours truly,
Theodore Presser”

As the years went on, I sent in articles
on pedagogical subjects, and in 1906-12,
many editorials. From 1889 to 1898, Mr.
Presser tempted fortune by publishing three
of my books; “Musical Mosaics”; “Anec¬
dotes of Great Musicians”; “In Praise of
Music”; and later he bought one, “Pipe
and Strings,” from the John Church Com¬
pany. Of these the second still brings its
semiannual check. However, Mr. Presser’s
expectations of the book buying interest of
the musical public now were realized, as
he wrote me.
Aided by the brilliant corps of writers
whom he interested in the production of
The Etude, ever since 1883 that journal
has proved of incalculable value to the
musical atmosphere of this and other coun¬
tries. Its collected volumes enclose the best
analytical, critical, and musico-educational
thought of that long period, and I look back
with pleasure to my association with its
proprietor and its several editors.

All of this is still true, as to musicians
and technic, as it was half a century ago.
On founding The Etude, Mr. Presser
called to his aid the best contemporary
musico-literary talent of the country.
Among these, the most prolific were W. S.
B. Mathews, James G. Huneker, John S.
Van Cleve, John C. Fillmore, and D. D.
Bryant. Mr. Mathews was an encyclopedia
in himself, and Mr. Huneker furnished the
literary brilliance. Mr. Fillmore, later of
Pomona, California, dealt in harmony and
in history, his books being published
serially in The Etude.

Sage Counsel
R. PRESSER’S terse and pointed
style is pictured in a letter he wrote
to me dated May 23, 1887. I had consulted
him in the matter of different styles of
technic and their proponents; whereon he
wrote, in part:

M

"When doctors disagree we must use
our own judgment. This is especially
true of piano playing—where all roads
lead to Rome. The great trouble with
ivriters on the subject is that they see
everything from their own standpoint.
If they have a soft hand and are en¬
dowed with a poetical nature, they cry
down Czerny; if they have a hard,
unyielding hand with a sharp ear and
are full of energy, then everyone who
comes under them as pupil must swal¬
low pail after pail of Plaidy, Czerny
Kohler, etc.
"And so it goes. There is no patent
road to pianistic fame. We must take
that road which nature intended us to
go—fly on wing of poetry, tread the
even path along the dusty road; swim,
crawl, ride or take a cross-road by way
of the wilderness—and never see day¬
light again. This, I fear, is giving you
poor satisfaction all around; but it is

There Were Giants
HERE WERE a host of writers on
pianoforte subjects. Added to the above
were A. R. Parsons, Dr. S. Austin Pearce,
Arthur Foote, H. *S. Vining, C. B. Cady,
Ridley Prentice (“The Musician" in several
volumes), Carl Lachmund, Robert Goldbeck, E. M. Bowman, Amy Fay, Aloys
Hennes, Charles W. Landon, and Wilson
G. Smith.
Besides the continued series, later pub¬
lished in book form, valuable features were
the graded lists of teaching and concert
pieces and the “Question and Answer”
column, in which Mr. Mathews gave reams
of information which were well "worth the
price of subscription.”
Gone and nearly forgotten are the then
advertised “Techniphone” and “Technicon.”
The former was a' mute piano, later de¬
veloped by A. K. Virgil, so that each key
gave a click on the way down and another
on the way up. The Technicon of Mr
Brotherhood was a little hand gymnasium
with all possible wrist, hand and finger
gymnastic apparatus.
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What the Musical World Did
(CURRENT NEWS of the month was
V. not omitted. In those early issues i
still find interesting “news,” some of which
is summarized below: German Opcra was
reignmg at the new Metropolitan Opera
2rewell
Was
his
tarewell
. Current recitalists
were
Emanuel Moor, Geraldine Morgan. Fannie
Bloomfield-Zeisler, Adele Aus der Ohe
Walter Damrosch has begun directing Geran Opera at the Metropolitan Opera

The Story and History of
Gounod s "Faust"
By the Noted French Pianist, Lecturer and Teacher

Maurice Dumesml

AMONG ALL the legends which have
/A been handed down to us from the
J.
Middle Ages, none ever made so
great an impression on the public at large
as that of Doctor Faust. Its success has
been phenomenal. It was, at first, a success
of curiosity; but it has endured, and time
apparently has no action upon the fascina¬
tion exercised by this story. Even to our
day, the sole name of “Faust” seems a
wand of magic power of evocation, and it
continues to hold everyone under its ir¬
resistible prestige.
But, the question arises, who was Faust,
this queer character? Did he ever exist
“in flesh and bones,” or was he only a myth
invented by the imaginative and nebulous
brain of some mediaeval story writer, at
a time when literature bordered so closely
upon the fantastic and the supernatural?
It is easy to answer this question pre¬
cisely. Faust is not an imaginary character,
and his story is not fiction. He was in
reality a doctor and a great adept of
alchemy and occultism. At least he was
held for such in Germany during the XVth
century, that period of darkness and igno¬
rance when the bulk of the people con¬
sidered scientists as suspicious human
beings endowed with miraculous gifts and
cultivating relations with mysterious psy¬
chic powers.
Dr. Faust’s life seems to have been a
colorful and interesting one. After many
years spent in the search of the philos¬
opher’s stone, he traveled extensively all
over the country, and from cities to vil¬
lages, organizing meetings during which he
exhibited uncanny tricks of wizardry, lec¬
tured on spiritualism and other similar
topics, and held everybody spellbound
through his weird eloquence and domineer¬
ing personality.

W. FRANCIS CATES IN »»
Ncally Stephens and Clara Louise Kellogg
give recitals.
Announcement is made, well in advance,
of the coming program of the Musk Teach¬
ers’ National Association, to be held in In¬
dianapolis in 1887. This organization was
founded by M r. Presser and others, in Moonett Hall, Delaware. Ohio (Ohio Weseljan
University). in 1876. Soloists were to he
Charles j'arvis. W. H. Sherwood. August
Hyllested, Julie Riv*-King. Neally
Stephens. A. A. Stanley and others. Essay¬
ists included E. M. Bowman. Thomas Tap¬
per, Arthur Foote. H. B. Roney. Karl
Merz, W. S. B. Mathews. Mrs. Clarence
Eddy, C. B. Cady, Clara Louise Kellogg.
Wilson G. Smith, and Dr. John H. Gower
(London, England).
Leading soloists before the European
public then included Xaver ScharwOT*.
Sofie Menter. Tcresina Tua.
Gudchus, Sarasate, Essipoff. Arthur Bud.
Sivori, Rummel. Bulow. Stavenhagen,
Fricdheim, D'Albert, Clara Schumann.
Helen Hopekirk, Alfred Reisenauer, noted
as “a very- strong pianist" and Saurett^
marked as “the current husband of Teres*
Carreno.” (It will be noted that this w*5
the day of the “pupil of Liszt")
(Continued on Page 530)
the etiM
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One of his students, called Wagner, used
to accompany him on these expeditions;
and Dr. Faust presented him to his audi¬
ences as an authentic materialization of
Satan, under the queerly made up name
of Mephistopheles.
A Spur to Imagination
HE END of Dr. Faust, however, was
tragic. After having aroused impas¬
sioned discussion and elicited enormous
curiosity for a number of years, he finally
was suspected of being a sorcerer, and
accused of “maintaining intercourse with
the Devil.” One night of 1540, in a small
village of Prussia, they assassinated him.
It was only natural that such a capti¬
vating personage should tempt the imag¬
ination of poets and musicians, especially
after the masterwork devoted to him by
the great Goethe had appeared and had
influenced profoundly the arts and the lit¬
erature of the XIXth century. Goethe
marked the obscure and rather undefined
character with the seal of his luminous
genius. He transformed Faust into a liv¬
ing entity; and above all, he introduced
love into this somber legend by inventing
the delightful silhouette of Marguerite.
This marked the advent of a great evo¬
lution; the old mediaeval story promptly
became a glowing focus of attraction for
writers, painters and composers. Innumera¬
ble poems or novels sprang up around the
hero of Goethe’s story, and soon the mu¬
sicians joined in and tuned their lyres in
order to celebrate him to the best of their
abilities. Even Liszt paid his tribute with
a “Faust Symphony”; and the mighty
Richard Wagner, with a “Faust" Over-

T

Camille Saint-Saens, later
on, had to suffer from the
same cause and was obliged
to entrust the presentation
of “Samson et Dalila” in
his native country, to the
Theatre des Arts of Rouen,
after Liszt’s enthusiasm had
secured the world premiere
at Weimar.

CHARLES GOUNOD
From the famous portrait by his friend, Carolus Duran
A Cool Premiere
given last Sunday. The first tableaux of
N THE NIGHT of March 19, 1859,
‘Faust’ passed along without too much
nothing happened of a nature to give
trouble. But when the curtain rose for
Gounod much encouragement or hope as
the Garden Scene and Mile. Bonncfoy
to the ultimate fate of his opera. The audi¬
started the initial measures of the ballad
ence was very small indeed. It was, how¬
of the King of Thule, the public mani¬
ever, of distinguished quality, and in the
fested a discontentment which went ‘cres¬
boxes one could see such personalities
cendo’ until it knew no more bounds
as Auber, Berlioz, Jules Janin, Camille
ivhen the orchestra and M. Vincent
Doucet, Emile Ollivier, and Ernest Royer
threw their discordant tones in the midst
himself. The latter must have found a
of the shrill top notes emitted by our
matter of self-congratulation for rejecting
prima donna. Screaming and hissing en¬
the work, when he read the newspapers the
sued, requesting the dismissal of both
following morning. As has become a well
soprano and tenor. In presence of such
established tradition, the critics blundered
disorder, the musicians packed their in¬
most miserably; and the climax of stupid¬
struments and zvalkcd out of the pit. The
ity was reached by a certain Pierre Scudo,
stage director, in evening dress and white
who perpetrated, in the authoritative
gloves, stepped forward and made a
“Revue des Deux Mondes,” an article from
speech in an effort to restore peace; but,
which these selected excerpts will prove
when he finally succeeded in obtaining
particularly entertaining:
attention, the musicians had left the
“The only passages worth noticing, in
theater, so the curtain had to be lowered
the first act, are a sort of little pastoral
without finishing the performance."
symphony announcing the coming of
The Wary Publishers
daurn, and a morning chorus which is
sung back stage."
NDOUBTEDLY the good manners
' • which Faust endea\
of the public have improved since
to express the delight brought to him 1868, as has improved its musical taste;
by the appearance of Marguerite show’, and such a turbulent spirit no longer e
nothing remarkable apart from a discreet ists
audiences of today, even when
No less than eleven operas were com¬
accompaniment in which one can
some new music performed on' certain
posed on the subject, mostly by German
tinguish a violin solo following the
occasions would well warrant similar tem¬
musicians whose names have sunk into
peramental outbursts of exuberant protests.
oblivion. In Paris, a “Faust” by a certain
The ballad of the spinning wheel has In this special case of “Faust,” however,
Beancourt was performed in 1827, at the
absolutely no melodic character.
the repeated demonstrations were not of
Theatre des Nouveautes; and another, by
“The part of Mephistopheles does not
a woman composer called Angelique Bertin,
stand out at all as it should in M.
was presented in 1851, at the Theatre
Gounod’s work. The composer has not
Italien. Both proved unconvincing, how¬
known how to picture this queer char¬
ever, and soon disappeared from the bills.
acter, half sophist and half demon, with
When the latter was produced, Berlioz
a few vigorous strokes. He has not suc¬
had already written his “Damnation de
ceeded better than Spohr himself. We
Faust”; and it had been presented in 1846,
must say the same thing about the fan¬
at the Opera Comique. But this work,
tastic part, the night of Walpurgis, the
which still occupies an outstanding position
scene of the prison and the final apothe¬
in the concert repertoire, nevertheless was
osis, which seem to be manquccs (no
more of a symphony than an opera; and
good) and without any originality."
the field remained open for a musician of
After such divagations, it is not sur¬
genius who would find within his soul the prising that ten years had to pass before
inspiration needed as a perfect match to “Faust” gained admission to the Opera
where it finally was performed on the 4th
Charles Gounod achieved this with his of March, 1869.
masterpiece, presented for the first time
In the meantime, it had been sung in a
on the evening of March 19, 1859, at the number of provincial towns, where the re¬
Theatre Lyrique.
ceptions had been equally far from en¬
We might well wonder why the doors thusiastic. Last summer, while in Nor¬
of the Paris Opera did not open at once, mandy, I had the curiosity to look up the
and wide, to the now triumphant score. files of a local newspaper in the city of
Here again, the director showed a total Caen, and found this curious notice relat¬
lack of foresight and perspicacity. M. ing the disastrous performance given May
Ernest Royer, who presided over the des¬ 7, 1868, on the stage of the Theatre
tinies of the first lyric stage of France, Municipal;
turned it down flatly, because it was “not
“It is a long time since we have seen
pompous enough.” It will be recalled that
such a stormy performance as the one
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a nature to foment the good will of the transformed into a writing desk and on
publishers. Gounod approached several of the lid of which he had engraved these
them unsuccessfully. Colombier, who later Latin words with a needle point:
“Hie laboravi, non tanquam volui, sed
on became a partner in the old firm of
tanquam potui."
Gallet et Colombier on the rue Vivienne,
Gounod’s career was not exempt from
consented to print the manuscript; but he
failures.
But if several of his operas did
offered only four thousand francs (around
eight hundred dollars at that time) for not succeed, no other achieved such a
colossal fiasco as did “Le Tribut de
complete ownership of the rights.
Gounod refused to sign the contract; and Zamora.” This meant a hard blow to the
subsequently he met Choudens, an employee publisher Choudens, who had bought it
at the Ministry of Post and Telegraph, outright for the considerable sum of one
who also took care of a small publishing hundred thousand francs. And to ^ finish
concern which he had established during with a typically French “bon mot” con¬
nected with this last episode:
his spare time.
One day on the boulevards, Gounod met
Choudens’ fortune amounted to eight
thousand francs, or sixteen hundred dollars. Choudens who wore a magnificent new
He offered it all to Gounod, who accepted; fur coat.
“Ah, ah! here is ‘Faust’,” the composer
and the investment proved to be a splendid
one, since the house of Choudens, which chuckled ironically as he pointed to the
still stands on the same old premises of expensive garment.
But Choudens smiled sadly as he touched
the Boulevard des Capucines, made a re¬
spectable amount of millions through the with his hand his shabby looking old hat,
ever growing success of the opera. “Faust,” a poor match indeed for the sumptuous fur
indeed, has remained permanently on the coat; and he replied, “yes, my dear mas¬
posters of all the lyric theaters in the ter; and here is ‘Le Tribut de Zamora’”!
world; and it is perhaps the greatest
“drawing card” of the repertoire, outside
of “Carmen,” although Bizet’s work can
scarcely be classified under the same de¬
nomination of “grand opera.”
A Rare Popularity
HE TWO THOUSANDTH perform¬
ance of “Faust” at the Paris Opera
alone, was given on the 31st of December
1934, with a great display of solemnity.
The crowning of Gounod’s bust took place
in the presence of the president of the
Republic; and the leading artists of the
company appeared in a parade featuring
the costumes of the Gounod repertoire.
If any of the listeners of the first night
in 1859 were present at that ceremony,
which is by no means impossible, they
must have been surprised in comparing the
two events. As they say in France, “much
water had passed under the bridge.” But
the ultimate success of “Faust” and its
wide popularity are legitimate and fully
justified by the high quality of the music.
It stands out most conspicuously among
the. whole of Gounod’s production. No
other of his works contains the same rich
substance, the same melodic purity, the
same dramatic sweep, the same forerunners
of modernism (see the prelude) ; and even
“Romeo et Juliette” and “Mireille,” which
stand next to “Faust” in public favor, rank
only far behind in intrinsic musical value.
This probably contributed to accredit the
story that Gounod was not in reality the
composer of “Faust” but had purchased it
from a young musician in need who had
died at an early age. The truth lies else¬
where, and it was probably his enthusiasm
for the work of Goethe that prompted to
Gounod the lovely or powerful score which
now stands supreme after a hard fought
battle.
Gounod reaped a rich material reward
from “Faust.” Visitors of Paris will find
his palatial mansion located in the fash¬
ionable district of the Plaine Monceau, at
no. 1 rue de Montchanin. There he lived
most of the year, and migrated to Saint
Cloud, only a few miles away, for the
summer. His country home was built in
the center of a large garden, among lawns,
shady trees and flower beds. It is the sec¬
ond large estate on the left side of the
steep road which climbs up hill toward
Versailles, after leaving the Rond Point
de Saint Cloud.
It is interesting to know that in his
early years Gounod had developed a real
talent for water colors. He had even
thought of devoting his life to a painter’s
career. Many of these sketches adorned
his home, next to a collection of relics
among which were a lock of hair and a
small cross of the Legion of Honor having
belonged to Beethoven, some flowers picked
by Gounod himself on the grave of the
German master, and a pianoforte of black
mahogany which the father of “Faust” had
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Musical

Repartee

It is said that the Irish pianist, John
Field, was asked on his death bed by a
clergyman,
“Are you a Papist or a Calvinist?”
The dying artist responded, “Alas, I am
only a pianist!”
The wit of Moszkowski was very biting.
An arrogant and none too successful pianist
was bewailing his poverty. He said, “If
I could earn money enough, I would take
a vacation in the south.”
“Why don’t you give a few less con¬
certs?” remarked Moszkowski.

Neglected Phases of Piano Practice
and Playing

Why Every Child Should Have A
Musical Training
By Sarah Wolfson
(one of the letters which just missed winning a
prise in our recent contest under the above heading)

T

HE STUDY of music has become as
necessary a part of every childs
education as is spelling or reading.
It used to be reserved for the talented and
the pampered. But music is too important
a phase of life to be reserved for the
talented, or to be considered merely an
adornment.
We hear music daily—through the radio,
the victrola, the player-piano, at concerts
and at the theater. Shall I then say: I
hear music frequently and enjoy it; it
brings me into contact with beauty, and
thus uplifts me; why should I study music
when I enjoy it with less effort, by listen¬
ing?”
,
. .
True, one can enjoy the purely physical
sensation of meaningless sounds that con¬
stitutes untutored listening. It is vaguely
agreeable. But musical enjoyment is more
than this. To get it at the fullest, one must
be aware of a complete, symmetrical struc¬
ture, realize the presence of a pattern, get
the composer’s viewpoint, and see that
music is more than the sensation of sound
upon eardrums. Then only can true enjoy¬
ment be attained, through understanding.
Thus the statement, “I shall listen to music
instead of studying it,” contains a fallacy;
for one must study it in order to listen in¬
telligently.
Listening to music intelligently is up¬
lifting. But any one who piays or sings
gets many times more pleasure from his
own, however humble, performance, than

By Dr. Sidney Silber

from a most artistic performance which he
hears. He has a sense of power and
achievement in his own work. He has the
sublime force in himself; in critical
moments he has an emotional safety-valve
in his ability to pour his soul into music
He identifies himself with the composer
feels and reproduces his emotional experi¬
ences, and gets as near as he probably ever
will get, to creation, the most enabling
experience in human power. Listening to
music can never give the pleasure of per¬
formance.
Moments of exaltation are few. Music
would hardly deserve to be called a neces¬
sary study, if it belonged only to rare
moments. What is its relation to our daily
lives? Why does the educator stress its
importance for the average child? Educa¬
tional theory has changed. It used to be
an acceptable viewpoint to believe in de¬
veloping a child's talents, not attempting to
train him in branches for which he showed
no aptitude. Modern pedagogy, however,
aims to develop all the faculties of an in¬
dividual, to endow him with a many-sided
personality, to make him an interesting and
interested individual, with many things to
think about and to do. It would exercise
him in those branches in which he is weak,
so that he may become strong in them.
Docs he lack musical ability? Teach him
music, and improve it. Train his car, his
fingers, his muscular control, his esthetic
sense. Broaden his life by giving him this
additional faculty.
We no longer teach music only to the
talented. We teach it in order to foster
undeveloped qualities; for the sake of the
individual, not for display purposes. Let the
unmusical child cultivate the latent phase
of his personality. Give him the educational
benefit of musical training, and let him
profit from the aesthetic beauty that will
then, for the first time, be revealed to him.

Music

in

Public Schools

The following letter, from a noted
grandson of the great Dr. Lowell Mason,
is of especial interest. Henry L. Mason is
one of the firm of Mason and Hamlin.

wiiu i,ii
The young fellow of four score rears is
, •-wu mux
perhaps just a little envy for the rnanv Years
e do'l n upon his chum tv,
in the future. Sonny may play the harmonica thTviolin ’th
S°""y uiU ^
but, no matter what he plays, it will be music, wonder filT,,?'™0' °J ,he nrpn
him, sustain him, and inspire him, all the rest of Us Toys
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To the Etude,
l have read with interest the tribute
to Low-ell Mason on page 263 of the
current issue of The Eti'de.
But, while with interest, l cannot re¬
frain from pointing out what l believe
to be a misunderstanding in the tribute.
The first sentence states that “Public
school music in America is just one
hundred years old.” Sow this is not <"
accordance xcith the facts. I maintain.
For it urns not until the month of
August. 1838, that the school board
passed a vote authorising the music
committee to engage a teacher of W*
music in the various public schools of
Boston.
Until that time, though music had been
permitted here and there in the
schools of Boston, it was not included
in the curriculum officially, similar to
other branches. It was in 1838, and not
in 1836, that music was included as a
regular subject of study in the public
schools (grammar) of Boston.
The date has frequently been staled
as you have given it. but it is not correctVery truly yours,
Henry L Mason-

THE ETUDE

T

HE WORKINGS of the human
mind are so extremely complicated
that it were folly to lay down any
system of study which might imply a guar¬
antee of equally fine results with every per¬
son. The fact is, that all of us learn through
various agencies and channels. It is, there¬
fore, less important how we study than that
we study! Briefly, study implies painstak¬
ing mental observation, examination and
analysis.

Practice
RACTICE, on the other hand, means
intelligent preparation, repetition and
testing as to whether mental impressions
are really being translated into living mu¬
sical sounds. While study requires that
we learn what to do, practice is the means
of solving our problems. The individual
needs of pupils are of so varying nature
that any one system, no matter how ex¬
cellent in theory, can scarcely be expected
to apply to each person with equal validity.
Nevertheless, in discussing practice, we are
The ending of On the Banks of the
on safer ground. Have you, for example,
ever tried any, or all, of the following Sacred Ganges, Op. 92, No. 3, from “The
Magic Book” by Walter Niemann, illus¬
plans of practice?:
1. Play through a composition (tech¬ trates some of these points.
Ex.l
nical exercise, study or piece) very, very
s-l-o-iv-Ty, in strict meter, without pedals
and uniformly softly.
2. Same as aboye, but uniformly loudly.
3. Same as 1, but with all of the indi¬
cated dynamic fluctuations.
4. Accelerate the movement by slight
stages, until the required or desired tempo
is attained. (Important note: No musical
composition ever can be fully recreated,
if there is but one rate of movement—that
is, a metrical one throughout. To be free,
as music always must be, the movement
must be rhythmical—not metrical; and
hence, it is a mistake to assume that metro¬
nomic marks imply a slavish adherence to
uniform pace. Metronomic markings, at
best, imply merely average rates of move-

P

The Proper Finger
INGERING often plays a very im¬
portant role in correct execution. While
indicated fingerings may be serviceable for
one type of hand, they may not fit yours.
Why not, then, try to find that which is
best suited to your hands? Here is an
interesting problem, taken from among
hundreds. Suppose the following appeared
in a composition.
Ex.2

ing ; namely, p, mf, and f. While this equip¬
ment may be adequate to cover a large
range of compositions, up to the fourth
grade of difficulty, it is decidedly inade¬
quate for the more difficult works. Every
first rate artist (and it is the successful
one whose example we should emulate)
has the following dynamic controls:
pppp-ppp-pp-p-mp-mf-f-ff-fff-ffff.
The dynamics pppp-ppp-fff-ffff, are more
or less aural illusions. Fortissimo, mean¬
ing loudest and pianissimo, meaning soft¬
est, are superlatives. However, in music,
as in poetry, it is possible to have what
may be termed double superlatives, or
even triple superlatives. Take, for example,
the following line from Mark Antony’s
funeral oration, from Shakespeare’s “Julius
Ceasar”—“This was the most unkindcst
cut of all.” In music, the “illusion” of ppp
or pppp is produced by a thinning out of
the musical web (which is furnished by
the text) and by retarding the pace. With
fff or ffff the opposite procedure is in

F

Percy Grainger’s Shepherd’s Hey offers
an excellent illustration of dynamic gra¬
dations from pp (measures 57 and 58) to
f (measures 58 to 61 inclusive), to fff
(measures 62 to 70 inclusive), and the
final chord (measure 71) marked ffff.
Is it not, therefore, perfectly obvious
that we must listen to the sounds we pro¬
duce, not only from the standpoint of lit¬
eralness and movement, but also from the
standpoint of relative intensities?

To elucidate further my thought on
practice, a personal experience with that
clever piece, The Bumble Bee, by RimskyKorsakoff, as transcribed by Rachmani¬
noff will serve. (By the way, this piece is
originally and more fittingly entitled The
Flight of the Bee.) In practicing, there
were experiments in all of the ways that
have been outlined. It was timed and found,
when played according to directions 1 and
2, to require five minutes by the watch.
By slight stages each repetition was ac¬
celerated until finally it was played in
from forty to fifty seconds. The fact that
the period of mastery was but one week,
is relatively unimportant. Some individuals
may require twice, three or four times that
interval of time, and others, less. The only
important item is: Do you succeed?
Dynamics
O ONE will gainsay that a large
dynamic range is a most desirable
part of the efficient pianist’s equipment. To
attain this, it is well to practice very, very
softly (without using the shift or damper
pedal) and to increase the graduations of
tone by slight stages. Try to extract as
much as you can in the way of dynamics
and speed, from the keyboard alone. Then,
and only then, employ the pedals in their
rightful functions, that is, as accessories
and magnifying mediums.
The average piano pupil has about three
different dynamic intensities in his play¬

How would you finger it? Taking the
natural sequence of fingers, 1-2-3-4-5,
would scarcely enable you, even with ex¬
tended practice, to produce the required
crescendo and sforzato; for the fifth finger
is too short and relatively too weak to
carry out the latter requirement with ease
and security. If, however, you fingered it,
2-3-1-2-3, or, better still, 1-2-3-4-1, you
would easily negotiate the passage, and
that without any laborious repetition. The
fingering, 1-2-3-4-1, may possibly prove a
bit awkward at first; but, with a little
practice, and by turning out the thumb
and literally “attacking” the E-flat on the
first joint (not on the tip of the thumb),
the required result will be easily attained.
Fingering may thus serve various ends.
It may be for convenience, taking natural
sequences; or it may be irregular, to serve
special requirements.
Redistributing Notes
ANY EDITIONS present problems
where ingenuity is often called into
play in the matter of distributing notes
otherwise than printed. Take, for example,
the opening measure of Beethoven’s “So¬
nata Op. 111.” In all of the editions it is
printed as the master originally wrote it.

M

A little practice will readily convince one
that all of the requirements of the text can
hardly be met with ease and certainty. If,
however, it is played as follows:

N

AUGUST, 1936

it at once becomes very simple. And now
another citation, from Chopin's Impromtu
in A-flat. In all of the editions the fol¬
lowing passage is printed thus:

SIDNEY SILBER
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By dividing the notes of this passage
between the hands, it becomes very simple.
Not only are speed and security attained
thereby, but the general sweep and ex¬
pressiveness as well.

mostly in fleet scale and passage work,
from the wrists exclusively, as he advo¬
in pianissimo and piano.
cated. In playing octaves, the energy of
Second dip (deeper) : For «*/•*"«*•“the entire arm is tapped from the shoul¬
tions, in piano and mezzoforte, in slow
ders. All localized finger or wrist technic
or moderately fast, tempi.
has become but a very small part of the
Third dip (full): For heavy chordal
modern pianist’s equipment. In this con¬
sections or all sustained sounds where
nection, it may be further said that a thor¬
the utmost sonority is required and
oughly efficient piano technic—judged from
intended.
all angles—consists in the control of. a
large range of varying tonal intensities
Shift Pedal
and movements (rhythmic as well as dy¬
OMMONLY, but erroneously, called
namic), in conjunction with touch con¬
the “soft pedal,” we here find a con¬
trols, coupled with purposeful pedal usage.
The piano keys are thus, for the most part, siderably neglected phase in the average
set in motion by a judicious application and student’s musical activities. Our readers
distribution of weight and pressure touch. can not be too strongly urged, not to de¬
Here are a number of excellent examples pend entirely upon this agency for their
soft effects. While it is true that in a good
for octave work:
instrument the use of this pedal does lessen
Czerny...Op 740, No. 33
the amount of sound (limited space does
Beethoven,
not permit of discussing the mechanical
Rondo favori (Octave passage, right
and acoustical features), the true function
of the shift pedal is to imbue the sound
Moszkowski.Study, Op. 24, No. 3
with a different tone quality. In fact, the
Leschetizky_Intermezzo en octaves
shift pedal is the only mechanical device
Chopin.Etude, Op. 25, No. 9
for changing the tone quality. All other
Chopin.Etude Op. 25, No. 10
changes in tone quality are effected through
MacDowell.Concert Study
the player’s touch. For interesting data on
Liszt.Rigoletto Paraphrase
typical uses of this pedal, consult Albino
Liszt.Sixth Hungarian Rhapsody
Gorno’s “Pedal Studies, Book Two.”

Ringing Doorbells to Get Pupils
By Katherine Lightner Rogers

C

Touch
The piano is by its own nature a touch
instrument. Psychological research reveals
that the human touch, in its' highest de¬
velopment and sensitiveness, is the most
spiritual of all the senses. That is, perhaps,
one reason why the piano is the most hu¬
manly expressive instrument played by one
individual. While it is true that the mas¬
tery of the piano transforms it into a box
of tonal illusions (legato) and general
tonal magic, we must never forget that
this instrument is essentially a staccato
instrument, because the sound is produced
by the percussion of hammers against the
strings. How little is this staccato ele¬
ment fostered! We have, it is true, only
two technical ways of indicating staccato—
the dot and the wedge; but there are other
ways by inference. For example, when a
composition is to be played very fast and
softly, and chords, or intervals, are sepa¬
rated from one another by a series of rests,
the touch required is none other than
staccato. We have this in the following
excerpt from Czerny’s School of Velocity,
No. 11.
Ex. 7

I
By the way, the right hand part of this
same study is to be played with finger
staccato, generally known by the term feu
perle, or pearly touch. Our literature
abounds in excellent staccato studies and
compositions. A serviceable list is here
given.
Haydn.Gypsy Rondo
Mendelssohn.Scherzo, E minor
Mendelssohn,
Character Piece, Op. 7, No. 7
Mendelssohn.Scherzo a Capriccio
Mendelssohn,
Rondo, from Rondo Capriccioso
Bortkiewicz,
Etudes, Op. 15, Nos. 5 and 10
Friedman.Etude Op. 63, No. 2
Toch-Der Jongleur (The Juggler)
Moszkowski,
La Jongleuse (The Juggleress)
MacDowell . Rigaudon
Paul Juon.Etude, Op. 18, No. 1
Chopin.Etude, Op. 25, No. 4
Vogrich.Staccato Caprice
Neglected Technical Phases
MONG THESE are octaves and double
. notes. Moszkowski’s “School of
Double Notes” (four books) is a most
comprehensive and exhaustive treatise for
the mastery of all double note structures.
The four concert studies, which consti¬
tute the fourth book, epitomize this out¬
standing and unique work. Other valuable
examples for study are:
Moszkowski... Chopin’s Minute Waltz
Czerny,
Toccata (Moszkowski version)
Chopin. .Etudes, Op. 25, Nos. 6 and 8
Saint-Saens,
Etude Op. Ill, No. 5 (chromatic
major thirds)
Mrs. H. H. A. Beach.Fireflies
Schumann...Toccata, Op. 7
Concerning octaves, Kullak’s “School of
Octave Playing” still remains an inval¬
uable work, though, today, relatively few
repetition octaves are practiced, or played,
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The next will be found in the Gondoliera
(from "Venezia e Napoli”) by Liszt
Ex. 8 Qn.eto

Pedals
Sostenuto Pedal
HERE IS LITTLE wonder why pur¬
ERE WE MAY FIND a veritable
poseful and artistic pedaling is neg¬
mine for the enhancement of tonal
lected, for here indeed we encounter the effects—a mine most students utterly neg¬
knottiest problem of all of our work. It lect. The sostenuto, or tone-sustaining pedal and the sostenuto pedal, as here marked,
is the knottiest, because no precise system is the middle one. It is used exclusively is to be used for twenty-eight consecutive
of notation can be devised which will apply after the key has been depressed; unlike measures.
A final word of warning. Be sparing in
to all types of players, all types of playing, the damper pedal, which may be used
and, above all, to all extraneous condi¬ simultaneously with or after key depres¬ the use of the damper pedal. Most players
tions, most of which are beyond the con¬ sion. The sostenuto pedal is, in fact, only waste vibrations. Less damper pedal, or
trol of the player himself. In other words, a key which holds fast those dampers more frequent changes usually spells better
artistic pedaling depends upon physical, as which the player wishes to be kept raised music.
well as physiological and psychological con¬ for a definite interval; and these dampers
Some “Don'Is”
ditions. Here are a few taken at random: remain locked, whether the damper pedal
ON’T SLOW DOWN because a pas¬
1. Air Temperature: Less damper pedal is in use or not. (Reference is made, of
sage is difficult—for you. If your
is needed in cool, or cold tempera¬ course, to a well adjusted instrument. musical instinct says that it should go
tures, than in high.
Sometimes, the sostenuto pedal does not faster than you play it, grapple with your
2. Air Consistency: More damper pedal act quite in the manner above noted; but problem until you have solved it. It is
is needed when the air is humid, than this is a small matter for a tuner to cor¬ always a weakness and concession, when a
rect.)
player slows down just when the “plot
when it is dry.
To use this pedal effectively requires thickens.” Likewise, undue hurrying over
3. Size and form of the room in which
one is playing, as well as the position experimentation and close listening. The a difficult passage, which results in lack
of the instrument in the room, to say limits of this article do not permit any of dearness, is just as weak and unsatis¬
nothing of the size and sonority of exhaustive discussion. We would refer the factory.
2. Don't trust to luck. This will almost
the instrument itself. Generally speak¬ reader to an excellent article on pedal
ing, more pedal will be needed in a usage and pedal effects by Percy Grainger invariably bring bad luck. Artists, masters
large room than in a small one. The in his edition of H. Balfour Gardiner's of their craft, arc most painstaking in the
Prelude
(De
Profundis).
Furthermore,
study
and preparation of every last detail
materials of which the walls, floors,
and so on, are constructed’. The pres¬ Grainger has clearly indicated the use of of their work, before attempting public
ence, or absence, of heavy draperies. the sostenuto pedal in his transcription of performance. They work for a high aver¬
age of “good shots.” just as a crack marks¬
These, and many more considerations, the Cradle Song of Brahms.
Likewise, the sostenuto pedal may be man, who, nevertheless, sometimes misses
all strongly influence the cautious and
sensitive player, in the realm of pedal¬ used to good advantage in Rachmaninoff’s the “bull's-eye.” He could not. however,
ing; since all of them have a direct Prelude in C-sharp minor; measures 2-4- be considered a crack marksman, unless
bearing upon the production and 5-6-7-10-11-50, and from measure 56 to he were known to have attained a high
the close.
carrying of sound waves.
average of “good shots.” In other words,
The following are excellent examples for
3. Don't play well by accident When a
4. The speed in which one is playing.
Fast playing requires less damper the use of this pedal. The first is from the master plays well, that is the general rule
Organ Toccata and Fugue in D minor bv for him. When he plays otherwise, that is
pedal than do other speeds.
Bach-Tausig.
’
an accident for him. Emulate his example.
5. The register in which one is playing.
More damper pedal is required in
the upper registers of the piano than
in the lower ones.
Are not the above items thought pro¬
voking, especially when one realizes that
The first page of The Etude carried poetic writer: the dazzling man of the
sometimes several of these conditions are
a large, black bordered portrait of Franz world: the modern Merlin, or, as Heine
in conflict with one another?
Liszt, with this tribute beneath ■
called him. the piper to whose music chil¬
“When the cable flashed the sad news of dren and men followed, as did the rats of
Damper Pedal Lever Control
the death of the venerable master, our first Hamclin—he has at last succumbed to the
ERY FEW STUDENTS realize the
thought was that of doubt. Franz Liszt, the
importance of three distinct damper
angel of death: but not before leaving an
pedal dips. While it is true that taking the ever-youthful, dead! It seemed impossible
impress on his times such as cannot be soon
full dip raises the dampers only a short despite the fact that ominous hints had been forgotten.
distance above the strings in the grand given, from time to time, in regard to his
"Liszt's early career resembled a comet
increasing
decrepitude.
Alas!
further
news
piano and away from the strings in the
He flashed across the musical horizon of
upright, it does indeed matter whether confirmed the fact; and we must chronicle Europe, blinding all by the brilliancy of fe
these dampers are always the full distance with sorrow the loss of one of the most genius. From this eccentric orbit he turned
from the strings, or only partially so
dans”311118 figUrCS in the Pantll«>n of musi- and blazed into a sun. under whose benefi¬
Briefly, it is well to bear in mind that
cent rays many a promising talent has
“The prince of pianists; the brilliant and
the different dips of the pedal lever are
budded.”
serviceable as vibration controls, partic¬
ularly of the sympathetic vibrations as
follows:
have
more
of'the
practical
'if
f*',
,’",,rf',ra'"fr
0,1
list. Wt should
First dip (very slight) : To be employed
mar and arithmetic."—Dr, Charie^ Ehot " ^ W draU’in°' and Uss pr<""'
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Fifty Years Ago This Month

V

Depression commenced to descend.
The Etude began to receive letters from
some teachers who zvere in despair over
their prospects. Pupils seemed to “vanish
in thin air.” What could be done? Some¬
thing had to be done; and we shocked
many of our old friends zvho held ideas
of the severe dignity. of the profession
which made it impossible for them to so¬
licit business. They compared themselves
with physicians, who are really upon a
totally different basis. The music teacher
has a service which is of great educational,
cultural and sociological value to man.
There is no reason why he should not go
out into the world as a missionary of art
and carry this Service to those whose time
and means enable them to take advantage
of it. We had an idea that thousands of
parents would like to have their children
study, if the opportunity were presented
to them. Those who took advantage of
our suggestion to canvass new neighbor¬
hoods, and to promote interest in music
study, profited finely, in many instances.
The follozuing is the story of a teacher
who has been doing this sort of thing for
years and always has plenty of pupils.—
Editorial Note

In Pins and Patterns
N ONE INSTANCE a maid answered
and I asked for Mrs. X—•, who at the
moment had a dressmaker in the house and
was having a “pin fitting.” Imagine her
chagrin when she came down and
saw a total stranger and heard
my plea. Standing at
foot of the stairs in
new white organdie
gown, bright pins
bristling from all
of the seams, face
flushed with
anger and bit¬
ing her lips,
Mrs. X—was

I

in medicine in Germany and Monaco, and
took his post graduate work in the United
States. His was a genial soul. His highflown English often reminded me of British
actors whom I had heard in one of Ber¬
nard Shaw’s plays. He listened to my story,
asked me questions and then took me into
the house to see his wife. She was as
beautiful as she was gracious. They en¬
gaged me to teach their fourteen year old
daughter. I became often a guest
her home. At the doctor’s
wife’s intercession, I was
engaged to play the ac¬
companiments of sev¬
eral songs for the
well known Phila¬
delphia million¬
aire sportsman,
Major A. J.
Drexel Biddle,
who was to
sing at a lawn

Making the Start
AT FIRST it unquestionably took quite
f-\ a little nerve to overcome prejudices
2- A about lowering my professional dig¬ ange:
“Tony” Biddle.
After Mr. Biddle
nity by making a direct personal appeal to were no children
:ang about an armathe public for patronage. I realized, how¬ in the house, no
illo “dillowing” :
ever, that if it was dignified and consistent even a musical instru¬
for the pastor of a church to call upon dif¬ ment, so I took my de¬
'here, and se\
ferent people in his community, with a parture, feeling that
other songs, “Philadel¬
view to getting new members for a con¬ Mrs. X— was a very
phia” Jack O’Brien,
gregation, there was no reason why I fine woman, and on
the well known pugi¬
should not seek to carry my message in this account, regretting
list, who was also a
KATHERINE LIGHTNER ROGERS
a similar manner. I had no one to help me all the more having
musician, recited, with
to get pupils, and it was unthinkable that annoyed her.
tears in his voice, a
I should sit down like so many young doc¬
After this experience, I
• offered my sentimental poem on the heroism and death
tors and lawyers and look at my shingle, visiting card but gave my name when of a crippled little newsboy. This part of the
waiting, waiting, waiting, for clients to asked. If the maid brought back word that program was given under a garden tent,
discover me. That plan may be all right for her mistress was busy, would I give her The second part was out under the canopy
those who have all the money necessary the message, I generally said, “Thank you, of heaven, with the stars shining through.
for hibernating until business arrives. I shall call again.” Sometimes I told the Everyone was excited about an awaited
Everyone has heard the famous quotation maid that I was not selling anything but comet. On a wooden platform, with flaming
from the Talmud, “Do not be ashamed of
any labor, even the dirtiest; be ashamed of
only one thing, namely, idleness.” If more
purely private, and that I would the manly
of self-defense, in a boxing
young teachers would realize the force of appreciate it if Mrs. So and So could spare match, and,
add still more color to the
this, they would be relieved of much worry. me a few minutes of her
This often occasion, Jack O’Brien accidentally gave
There is no honest occupation that one who piqued a lady’s curiosity s that she would “Tony” Biddle a bleeding nose. Then the
is out of work should ignore. Suppose Rosa
if she were busy. My first comet appeared, leaving behind it a long
Ponselle had turned up her nose at vaude¬ object was to get an interview, and later trail of milky light. It was a very specville; she never would have secured the to discover whether there were children
tacular climax for a very colorful evening,
funds which made her a grand opera prima the house. I had such high faith that in all of which was a picturesque sequel to my
donna. All work is holy to those who ap¬ teaching music I was carrying a high mes¬ doorbell ringing.
proach it in the right spirit.
sage to others, that I felt that if I only
As a boost to my courage I put on my could get the interviews, those whom I
More Opportunities
best clothes and went out ringing door¬ interviewed must believe at least in my
N THE EARLY DAYS of my doorbell
bells to get pupils, simply canvassing as sincerity and be moved to try to think
ringing adventures, I lived in a boardany peddler might do. I was scared aplenty where there was a friend or neighbo;
ith ing house where there was no place to re¬
and turned from a few doors with an ache children of teachable age.
callers. My rented piano was in my
in my throat and with eyes blurred by
There is a little element of fate in pulling bedroom.
om. It vwas a great handicap, for I
tears that I never quite allowed to over¬ «* strange doorbell, which gives it the had many opportunities to do practice acflow. People were usually either cold or fascination of a game of chance. One pull companying if I had had money to rent a
entirely disinterested, but there were the (or shall we say, push, in these days of studio. I accompanied the famous grand
few who were kindly disposed. If they had
opera singer, Paul Althouse, one night at
no children, they often told me the names
an entertainment when he was still a bank
and addresses of people with young ones
clerk, but had to turn down the oppor¬
Patrician and Pugilist
in their family. This was done with the
tunity to rehearse with him regularly be¬
understanding, of course, that I was not
DOCTOR answered my ring that day. cause I had no studio.
to reveal who had given me the names.
He was the son of cultured English
It was also that first winter that I called
Knowing where there were likely prospects missionary parents, bom in India, educated on Finley Acker, a well known Philadel-
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saved time, and to be able to ask for “the
lady of the house” by name was a great
help in getting an interview, in case a maid
answered my ring.

phia merchant, who conducted a beautiful
store and restaurant in Philadelphia. He
was a philanthropic gentleman, interested
in music, who took up the study of the
violin when in his fifties. I was thereafter
engaged to play every afternoon between
luncheon and dinner hours, when the music
was furnished regularly by an orchestra.
A large card, printed and placed in the
front window of the store, had an an¬
nouncement reading something like this:
Piano Recital
by
Katherine Lightner
every afternoon at 3 o’clock
on the
Dining Balcony
You are cordially invited, etc.
For this I was paid six dollars a week,
and the engagement lasted three months.
At last I felt like a concert artist. I was
grateful, as the six dollars paid my board;
and the pupils I had picked up paid the
rest of my expenses, such as piano rental
and incidentals.
I was young and longed for friends and
fun, just the same as other girls; but I had
no place to which to invite friends to call.
On afternoons of the college football games,
I used to look out of the window of my
room, with envy, as I saw gay young things
of my own age trooping off to the games,
carrying college banners. I particularly re¬
member one Thanksgiving afternoon watch¬
ing the hilarious mob pass by in fur coats
decorated with yellow chrysanthemums and
realizing that my genteel but passe clothes
would make me a queer object in such a
crowd, even if I had an escort to take me.
Beginnings of the Rainbow
O RETURN to my special method of
securing piano pupils, one family,
through which I received information about
many prospects, lent me their loyal sup¬
port for several years. I taught four of
their children eventually, but when I first
rang the bell, I did not know their name or
whether or not there were children in the
house. I merely took a chance, hoping for
a pupil and, if not a pupil, then a lead. The
grandmother lived with the family and,
overhearing my conversation at the door,
told her daughter, with whom I was speak¬
ing, to ask me inside. The two women were
dressmakers. The daughter was married to
a letter carrier, who played a cornet in a
letter carrier’s band. This couple had four
children, the youngest being a babe in
arms. The grandmother had taken a fancy
to me and I could tell that although she
was trying to be diplomatic, as we dis¬
cussed the possibilities of the children
taking piano lessons, their beloved grand¬
mother was “rooting” for me. Later, I
learned that the reason for hesitancy was
that the father had tried to teach the two
older children, and failing, had lost faith
in them and opposed giving them another
trial. However, they did give me the two
older children to start with, I believe
against the father’s will; but after a few
weeks, the mother of the children and the
grandmother told me that he had been
completely won over, and the father be¬
came a very loyal supporter of my efforts
with his children. As the other two chil¬
dren became old enough, I taught them
and also the children of many of the
friends and neighbors of this family.
For two years I earned a bare living.
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Then I was engaged to teach for one
afternoon a week at the College Settlement on Christian Street, Philadelphia, before a music department was formally
announced there. This was in 1910. When
the school was opened in 1911, under the
name of the Settlement Music School, my
teaching hours there were gradually increased until four afternoons and four evenings of each week were taken up in this
school. Previous to this, I had secured
about thirty private pupils, but the school
work, as I thought at that time, seemed
more regular and therefore more dependable, so I gradually gave up some of the
private pupils, keeping only those I could
teach when not at the Settlement. In 1914
I resigned my position. I had always
wanted to study in Europe and the time
seemed ripe. I had saved quite a bit of
money and was going to borrow the balance. We all knew what happened in
August 1914. Had I gone as at first
planned in June, with one of my Settlement pupils, who was returning home, I
would have been in Belgium when the Germans went through. I was spared that
experience by the mother of my pupil writing her daughter not to come until September.
I Try the Metropolis
S EUROPE was now out of the pic. ture for me, although very much in
the picture in world affairs, I tried and
secured teaching in the Music School Settlement in New York City and also in the
Music School Settlement in Brooklyn, and
stayed in New York for two years, teach¬
ing and studying there. I left New York,
but not of my own choice, I am sorry to
say. For all of my seeming courage in
ringing the doorbells of people I did not
know in Philadelphia, the people I met in
New York City overawed me by their
sophistication and cool self-assurance. So
timid was I in the presence of other i
dominating personalities that at tim
t have seemed to them absolutely
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I used to wonder why the head of o_
music school tore around as she did, glaring at people and calling them down in
such an extremely decisive manner. I knew
she was kind, so her manner was quite
puzzling. She enlightened me, however, before she sent me away at the close of my
second school year. I was told very kindly
but firmly that I could not come back. The
lady had been regarding me for two years
with as much puzzlement as I had been
regarding her. She told me that I was the
most courteous teacher in the school, but
that I was not putting my work over as
the school expected, because my manner
was not positive enough; that she had
tried to make me quarrel with her, saying
things with the deliberate intention of an¬
tagonizing me, to see if she could draw
a fiery retort from me, but failing, had
often wondered what in the world, if any¬
thing, would make me rise in my own
defense. On the other hand, for two years
I had wondered why she displayed so much
fierce intentness on all occasions, never
dreaming that it was intended for the good
of my soul, and mine specifically. For all of
that, her smile was heartening when I could
win it and I was fond of her and she still
has my highest esteem.
During this very frank eye-opening conversation, something snapped, psychologically speaking, and I knew that I
would never again care whether people
were pleased either with me or with my
work I would give the best I had; but in
the future my own thought would be sacred
to me, and there would be no more wavermg between that which I believed was
right and that which seemed to be expected
lute fall of 1919 I put - ‘
front porch of our house
T 1 a
0Ur vTe m./“ladelphia
a?d.askf<? eVlery0ne, I,kr,ew d they knew
of anyone whose children were of teachl
able age. I also advertized in the local
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public school paper, asking the question in
my “ad,” “Is your child being trained to
play the piano artistically, or is his playing a mad scramble for keys?”
, _ 7J
The Tuners Call
^T'HEN A THING happened which was
1 both curious and somewhat amusing,
The circumstance brought me five pupils
at one clip. On a very snowy day in January, with a real blizzard raging out of
doors, my doorbell rang. My visitors were
two men seeking the tuning and repairing
of pianos. I thought of my own doorbell
ringing and was sorry for them but still
I did not care to risk my piano by having
strangers tamper with it, and I told them
so. I told them that my piano needed a
new set of bridles and I might let them
come back on another day and do the work,
if they would give me references. They
were taking no chances, however, on losing
the job and the spokesman pleaded so hard
that I succumbed, with the provision that
I need not pay even a dollar when the
work was finished, until I should have
time to have another workman of my own
selection pass upon their work. To this
they readily agreed. They showed me how
the bridles were put on and I helped and
many bridles as the helper did.
that they had earned their money
and I offered them ten dollars on account.
Then the man who was the real repair
said, ‘Mrs. Rogers, we will accept the
dollars, but the balance you need
cash. We each have children whom
we would like you to teach. Mr. G— has
two children and I have three. How soon

e her first public recital in a small aud.gave
torium.
About 1923 1 reahzed that^m
mediate neighborhood
always keeps
deal of competition
down the price one may askjor
always" at as

expected

enough money that winter to
the following summer with a
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‘o Paris

training course at Dr. Schlieder’s'sum!!'
school at the Scola Cantopim just -J?*
the Luxembourg. Thereafter
Switzerland and
and Italy
halv j
in France,
France, Switzerland
days in England, returning C
L a£
three months, all very happy.
r

to be educated and refined and well dressed,
And So We Move
they should be willing to pay enough so
that an educated and refined person could TN THE FALL of 1924, after my tr;„
L7
■ '
live in a manner fitting her education. 1 abroad, I found my time more h
live li
le we have all heard some mand in the new location and for th»
Many a rime wc
"r'ohnny to Miss
I journeyed there regularly for W
parent say, “Well, I gave Johnny
w:“
Pare"t S^’t hPUL.
Kecause -I pitied her. She days a week to teafh. fudging through
Agattia to t
_t her
u„, and needs
needs the
the deep
deeo snow on unpaved roads to the client*
support
has
. charges
,-that
I had founded by ringing doorbells
, and besides, she only
fifty
money,
in the summer of 1923. Eventually jn 1937
after having taught in the new section
Planting the Seed
four years, I was obliged to give up all mv
DETERMINED to increase my income pupils in town, with the exception of
and I went to a leading piano dealer in few whom I could teach on the same day
town and told the head of the firm my and to move to this new location, where !
needs. My thought was that if they could was by this time established.
About 1930 I began to fake thought for
give me the names of people to call on, I
might bring back information that would the future again. Five or six of my pupils
lead to sales for them and at the same time had grown up since I first began to teach
secure pupils for myself. They gave me five them. My pupils generally stayed with me
hundred names of property owners, with pretty long. There were some whom I had
taught for six, seven and even into the
their addresses also, and I started
eighth year. I knew that in another year
another doorbell ringing crusade,
_ _ well received, generally speaking. they would be going to college, art school
One mother said that she could read char¬ and business, and that it was time for me
acter at a glance and needed no reference to begin to do something about filling these
for me. She gave me her boy to teach and vacancies before they should occur.
she was also a great help in giving me the
The nation was in the midst of the de¬
names of other prospects and in talking pression and there were no pupils to take
me up to her friends. In every attempt that the places of those who had gone into other
I have ever made at doorbell ringing, there fields of training, while there were still
Allowing those men to come in out of has always been some one enthusiastic per- others who were obliged to discontinue
the storm and trusting my piano to them son who seemed delighted at the oppor- their piano lessons, for financial reasons.
has always seemed like “casting bread upon tunity to lend a helping hand; and one Then I dismissed two or three drones,
the waters.” Other pupils came through generally owes one’s foothold in a new thereby helping to wreck my class still
them and I have been teaching one young community to that one person, more than further. So it was doorbells again for me!
lady for two years, whose coming to me to any other. So with this lady’s help and However, judging from the complaints of
for lessons can be traced back to this oc- my five hundred names, in a few weeks' other teachers. 1 should consider myseli
currence of nearly sixteen years ago. time of the summer of 1923, I enrolled lucky, as it seemed as though I must hare
Through this channel there also came
enough pupils in a suburban section to been one of the last of the music teachers
young mother in her twenties. She studied teach there two afternoons a week begin- to feel the depression very seriously. At
years, when she brought her little ning with private school pupils at 1.30 the lowest ebb I never «.iic lc« than fifteen
daughter, aged
begin piano les- P. M. and teaching public school pupils from lessons per week. In the last two years I
sons.>. When the mother discontinued lessons 3.45 to 6.30 P. M. However, I did not bchave added group teaching to my private
I taught the child until she
fifteen. gin to teach any of these pupils until after work. I think that the teacher who does
With
I -passed her c
, reluctance
,
another Labor Day in September. With my new this lays a foundation for her future, be¬
’
’
teacher
for advanced work. Last year she pupils and my old pupils together I saved cause her class pupils this year will be her
private pupils next year.
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A Character Study
CANNOT SAY that there were »
many humorous incidents on my door¬
bell ringing excursions, but I met many
interesting and very lovely people, often
people who knew well friends of mine:
also, people musical and otherwise. The
“otherwise” sometimes thought themselves
very tvise indeed. For example, one
Amazonian mother, who lived in a fine
house in a fine neighborhood, caught me up
rather sharply when I asked if anyone in
the family might lie a prospect for piano
lessons. She was as hard-boiled as they
come, though whole souled withal, as she
asked in strident and rather menacing
tones, “Are you the teacher?” To which 1
admitted.
“Well,” said the lady, “come in, I want to
talk to you. There is my piano, that I bought
A GRAND PIANO FESTIVAL
a year ago. I have been fakin' lessons
One hundred and twenty-five nianns
.
ever since I have had it in the bouse, until
with two hundred and twenty-fiveP ner
°" the pro^ram- In all,
lately, when I quit because I wasn't getfin
formers at the keyboard was a Festival
rt
t0ok Part »’ the ,
nowheres. I know the notes up there on the
of pianodom which attracted wide atten- bv W n°uH^SembIe was c'
conducted music, but I can’t make it sound like any¬
tion. This great event took place at In- artistic eff ^ Wllk’ng: and ‘he general thing. I sometimes feel like choppm up d*
dianapolis in the Fieldhouse of Butler dl I™
W3S h,ghl>’ P«i»d by the piano, I get so mad at it.”
University. Ten thousand people attended
tU V
£ „
She tried to play for me. I stopped h»
Everyone knows that the Diano
lolrs of Butler University and of as soon as I could do so politely and said,
ing back in magnificent fashion from the dianan^111" J°rtdan Conser'atorv of ij "Why don't you have one of your three
battlefields of the depression; C we
U"der *e direction children take lessons and you sit by and
^
* to C°™ ba<* » "haG*“<* *>*> had a part in take lessons right along with your d"1®'
1*—. Wfiv«”pS“brael!;«iP'’S
I am sure it would help both of >'ou-_ „
played such numbers
“master pianos,” throughout the perform
= The
r piano
> , ensemble__
She shook her head belligerently.
ance. The remaining one hundred 1
f,. G“rl,tt.s....Fif»»«* Watte
were play^TbT^fffrenrgrouo^rf (5™“°! ^arcbc Milftaire^O^de’s Scbubcrt's she said, "I'm gonna take the lessons a
then I’m gonna teach my kids."
each instrument, and these changed w4
acknowledged
“But," said I. “it i:
’ vunitzer P>anos were used.
(Continued on
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The Music of Hindustan
By Nirnial A. Das

I

N THE NAWAB’S PALACE mu¬
sicians announced the departing of the
day. It was as a fleeting twilight in the
ancient city of Moorshidabad in India.
Over the ornamental arch of the massive
gates that opened into the palace grounds
was a portico with a slanting roof curved
like a maiden’s eyebrows. And in this
alcove were musicians wearing “rainbow”
turbans.
One of them was playing an instrument
somewhat like a clarinet without keys, yet
managing to bring out all the semitones
with half-raised fingers. Even the grace
notes were not missing. Accompanying
him was a small man with two fingerdrums, one on his lap and the other im¬
mediately in front of him. The beats were
clear, precise and resonant.
“They have changed the Ragini (melody)
from Sahana into Peeloo," I exclaimed as
we were nearing the palace gates—my
guide and I.
“Sahib, you are only a boy,” observed
Sakhi Chand. “Yet such a keen ear for
music! You must grow up into an Ustad
(expert musician).”
“But my father has thrown away all
our musical instruments lest I become too
fond of music. He wants me to be a
scholar. I do not blame him though.”
“No? You will go through life with
music crying in your soul? Strange fate!”
“Sakhi Chand, do you know anything
about those drums?”
“Yes, why?”
“Some of the beats sound metallic.”
“Because that black circle in the center
of the right hand drum is made of iron
filings and glue. But when you strike the
edge with your index finger it falls on an
extra band of leather and produces a
wood-on-wood sound. And Tayhaaee—a
resonant sound with great volume—comes
from open beats.”
“But why does that man have two

about them sat a circle of bidden guests.”
“Ten musicians?”
“Yes, and they had wonderful instru¬
ments—Sitar*, Esraj, Saarangee, Taush,
Rubaab, Dilruba, Khartal and Sarad.”
“Did they have any unusual drum besides
Tabla?” I interrupted.
“Oh yes. They had Maha-mridang. You
know it’s a huge drum with two faces. You
have to strike it with the palms of
your hands, not fingers. Even then, one
face of this Maha-mridang has to be cov¬
ered with fresh flour-dough every time you
play it. Otherwise your hand will be red
with blood. The vibration is intense. But
to come back to my story, the musicians
salaamed their instruments and began to
play in perfect unison.”
“Then?”
“Then came the dancer. The servants
began to hasten their rounds of offering
Attar and betel nut to the guests. Mean¬
while the dancer stood like a statue wait¬
ing to be invoked into life by the touch of a
strange god.”
“How was she dressed?”
A Fateful Rhythm
“TIKE a respectable lady of Northern
-I.-/ India—a churi-dar pyjama (tight
bloomers reaching down to the ankles)
under a pretty Gliagra (a wide skirt) that,
when she danced, would spread out into
* Sitar—a plectrum Instrument, with seven
strings that rest on a bridge with two contact-points and thus create jingling sounds
(like costume bells) at each stroke.
Esraj—a bow instrument with sympathetic
strings for overtones.
Saarangee—it is built on the same principle
as that of the Esraj but has no frets and is
very akin to the human voice.
All other stringed instruments of India are
merely modifications of the two fundamental
instruments, the Sitar and Esraj.

something like a peacock feather fan; a
Kanchuli (brassiere) and an Orna (scarf)
pinned on her head, its two ends hanging
down her upper limbs. And from head to
foot, she was dressed in white. Lakshmi
Bai—that was her name—had brought her
own Tabalchee (tabla-player) from Luck¬
now. But the host insisted that the best
drummer of Calcutta be given the privilege
of playing for her first number. As usual,
Lakshmi Bai began her song with Alap
(improvisation) without any attention to
Taal (time, regular rhythm), then slowly
introduced Thoongree (a form of four-four
time) into the melody and turned it into
Gat (melody punctuated by time). But the
drums were silent.”
“Why?”
“Because the drummer could not detect
the Som.”
“What is a Som?”
“A Som, to a Tabla-player, could be com¬
pared only to the starting point to a jockey.
Our timing2, like a race horse, goes round
and round the same musical race track over
and over again.”
“I understand now. Som is another name
for Maan, But is it not true that Som is
always marked by the most pronounced ac“Yes but Lakshmi Bai was gliding over
2 AH our timings
huge book could be

e it four-four.

nounced by melodic ecstasy that you feel like
Lay. And Lay at its peak
is Som. Lest someone feels inspired ti
Hindu music overnight, let it be mentioned
that we have sixteen types of four-four time

“Tabla always go in pairs. The left one
is struck at the end of each measure and
the right drum brings out the Matras
(sub-beats).”
“Tell me, why do they change the
Ragini (melody) so often?”
“Why shouldn’t they? You'cannot play
Bayhaag in the afternoon nor Bhairon at
night. We have thirty-six Raginis to suit
thirty-six moods of the earth as it goes
round the sun in twenty-four hours. And,
a difference of one tone may change
Mcgha-maliar (the melody of the battling
clouds) into something else. But a man
must be able to detect a Ragini by ear
before he can be called a musician.”
A Universal Trait
“]\/TUSICIANS are sensitive creatures,
J.VX are they not?”
“Oh, you have no idea how sensitive!”
sighed Sakhi Chand. “Once upon a time, in
the city of Calcutta, a wealthy man was
giving a musical entertainment for his
friends. The audience had assembled in the
marble courtyard which was the quad¬
rangle of a four winged house. They had
expensive rugs. And over the rugs was
spread a big white Dacca muslin—an ex¬
pensive affair. But the Babu (a gentleman
of the province of Bengal) had money.
And you know money can buy a tiger’s
eye or a peacock’s tail. They had an en¬
semble of ten musicians in the center, and
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A HINDUSTAN DUET
On the left is the author of this article playing the Sarbahar, known in the
land of its origin as “The Fragrant Melody.” The pair of drums on its right is
known as the Tabla. They are played with the fingers. The black circle on the
left hand drum is made of iron filings pasted on the parchment to produce
resonance. Queer to occidental ears, this music is loved by the East Indians.
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every Som with improvised grace-notes,
without showing the accent.”
“A marvelous feat. Then ?”
“She danced her way to the drummer,
then tapped gently—very gently—on the
ground with her ankled feet exactly when
the Som should come in. Then he began to
play. When her dance was over he went
to a window and looked out at the starry
night. An hour later they found him dead
on his feet. The insult had been too much
for his sensitive soul. He had died of
heart failure.”
East is East
HE REAL DIFFERENCE between
the Hindu and Western music is in the
airs. But it (the difference) looks like
The Great Wall of China, because there
is no harmonization (hence no orchestra¬
tion) in Hindu music. Your orchestra—in
which different instruments play different
things at the same time—is a jargon to us.
And a Hindu musical ensemble—where dif¬
ferent instruments play the same thing at
the same time in unison—sounds weird and
lifeless to you.
Westerners believe that Hindu music is
mostly written in a minor key. But that
is not true, because we have no major or
minor scale. Raginis are moods or modes,
but not scales. Due to a peculiar softness
and pathos so prevalent in our music, it
seems to excite minor moods in you. For
the first four years of my stay in Europe
I thought there were no semitones in
Western songs. Used to minor moods of
Hindu Raginis I failed to appreciate major
moods in your music.
But there is a common ground where
we can begin to meet—rhythm. The first
thing I enjoyed in Western music was
jazz, because it had rhythm. And the only
Hindu presentation which really delighted
the people of Europe and America was that
of Shan-kar.
If a Hindu begins with jazz numbers
(bearing in mind that we have the same
octave, naturals and semitones of the West)
and keeps oil listening to various types of
vocal and orchestral music of the West,
till he begins to form a liking for them,
then eventually, and perhaps after ten
years, he would be able to tell the differ¬
ence between a dirge and love song in an
opera. And this is the only way. People
of the West, however, will have to get
used to the absence of harmonization in
Hindu music, before they can even ap¬
preciate our dance numbers.
It is high time we found a way to make
it easier for Hindus to enjoy the music of
the West, and for Westerners to appreciate
the Raginis of Hindustan.

T

West is West
OME ATTEMPTS have already been
made in this direction. It is not diffi¬
cult to find oriental melodies in Western
music. But they do not sound oriental to
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us. The music of Kashmiri Song (not the
words—"pale hands I loved,” and so on)
or that of the Song of India may suggest
India to you, but we cannot say that either
one of them has any of the qualities of our
Raginis. Rimsky-Korsakoff, being a master
artist, introduced the cyclic monotony of
our timing system in his Song of India, in
order to create what you consider to be
the oriental effect—a piece of technical
The melodies that really appeal to us
are not known as oriental music in your
repertoire. Your Blue Heaven reminds us
of our folk songs, your Suwannee (onestep), not Suwannee River, is like our
folk-dance music and your Last Round Up
comes very near to our classical Alap (im¬
provisation). Just for fun, play O sweet
mystery of life, at last I found you, before
a Hindu, and see what happens. In a mo¬
ment his oriental poise and silence will have
vanished and he will begin to show you his
thirty-two natural teeth in appreciation of
the late Victor Herbert. Play Ramona, he
will sit up. But let Paul Whiteman play his
orchestration of Ramona, the Hindu is up
on his feet.
Ne’er the Twain Shall Meet
ET ME MAKE an attempt to explain
J this strange reversal of traditional
ideas about orientalism. To begin with, we,
Hindus, are fond of moods and not mathe¬
matical arrangements of tones. And we are
so punctilious about spontaneity that we
actually preserve the nasal quality in our
songs—a thing you abhor. It would not be
proper to say—even for the sake of oriental
politeness—that we cling to the nasal tones
for lack of better knowledge, because we
have been familiar with the diaphragm
voice for thousands of years. According to

1

(a) A human voice must rise from
Udara (stomach),
(b) Then pass through Mudara (chest),
(c) And carrying the overtones pro¬

duced by the throat (in order to
maintain individuality),
(d) It should finally strike Tara (the
palate), absorb the nasal sounds,
' then come out of the mouth.
With all this knowledge about voice
training, we would not. have artificial
clarity at the cost of nasal tones, because
without them a natural voice is not pos¬
sible. And unless a voice is natural it can¬
not be spontaneous—according to our philosophy of music. When a child cries for
its mother, it utters “ma” not “fah,” because
the tone of appeal is in “m.” The entire
gamut of Hindu music is woven around
F-sharp which in our nomenclature is
called Coree (soft) Ma. The tonal quality
of “m” voices man’s cry for the Unknown
through music. That is why our last prayer
is Qml
We are fond of Paul Whiteman’s or¬
chestrations because we feel that his ar¬
rangements are inspired by mood. He
seems (to me) to introduce major moods
for action and minor moods for longing,
separation and frustrated hope. We love
Victor Herbert because he knew how to
retreat in the sacred temple of his soul while
composing music.
I am not advocating the blending of
Hindu and Western music. Hindu music
never can be harmonized nor Western
music deprived of harmonization, and yet
preserve their individual merits; although
many interesting and intrinsically beautiful
effects can be obtained by so doing. Surely
there is enough room in this world for
many different forms of music to exist,
each in its native charm.
Essentially there is no difference in the
spontaneity of American compositions and
that of the Raginis of Hindustan. A Ragini
is the musical expression of a human mood.
The American composer, who does not lose
himself in mechanical jugglery but boldly
steps out of cold technic into the sponta ie:ty of the soul is marching towards
Hindustan.

Hand Building Exercises
By Gladys Hutchinson

T

HE LATE beginner who has a full
grown undeveloped hand may over¬
come many obstacles by applying
consistent hand building exercises.
For the Fifth Finger

ATTACK
any white key with the whole
. side of the hand so that the three
joints of the fifth finger are on the key,
then draw the finger to the edge of the
key and quickly turn to upright position,
observing that the nail joint and the
knuckle are prominent, relax the wrist by
letting it rise and fall, while the finger is
still in perfect position on the key. Thus
the fifth finger supports the whole weight
of the hand.
Practice daily, each hand separately,
through the diatonic progression of the C
major scale.

For the First Finger
OR perfect thumb position form a
circle with the first and second fingers,
draw the thumb over the length of the
second finger.

F

Practice several times daily in order to
develop the thumb muscle and obtain per¬
fect thumb position. This is done away
from the keyboard. Now go to the key¬
board and play with the first finger, each
hand separately, through the diatonic
progression of the C major scale.

■ ■ e t
For the First and Fifth Fingers
Simultaneously
Vy'ITH the first and second fingers in
▼ V correct position as outlined above,
span a sixth, with the second, third, and
fourth fingers slightly curved over the keys
in between, and the result should be a
perfectly arched hand position. Practice
through the diatonic progression of the
C major scale, relaxing wrist after each
attack, by letting it rise and fall.

ITT i I [ i; i; |n
These simple exercises will prevent the
outside of the hand from caving in.

The prophet in music is the composer. His evangelist is the performer
This partnership is akin to that of the drama; and the influence which actors
and managers have on the prez'diling taste of the theater is exactly paralleled
by the pozver of the executive musician to affect the fortunes 'of music —
George Dyson.
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records and radio

Memory Pictures of Famous Musicians

By Peter Hugh Reed

■

For a number of years Toscanini has
steadfastly refused to play again for a re¬
cording company. Despite the fact that
people everywhere were clamoring for
newer and better reproductions of his tonal
art than those issued in the past, he has
avoided making any re-recordings of these
works. Many people believed that Tosca¬
nini did not favor recordings, but this,
apparently, was not the case. As a matter
of fact, his principal reason for not record¬
ing emanated from an entirely different
cause, an aversion for breaking the conti¬
nuity of his performance. In the past, it was
essential that the conductor interrupt a
rendition to facilitate the "breaks” between
record sides. Since Toscanini conducts from
memory, his mind may be said to operate
much in the manner of a moving picture
film. A "break” to him was a definite inter¬
ruption to the continuity of his unusual
musical concentration, and this played
definite havoc with his nerves. For so ex¬
traordinarily sensitive is he to music and
its unimpaired performance, that even a
single wrong note upsets him completely.
It is reported that it took much persua¬
sion to lead Toscanini to make some re¬
cordings recently released. In these he was
permitted to play an uninterrupted per¬
formance while the records were being
made. Because of this, we have considerable
empty space on the turn-over of each re¬
cording. The music lover, who resents the
extra length of time between sides, need
not feel badly, however, for he can easily
eliminate this by drawing a red pencil across
the record to within a line or two of where
the music restarts, and thereafter set the
needle down at the end of that red line.
Besides the excerpts from Wagner
(Victor set M-308) which were recently
issued, Toscanini also made recordings of
Beethoven’s “Seventh Symphony.” Lralims’
"Variations on a Theme of Haydn” and
the overtures to Rossini’s operas. “The
Italian in Algiers” and “Semiramidc.”
The other recordings will of course be re¬
leased later. The Wagnerian excerpts in¬
clude the Preludes to acts one and three of
Lohengrin,” Dazvn and the Rhine Journey
from “Die Gotterdammerung,” and Sieg¬
frieds Idyll. Of these, the most important
is the music from “Die Gotterdammerung.”
for the version that Toscanini uses oi this
superb orchestral epic is the one he made
himself, and upon which much critical
commendation has been written. The re¬
cording of these excerpts realizes with
amazing verity Toscanini’s exceptional
nuances and brilliant crescendos. His are
eloquent readings of the music of Wagn-r
—distinguished for their healthy sentiment
and preeminent strength.
Although Toscanini has retired from his
post as director of the New York Philhar¬
monic-Symphony Orchestra and has ended
an era that cannot be paralleled in our
musical history, we still have him with us
as ong as we have these recordings—and
thL
T iCan be most Bra,cfu>- For
they bring back more than the remembered

ducedberft,0nS °f h,S artistr>- (when repro¬
duced, of course, on a medium which does
justice to the recording) since they £e
reproductions of his extraordinary music
making, as we have known it for so many
yeRoberttFeraCn0n'Cert ha"
°" the radi«ploited so widelyVsX*“oToXr^rnL"

rr

of Schubert, Schumann and Brah
Franz endeavored more than anyone |
to illustrate in music the words of ft*
song—to develop "the art of word-cob
ing.” Philip Miller, writing in The Amtr
icon Music Lover, has said of R kl'
Franz that he was a "Stephen Foster with
the technic of a Hugo Wolf,” for -tm
melodies of Franz were quite a« much 0i
the people as those of Foster,” the onh
difference being "Foster created a U
music for a people who had none, but Ger
man folk-music created Franz.”
Columbia recently issued a collection oi
twenty-four songs by Robert Franz admirably sung by a young German barite®Ernst Wolff, who accompanies himself ai
the piano. This excellently recorded at
is recommended to the attention of all
lovers of lieder.
Dvorak was a composer who emanated
from the people. He experienced tfe
heartfelt emotions of life, and translated
them into music. His was undeniably a
homespun art, and even with his compre¬
hension and observance of form he stili
evinced emotionally the feelings and di¬
spirit of the simple folk. This is not be
littling his art; for there is definite need
of men like Dvorak, and the need is uu
doubtedly the reason for their creation and
existence. Dvorak’s "Fourth Symphony,
composed in 1889, a particularly fertile
year for him. is considerably more lyrical
than his "Fifth” or “New World Sym¬
phony.” It is a colorful and rhythmically
delightful work, bright and cheerful in its
entirety, and hence most welcome in a
modern recording. It is appropriate that
Vaclov Talich, a compatriot of Dvorak
should play this work in recording (Vidor
set M -304) and that his orchestra is the
famous Czech Philharmonic This is ia
every way a fine set.
Gustave Charpentier is the composer oi
a single masterpiece, the opera “Louise."
In this country and in its native France,
this opera is closely linked with Mary
Garden’s name, for it was in “Louise" that
she made her first appearance at the
Opcra-Comiquc in Paris: and so great
was her success that thereafter she was
largely identified with the role. In recent
years Ninon Tallin, the French soprano
has sung “Louise” with considerable suc¬
cess. Because of this, the composer recently
selected her- to sing the title role in a*
abridged recording which he especially
arranged fer Columbia. Her associates
arc Georges Thill as Julien and Andre
Pernct as the Father. This is an excellently
well sung performance, for each of 8*
principals is endowed with a fine ™ke
and the recording is full and
Charpentier‘s orchestral coloring and dra¬
matic continuity are all retained in tbs
abridged version which is on eight twelveinch records. (Columbia Operatic Set 1Recommended: Elgar's “Concerto
Violoncello” (Columbia set 247) phi'"
by W. H. Squire and Sir Hamilton Hart)
and the Halle Orchestra (one oi our ’
vorite Elgar works); Roy Harris to
pily conceived Poem for violin and P«
playeei by Albert Spalding and An*Benoist (Victor disc 8997): the
performance of Mendelssohn's
•
Quartet. No. 1” bv the Budapest Qu£;;
(Victor set M-J07): and the P«*<*
composition called The Toreros rfQ*Turina. Spain’s foremost cont'”1^ ^
chamber music composer, played by ‘
Gordon String Quartet (Columbia
68505D).
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by Mme. Mary Alma d'Alma Chandler
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Giuseppe Verdi
UT FEW of living artists can claim
to have had the rare privilege of a
personal acquaintance with Verdi—
perhaps the supreme master of Italian
composers. While studying in Milan, I had
the good fortune to win the friendship of
Luigi Illica, the librettist of so many of
the operas of Puccini, Mascagni and Gior¬
dano. He was good enough to have me
several times as guest in his home in the
small country village of Castel’ Arquato,
a quaint old town of the Middle Ages,
perched on a hilltop of the province of
Piacenza.
On several of these journeys I had the
good fortune of taking the same train on
which Maestro Verdi was going to his
home not far from my destination. We
always met at Borgo San Donnino, where
we changed trains for Fiorenzuola d’Arda.
Verdi was tall and very straight of stature,
with grey hair covering a massive brow,
a long, sharp nose, a pensive mien and a
pleasant smile. He wore always a black
suit and a broad-brimmed black fedora hat.
He was a man of few words but soon
nodded at our meetings; and I was pleased
to- approach with a ‘‘Buon giorno (good
day)” and a “Buona salute (good health),”
and to receive his message of "Buona
salute” for his friend and neighbor, Illica.
But a few months, and, on returning
from Paris for an appearance in Italian
opera, I learned of Verdi’s sudden death
in the Hotel Milan, where he lived and
worked. The hotel now bears a plaque com¬
memorating this sad event.
A few years later, when passing their
country home I stopped with a word of
sympathy for Signora Verdi. Upon my
leaving she picked a few leaves from his
garden and, as she offered them as a
memento, said, “Questi saranno verdi
quando Verdi non sara pin verde.” A
clever play on the word verde (green),
which, interpreted, runs, “These will be
still green when Verdi is no longer Green.”
The great master’s name, Giuseppe Verdi,
if turned to everyday English, would be
just plain Joseph Green.
Pietro Mascagni
HE DIRECTOR of the Liceo Rossini
of Pesaro was the new lion of musical
Italy, Pietro Mascagni; and I, on a tour
of the British Isles, received at my London
hotel a telegram from Illica, urging that I
secure a Japanese costume, with wig and
sandals, and a samisen (a Japanese violin
with two strings). Further, I was to meet
him at the railway station of Milan for a
certain train leaving for Pesaro, where
Commendatore Mascagni and his attractive
wife and three children lived in a spacious
apartment over the Conservatorio of the
Liceo Rossini.
As an aside, harmony in the Mascagni
family was occasionally apt to have a ten¬
dency toward the ultramodern—a spirit
fostered by the too many adoring feminine
satellites of the Maestro. Thus I one day
barely dodged a slipper which came stac¬
cato prestissimo over a partition, after
missing its aim at the Maestro as a mes¬
senger of wrath from the Signora.
My sudden summons to Milan had been
for the purpose of a surprise, prepared for
Mascagni by the temperamental but genial
Illica, who had taken as his own home a
Pesaro house with a beautiful garden. Our
frequent luncheons in the Mascagni home
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usually began and ended with discussions
of “Iris,” the new opera upon which the
composer was working.
For a certain day it was planned that
Mascagni would have tea with Illica, for
discussion of unsettled points in “Iris.”
About the hour set for his arrival, I got
y Japanese outfit and, with my back
to the gold
and red sun¬
set, perched
myself on a
limb of a tree
in the garden.
With my
samisen held
be played, I
saw the two
great men
coming down
a path in deep
discussion of
“Iris.” As
they neared

admiration, he
dropped to
his knees, at
the flowers,
grabbed the
samisen from
my hands,
and, sitting in
true Japanese
fashion,
picked from
strings of the instrument the popular tenor
serenade, Apri la tna finestra. Then, “Ah,
mio Inno del Sole,’’, he exclaimed. “L’ho
trovato (I have found it) !”. From this picture he conceived the inspiring orchestral
number, Inno del Sole (Hymn to the Sun),
one of the most successful parts of the opera,
_.
•
Giacomo Puccini
NATIVE of Lucca and, like Mascagni,
a Tuscan, Puccini was by naturemuch the more quiet of the two. He was
a plodder at -.work; , and he one day gave
the key to his nature by saying, “Io faccio
c taccio (I work and am silent).”
I was to have created the role of Madame
Talleyrand in the “Andrea Chenier” of
Giordano; but an accident, while bicycle
riding in the park, confined me to my room
past the date of the premiere. It was for
this event that Edoardo Sonzogno, the dear

A

old editor and impresario of Milan, out of
sympathy for my disappointment had the
role of Madame Talleyrand omitted from
the performance. It was also during this
period that Puccini called in the afternoons
to console me, and that I gave him his first
lessons in the French language. He was
apt and studious and would point out every
article of his
clothing and
of his pur¬
chases while
like a child.
Puccini
the piano and
worked out
phrases and
themes for his
operas. The
services and
bells of St.
Peter’s in
Rome had
much to do
with the de¬
velopment of
Jealousy
seems possible
even among
the gods.
Thus it was
that poor
Giulio Ri-

and he was one of the first to help to make
this locality the retreat of the musical
world of Milan. His youth had been one of
great privation. He at one time played the
piano and put on skits in the music halls
of Paris; and it was there that he met his
beautiful wife—as plump as himself.
At the point of desperation, he hastilyfinished his one act opera, “I Pagliacci
(The Clowns),” submitted it in a contest
sponsored by Sonzogno of Milan, and dis¬
covered himself catapulted into fame by its
success. I had the good fortune to study the
role of Nedda with his assistance, and
found him a most excellent coach, which
was aided by his brilliance as a pianist.
Edvard Grieg
HILE ON a concert tour of Russia,
Finland, Norway, Sweden and Den¬
mark, I met many interesting composers
and grew very fond of the music of the
North. There was an especially interesting
day in Copenhagen, when I was on my first
Scandinavian tour, with Martea, the violin¬
ist, and Hedelin, a Swedish pianist. These
two were rehearsing one of Grieg’s sonatas,
when the master himself appeared—a nerv¬
ously temperamental little man, who in¬
sisted on quickening one of the movements
of the sonata. In emphasizing his desire,
he kept tapping the shoulders of the artists ;
and, in his eagerness to hasten the tempo
he steadily increased the violence of his
strokes till the climax was reached quite
to his satisfaction. But the poor boys’
shoulders were still so sore on the following
evening that they could hardly play.
As the vocalist of the program, among
other songs I sang the Ich Liebe Dich of
Grieg. As I knew the master was to be
present, in a few hours of heated study
I learned the text in Norwegian, so that the
title could be announced in the vernacular
as leg Elske Dig (/ Love Thee). The next
morning brought a beautiful bouquet from
the master, with his card which is one of
my treasures.
When I urged that he should come to
America, he apologized that he had but
one lung, which had led him to choose that
remote and quiet place of abode on a windy
point out of Bergen of his native country.
Mme. Grieg was a singer of considerable
note; and I recall hearing them in London
concerts together, when she appeared in a
brown satin dress, with the stiff white
petticoats of the period underneath.

W

publisher of
Milan, found
his troubles.
He came to
love Puccini,
almost as his
own son Tito.
Now Verdi
Mathilde Marchesi
also had been
O STUDY with Madame Marchesi
an idol of Ricordi, and to see the younger composer .
was a privilege. She, with her husband,
seemingly in his place stirred the green eyed Count Castiglione, lived in elite rue
monster in his breast. So it was that Ricordi Jouffroy of Paris. She counted as pupils
calmed the musical waters by an agreement almost every eminent feminine vocalist of
that no opera house in Italy might produce several decades, including Nellie Melba,
the works he published unless at least one “The Three Emmas”—Albani, Abbott and
work by Verdi and one by Puccini were in Eames (all Americans)—Etelka Gerster,
the season’s repertoire.
and Marie van Zandt. All of her pupils
returned often to see “Mamma,” and to
Ruggiero Leoncavallo
have her approval of their growing technic.
T IKE MOST STOUT PEOPLE, MaesMme. Marchesi took an especial interest
J—/ tro Leoncavallo was wonderfully good in such pupils as she accepted, even to
natured.: When'ih .Milan he could be found their morals, health, mode and place of
j almost any hour of the day, sitting at the living. Although her fees were high for
Cafe Biffi in the Gallery Vittorio Emanuele, those days, she insisted that the “filthy
-that popular rendezvous of all types oi lucre” be placed in an envelope to be
artists, where his genial disposition always dropped on a silver salver held in readiness
drew a surrounding group of admirers,
by her doorman, as we entered her music
Though a Neapolitan by birth, Leon- room for lessons. She was also a genius at
cavallo early selected Pallanza, on Lago arranging effective cadenzas for individual
Maggiore (The Large Lake) as his home;
(Continued on Page 511)
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The Art

of Counting

BAND AND ORCHESTRA DEPARTMENT

By Francesco Berger
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This article, published posthumously, is from..* pen of .he MfMri
i his ninety-ninth year.
few hours, of his death
who was active up to within

I

T IS IMPOSSIBLE to overestimate
the importance to the pianoforte stu¬
dent of contracting the early habit of
counting while practicing. When the com¬
petent teacher has again and again to re¬
mind the student to count, it is of no use
for the student to reply, “I do count, sir;
but I count to myself.” 'Ehe competent
teacher must insist, not only mat the pupil
shall count, but also that he shall do so
sufficiently loudly to be heard by himself
even when playing forte.
' The truth is, that right notes and right
time (the result of right counting) are the
two joists on which the entire edifice of
pianoforte playing is built. All the rest is
of minor importance—even correct finger¬
ing, which, on technical grounds, is so
essential, is less important than the two
qualities named; for, after all, it is quite
possible to play a passage with musical
expression, but with wrong fingering;
while it is quite impossible to create a cor¬
rect musical feeling if out of time.
The order of importance into which
pianoforte playing is divided consists of:
right notes, right time, right fingering,
right touch, right phrasing, right coloring,
right pace, and right pedalling. It will be
noticed that this order presents a gradual
diminuendo, and that right notes and right
time take precedence over all the other
qualities.
The Italian composers, especially those
of operatic music, are very fond of “com¬
pound time,” particularly of nine-eight and
twelve-eight. When the student meets with
such an instance, if the pace be quick he
may find it irksome to count in numerical
order from one to nine or one to twelve,
in every measure. His task may be varied
by counting his beats as follows: Oneun-un, Two-oo-oo, Three-ee-ee and Fouror-or; or One-and-and, Two-and-and,
Three-and-and, and Four-and-and.
In some very modern music we some¬
times encounter a group of four notes

in the right hand to be played t the s
time with three in the left, or vice ver.««.
The student must decide whether he will
give precedence to the left hand triplet and
allow the right hand to come in as best
it can, or will give precedence to the four
notes of the right hand, and allow the left
hand triplet to come in as best it can. In
some other place, we may find a left hand
arpeggio extending over two octaves to
comprise nine or ten notes instead of the
customary eight. The student must decide
where to make the break of hand, giving
a slight accent to the first note in the
second group.
Peculiar Personal Traits
T IS RATHER CURIOUS that some
musical artists, distinguished in every
other direction, have an inherent failing in
a particular one. I once knew a celebrated
violoncellist—a good musician and a fine
performer—but a bad timist. In a trio or
quartette one could never be sure whether
he would enter too soon or too late. Ernst,
one of the greatest violinists of all time,
always played slightly out of tune, and
Rcnconi the great baritone, though a fine
artist, always sang flat. Saint-Saens always
hurried his tempi when playing the piano,
and his fortes were always too piano, and
his pianos always too forte, so that his
performance was a singularly monotonous

I

The modern Concert goer has much for
which to thank the metronome, which
chronicles for him the precise pace at
which a composition is to be counted. I
am not certain whether Maelzel, the in¬
ventor of this most ingenious little ma¬
chine, ever enjoyed full credit for his
invention) so I hope he received its equiva¬
lent in cash. Without the metronome, how
would it be possible for us to determine
whether Mengelberg in Vienna is conduct¬
ing Strauss or Sibelius at just the pace that
Ronald is doing in Eastbourne?

VICTOR J. GRABEL
FAMOUS BAND TRAINER AND CONDUCTOR

To beat time with a baton, *.■
The orchestral player on the fagotto*
an orchestral performance mar Z?
horn or trombone may, if engaged
work by an old master, have occasion to to the uninitiated a not very arduous
count as many empty measures as to play In a six-eight movement, to beat one i
full ones in a composition. After a nrst stroke and one up, while the poor
rehearsal, he might perhaps rely on his in the orchestra count six in a measure!
ear or his conductor’s glance, for coming or in a nine-eight movement, to beat th~
in at the right moment; but he generally strokes while the poor devils count r;
grows so attached to his sheet that he in a measure—may seem a very mZ
prefers consulting it afresh at every per¬ division of labor; but that was all Z
was required of the conductor of old. He
formance.
Which recalls a cheerful anecdote. An of to-day, however, lias so much more
Italian fagotto player, on going out one do. that I have sometimes seen a ole
evening to serenade his lady love, took brated conductor, after a successful per
with him his orchestral part in a then formance. all but stagger off the platfon,
popular overture. When he had played a and make for the nearest seat, in a state
few measures she appeared at her Open of mental and physical prostration.
window and waved him a kiss on her
Art Progresses
fingers. Then, as there was no more music,
she concluded he had gone, she closed her
ECAUSE THE METHODS of <*
window, blew out her light and went to
conductor differ slightly from those «
bed. But the dear good man had not fin¬ another, it was formerly held that an or
ished, he was patiently counting his eighty- rhestra could not give us of its beg unfe
four measures of rest: and. when he had playing under a beat to which it ins actusdone so, resumed blowing, though she was turned. For this reason, such an organaalready in the Land of Nod. This could not tion as the Philharmonic Society made it
have happened had the music been by a their practice to engage the same conductor
living composer; for he not only keeps for an entire series of concerts. But this
his entire orchestra fiddling and blowing theory has now been exploded. No deterwithout pauses, but often requisitions the ration is perceptible in the performances «'
addition of a specially constructed Saxo- an orchestra because conducted by rariw
billy or Bullysaxophone, without which a men. provided they all be competent. And
perfect interpretation could not be secured the audience finds additional interest in
of such masterworks as "The Ladybird’s bearing the identical work under A to-mghr
Dream” or “The Hangman’s Whisper." and under II next week. Indeed there is
Apropos of counting, I recall a play en¬ risk of their attention being diverted from
titled “The Private Secretary." which some the music to the conductor, and of their
years ago had a long run in London. It noting his personal appearance, his mode
contains an amusing scene in which the of dressing and his general manner, as
heroine, seated at the piano, asks her lover keenly as they note those of a celebrated
to do the loud counting for her while she dansetisc in a hallct.
plays. He innocently proceeds to count
Let me finally assure all concerned that
aloud up to a hundred, and, when he no pianist ever will regret having con¬
reaches that figure, inquires whether dur¬ tracted tlie habit of counting aloud; for
ing the remainder of her piece he may be my long experience teaches me that this
permitted to count the pages instead of lung exercise is the safest road to finger
the measures.
accuracy.
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The Sostenuto Pedal
By Helen Oliphant Bates
The correct and artistic use of the
Sostenuto Pedal can bring out a vast
wealth of pianistic beauties. This pedal is
like the damper pedal in that it sustains;
but it is unlike the damper pedal in that it
sustains only those notes which are down
at the time it is depressed. It will not sus¬
tain notes that are struck after it has been
depressed, and it will not sustain notes that
are released before it is fully down. There¬
fore, notes to be sustained by the sostenuto
pedal must be pressed down before the
pedal is depressed and held until caught
by the pedal.
The special use of the sostenuto pedal,
then, Is to sustain single notes or chords.
It is invaluable in bringing out organ points
which, because of the changing harmonies
in other parts, cannot be sustained by the
damper pedal. In bringing out an organ
point, both the sostenuto and damper pedals
are used together. The sostenuto pedal sus¬
tains the organ point, while the damper
pedal enriches the melody or changing har¬
monies. But, unless great care is taken to
raise the damper pedal before putting down
the sostenuto pedal, the whole keyboard will
be sustained instead of the single pedalpoint. After the organ point is caught and

is being held by the sostenuto pedal, the
damper pedal may be added and may be
changed with each change of harmony,
without blotting out the organ-point.
In the Finale, measures 43-68, of Schu¬
mann’s Papillons

the top right hand notes can be held wto
the sostenuto pedal.
In the familiar Imitation to the Dma.
of Weber, we find

Something Interesting About The Bassoon
One Of the Most Fascinating Instruments In the Orchestra

By Edwin Hall Pierce

I

N ONE OF THE early issues of the
oldest newspaper in Maryland there
appeared a news item relating to a
thief who had just decamped with a horse
and a good bassoon, both belonging to the
same owner. In the present day, he more
likely would have taken an auto and a
saxophone; but evidently the bassoon was
a popular instrument at that date, just as
the flute was at a somewhat later period,
or about the middle of the last century.
There was a time when the bassoon was
not infrequently used in connection with
church choirs, to support the bass; and
even more commonly in small dance orches¬
tras. One recalls the allusion to it in
Coleridge’s “Ancient Mariner,” where a
wedding guest is detained against his will
from the opening of the festivities:

excited quality. Ravel makes some use of
these tones in his Bolero but they are
avoided by most composers.
Many of the tones on a bassoon are
capable of being produced with several
different fingerings, each giving slightly
different qualities. This adds to its power
of expression, in the hands of a master.
Unlike the flute, clarinet, or the brass in¬
struments, the fingering is not consecutive
or logical, but highly complicated and ap¬
parently unreasonable, except in the lowest
octave. Not only that, but bassoons, even
of the same make, will be found to differ
from each other, and from the charts given
in instruction books; so that a player can¬
not change from his own instrument to
another without considerable practice on the
strange one. This is most true of the “Jancourt system” (French) and the older Ger¬
man instruments; the modern German maker
Heckel has succeeded in improving and
slightly (but only slightly) simplifying the
fingering, and making his instruments more
uniform. Attempts have been made by some
inventors to reconstruct the plan of the
instrument so that the fingering becomes
consecutive and logical; but the result has
been a loss of the true bassoon tone, and
the presence of a somewhat blatant quality.
Its Use Not Limited
N ADDITION TO THE use of the
bassoon in orchestras, it is of great
value also in chamber music. The combina¬
tion of flute, oboe, clarinet, horn and bas¬
soon as a quintet is a well recognized
standard one, comparable to the string quar¬
tet, and has been much written for by com¬
posers, classical and modern. Another very
effective combination, of which Mozart and
Beethoven each has left us one fine example,
is that for piano, oboe, clarinet, horn and
bassoon. Beethoven wrote three interesting
duets for clarinet and bassoon; Gustav
Schreck (the present writer's teacher), a

fine sonata for bassoon and piano. Con¬
certos with orchestral accompaniment also
exist, and they are played, though some¬
what infrequently, the most familiar per¬
haps being that by Weber, which, in recent
years, has been heard more than once over
the radio.
Besides its more serious and beautiful
uses, the bassoon has the distinction of
being the clown of the orchestra; being
capable of several very grotesque effects,
including the cackling of a hen, the bray of
a donkey, and so on. It has the power, too,
of making an extremely decisive staccato—
much more so than the clarinet or bass
clarinet. It seems strange that modern jazz
orchestras, always on the search for weird
novelties in tone color have not availed
themselves of it more largely. Probably
one reason is that really able players are
scarce, the instrument being by no means
as simple to master as, for example, the
saxophone.
Players of the different instruments in
the orchestra are apt to be distinguished
by certain peculiar, characteristic traits.
The flute has no use at all for the clarinets,
but quite readily tolerates the oboe, al¬
though the latter is apt to be a little high
strung and nervous. The tuba is apt to be
a little phlegmatic; the bassoons, like the
violas, are generally modest and unassum¬
ing. A certain orchestral conductor (whose
name, should it be mentioned, would be
familiar to all), when returning to New
York from an out of town concert, found
himself seated beside a man whose face
was vaguely familiar, but whom his
memory could not place. From his conver¬
sation, the man seemed to be a musician;
and tactfully sparring for an opening, the
conductor asked him, “Let me see, have
I ever heard you play anywhere, I won¬
der?” “I’m not sure,” was the quiet reply,
"I play only second bassoon in your or-

The Trumpet, The Melody Instrument of Knights
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we find a good example of an organ point
the ald of the s«>st«nuto pedal
This D cannot be held by the left hand
because the left hand is needed for other
work. It cannot be held by the damper
pedal because the raising and lowering of
the damper pedal (whenever the chords
change) to clear the harmony would blot
out the organ point.

Early History

HE BASSOON IS THE oldest in¬
strument of which the inventor is posi¬
tively known; it was devised and made by
Afranio, a monk in Ferrara, Italy, early in
the sixteenth century. This we learn in a
somewhat curious manner. Afranio had an
uncle, named Albonesio, who was a learned
“The zvedding guest now beat his
scholar in ancient languages. He wrote a
book in the Chaldaic, which he dedicated,
in a graceful preface, to his nephew
For he heard the loud bassoon.’’
Afranio; and in this preface he not only
Tennyson has been much ridiculed by
mentions him as the inventor of the bas¬
musicians for his allusion (in the poem
soon, but also gives a picture of the in¬
“Maud”) to an orchestra consisting of
strument which identifies it beyond question,
“flute, violin and bassoon”—a weird and in¬
in spite of the fact that its name is incor¬
effective combination, it is true, but not)
rectly spelled “Phagotto.” The Italian word
beyond the bounds of possibility.
is Fagotto, and was probably suggested by
From two to four bassoons are always
to be seen in a full symphony orchestra, the fact that, when disjointed and the sev¬
eral pieces gathered up in the arm, it
and at least two in concert bands. The
bassoon may be recognized as a large wood¬ looked somewhat like a bundle of kindling
wind instrument more than four feet long, wood, or fagots.
The tone of the bassoon blends beautifully
having the appearance of two tubes lying
parallel and close together, but in reality, and unobtrusively with any and all instru¬
being one tube about eight feet long, bent ments ; and for this very reason, it is not
back upon itself. It is played through a always easy to distinguish in the tone of a
metal “gooseneck,” by means of a double large orchestra, except when it has a solo
reed like that of the oboe, but broader. The passage. The lowest octave is noble and
gooseneck connects with the upper end of broad, and, when played loudly, capable of
the shorter tube. There are twenty keys, a somewhat threatening quality; the
more or less (the number varies in differ¬ medium register is less incisive and has an
ent makes); and the instrument has a agreeable dryness; the upper register is
large compass—considerably over three sweet, until one reaches the difficult highest
octaves—starting at B-flat below the bass tones, which have more of an intense and

Ex.l
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staff and including all semitones to the
upward limit, which for average players
may be stated as the C on the third space
of the treble staff. Good players can go
several semitones higher, but these extreme
notes are sometimes difficult to produce.
The earliest instruments could go only to
G-sharp, third line above the bass staff;
and, being provided with but few keys, they
lacked also the lowest B and C-sharp.

a chord held through three measures, w*
the right hand plays a chromatic run.
chromatic run would not sound dear
blurred by the damper pedal, but JP?S
sage would sound dead without any
Here, then, is another place where the
tenuto pedal may enrich the harmony *“
out blurring.
^
The intelligent pianist who will but sttw
the possibilities of the sostenuto pw*J»
add undreamed of charms to his ntterprt
tations of tone poems.

77*78-84 Same Finale’ measures 70-73, 74"The surest way not to fail is to ^
mine to succeed."—Sheridan.
the ETVDt

HERE IS a supposition that the
trumpet (Italian, tromba; French,
trompette; German, Trompete) was
invented by several different groups among
the people of the early ages. This may have
come from the fact that, judging from what
has remained of the early instruments, there
were different forms of the trumpet in use
among these groups. In the Old Testament
one reads that Moses ordered two trumpets
of silver to be made, which were given to
the priests to be used in the high services,
in order that the ceremony would be more
impressive. The Israelites taught their
people that the trumpet was of holy origin.
For that reason its use was restricted to
the priests and it was not to be handled by
ordinary folk. It was sacrilegious for any
man of the people to play on it. The trum¬
AUGUST, 1936

By Nollie Preston
pet in use at this time was in the form of called Kerena. In Persia, there was one of
a long, straight, slender tube, widening near twelve yards in length, called Kcrency.
the bottom into the shape of a cone. In Both instruments. were of copper. In old
Arabia, the trumpet belonged to the equi¬ Siam there was one called Trc, made of
page of kings and their generals. The Egyp¬ wood. The Mongols and Tartars also had
tians and the ancient peoples knew different one of wood. This one was called Ja. The
trumpets, the form as well as the tone Greeks apparently were the first to use the
differing greatly among them. In fact, there trumpets in wartime. According to Homer,
is probably no other instrument which, trumpet calls could be heard before the
down through the ages, has changed in walls of Troy—this, about 1180 B. C.
form so often, and to such an extent as has Under Alexander the Great, victory over
the trumpet. In the old writings, for exam¬ Macedonia and Persia was won to the
ple, those of Eustatius of Enophe, Salpin accompaniment of trumpet calls. The
Athina, Carnix, Paphlagon and Medea, Romans used them in peace time as well
there is mention of an instrument made of as in war and they were sounded especially
reeds. These authors all speak of instru¬ when the Emperor made his appearance.
ments which are the forerunners of the Constantine the Great, the last ruler of the
trumpet. In East India there existed an in¬ undivided kingdom, was accompanied on
strument which was over eight yards long. his march through Constantinople, with

mounted trumpeters and tympanists. The
Germanic tribes must have learned of the
trumpet, which, until then, had been strange
to them, through the invasions of Caesar
and his Romans, about the year 58 B. C.
Whether the Germans were at first able to
form the instruments out of metal or
whether they used the horns of oxen, is a
question.
For the tournaments of the knights, dur¬
ing the reign of Emperor Henry I (919936), trumpets were sounded to call the par¬
ticipants to their places. Fiigger writes in
his book, “Im Ehrenspiegel": “When, in
the year 1495, Maximilian I rode against
the knight Claudius von Berre, they met
on a certain day. Neither spoke a word,
and when the trumpets had sounded for the
(Continued on Page 517)
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BENEATH A SOUTHERN MOON
By Frederick A. Williams
The southland of Mr. Williams’ musical
imaginings is undoubtedly Southern Italy
■ —so strong is the Italian flavor of this
composition in both rhythm and melody.
The entire piece is written in the form of
a serenade and carries a rhythmical ac¬
companiment suggesting the plucking of a
guitar against a lyric melody in the right
Pedal strictly as marked, throwing off
the pedal on the third eighth of each
measure. This will have the effect of
sharpening the rhythmical line. The right
hand, in thirds, carries very much the
same rhythmical outline as the accompani¬
ment. Make a real distinction between the
sustained notes and the staccato notes of
the right hand. Note that the last two
eighths in nearly every measure are de¬
tached. Dynamics range from piano to
forte, everywhere clearly marked.
SERENATA
By Camille W. Zeckwer
A serenade of an entirely different type
is this Serenata by Camille Zeckwer in
which an interesting bit of syncopation is
presented in the left hand accompaniment.
The left hand chords are sustained with
the help of the pedal. Carefully phrase the
right hand as indicated, with a rather
sharp release at the end of each curved
line.
The second theme opens in the key of F
major but passes through an interesting
modulation into A major, the dominant
key of D major which is the key of the
first theme.
The character of the second theme
changes somewhat. Syncopation is not so
pronounced and there is more of a bar¬
carolle swing in evidence.
. The passages in sixths in measures seven
and eight will be the better for separate
practice. At first practice these in broken
form and later play them together. This
will help in developing the legato treat¬
ment indicated. Lend your best singing
tone to the melody and roll all broken
chords gently and gracefully.

and the upper voice of the right hand. Use
the finger which plays the right hand mel¬
ody note, as a pivot upon which to swing
when playing the accompaniment chords.
DANSE RUSTIQUE
By Felix Borowski
Still another type of dance, this time
pastorale in character, is the Danse
Rustique of Felix Borowski, the Chicago
composer. Far from suggesting the middle
western scene, however, this dance takes
us back to an earlier age and suggests
European peasants on a village green.
It is interesting to observe that all ages
and all races, almost from the beginning
of man upon the earth, have found expres¬
sion in the dance. Almost every country
has its own peculiar and characteristic
dance rhythms. It is amazing, too, to con¬
sider how many different types of dances
are possible, in three-four meter alone.
The first theme of this piece calls for
staccato treatment at moderate tempo; and
this makes effective contrast with the
legato, sustained treatment given the sec¬
ond theme in the subdominant key.
Be sure that the melody notes in the
right hand of the second theme literally
sing. The melody is indicated by the notes
with upturned stems.
Roll the left hand accompaniment instead
of fingering it. Keep a dignified tempo
throughout and use the pedal only as in¬
dicated.
NODDING FLOWERS
By George S. Schuler
Undeniably the most popular of all dance
forms is that of the waltz; and Mr.
Schuler’s little composition adopts this
medium.
This piece opens with the melody in the
low voice of the right hand, the upper
part of the right hand supplying the chord
accompaniment. In the sixth measure this
process is reversed, the melody appearing
in the upper voice of the right hand. The
rhythm in this dance music should “flow”
rather than “crackle” as in some of the
other dances in this issue. The entire com¬
position should be handled in a manner
consonant with its dainty nature.
Observe carefully the changes in pace:
a ritard at measure 14; a pause at measure
16; molto ritard at measure 23; and rubato
at measure 25. These tempo changes, when
skillfully handled, add piquancy to the
piece. Use the pedal with great discretion;
although, if the markings are carefully fol¬
lowed, the pedaling should offer no particu¬
lar difficulty.

SPANISH DANCE
By F. G. Rathbun
What rhythms in all creation are more
fascinating than those of old Spain? In Mr.
Rathbun's number The Etude presents
an interesting addition to the pupil’s re¬
cital repertoire.
Do not forget that rhythm is the first
essential in playing dance forms. There¬
fore establish good rhythm at the outset
and preserve it thereafter.
THE VAST HEAVENS
The tempo for this piece is Allegretto.
By Gordon Balch Nevin
The first theme begins piano rising to
A scion of the famous N.evin family pro¬
fortissimo as it approaches measure 16. vides The Etude this month with a good
For the passages in eighth notes use a study in chord playing. It calls for freedom
light bouncing staccato; and make the of arm attack, resonance, breadth of style
most of the occasional sostenuto notes— and general “sweep” in the majestic tradi¬
indicated with the little line above each. tion. The pedal will be found to be a very
Notice that the basses are sustained and important factor, in developing this tonal
slurred into one another.
picture if used exactly as marked.
The second theme is in the key of the
A point to remember is that power
dominant, F major, and is played mezzo
forte for the first four measures and an¬ without tenseness is the watchword in pro¬
swered piano in the next four. This alter¬ ducing big, full, “liquid” chords.
Study the modulations carefully and be
nation is in effect throughout the section.
Let the grace notes in the right hand be sure the melody line is always distinct and
tossed off sharply and crisply, although never lost in the maze of chords. Build up
very lightly. A third theme is introduced to effective fortissimos but never pound.
at measure 53, this time in the subdom¬ The title gives, in no uncertain terms, the
inant key, E-flat major. Play this theme clue to good interpretation. Let a feeling
suavely and in a sustained -manner. The of the vast spaces permeate the measures
melody is doubled between the left hand of the entire piece.

SUMMERTIME
By Homer Grunn
This small pastel makes a fitting study
for a time of the year which is vividly m
the consciousness of most of us^ Wherever
this little composition by Mr. Grunn may
seek us out, in the midst of stifling city
heat or while enjoying country or seashore
breezes, it carries its own clear, little note
of refreshment. In the summertime oi Mr.
Grunn’s music all is mild breezes flowerfragrance, cool, shining pools and fleecy
white clouds rolling overhead. It opens
peacefully with the theme doubled between
soprano and tenor, played pianissimo. Use
here both the damper pedal and the una
corda (soft pedal). The una corda is ap¬
plied in this case, not only for softness but
also for the quality of tone which results
from the use of the left pedal. It is of
course obvious that the damper pedal must
be employed with great care, to avoid blurring.
The second theme is quite a contrast in
mood and style and offers an interesting
interlude. Notice especially the triplet
figures occurring in this section. While
clearly defined, they should not be hurried
nor too sharply marked. If one has never
before had the chance to play a "lazy”
triplet here is a shining opportunity.
After the reentrance of the first theme,
the piece closes with a short Coda.
GIGUE
By Johann Sebastian Bach
The Gigue is one of the most ancient of
dance forms. Its name is derived in all
probability from the giga, a form of bass
violin which was used to accompany danc¬
ers far back in the ages when dancing, as
we know it, first began.
One country after another adopted the
Gigue with consequent variations. It is
still a most popular dance in Ireland, un¬
der the name of Jig. Italy claims, however,
the origin of the dance. Bach frequently
made use of this form; and many examples
of it appear in his sonatas, partitas and
suites.,This one, from the “Second English
Suite,” is well known among pianists and
should be in every student’s repertoire.
The tempo is fast. Presto. Count six to
the measure at first. Later, as speed de¬
velops, count two to the measure, a dotted
quarter to each count. Finger action must
be such that all notes are clearly articulated.
Play this music simply but eloquently,
resisting any attempt at exaggerated ef¬
fects. The few expression marks are im¬
portant and should be closelv observed
Only fleet, clean finger work will be found
effective m the interpretation of this
perennially fresh Bach study.
VALSE IN A MINOR
By Edvard Grieg
The real origin of the waltz is lost in
the gray mists of the past. Because of its
'n Vlenna many people have
come to look upon the waltz as German-or at least Austrian-in character.
A Grieg waltz, despite this fact, is by
no means German. While Grieg’s earlv
hisTrlier5 Under.G™ masers, and
his earlier compositions are obviously pat¬
terned after the German school of writW
he very quickly developed his own style
Evidences of the later Grieg are to £
found in this little waltz, In which a

£■351*• ■—« <indicated
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establishes a characteristically waltz swin
The second theme, beginning at measure
19, will be found much easier to play ;;
the melody (left hand part) is taken by
the right hand, allowing the left hand to
cross over and play the accompany™,
chords. This section is played more tran
quilly than the first; and the melody should
be made to sing with all possible resonance
MORNING CALL
By M. L. Preston
Short first grade studies in staccato and
legato are not overnumerous. Here the
right hand uses wrist staccato and the left
forearm staccato. The legato passages
should be played with finger legato. Morn¬
ing Call is only two lines long but it make,
an interesting teaching piece, since it de
velops something specific and has the added
advantage of being tuneful.
The four-line verse helps the young pupil
with imagination.
IN THE KINGDOM OF THE
GNOMES
By Ada Richter
Here is a second grade piece, descrip¬
tive in character and developing left hand
melody playing. The melody is carried in
the bass to suggest a certain gnome-lik
quality to the tune. It will be noticed that
in the first eight measures the left hand
plays legato while the right hand plays
the accompaniment chords staccato.
In the second section the theme continues
in the left hand while the right snips off
a scries of brittle grace notes as accompani¬
ment The last four measures suggest the
departure of the gnomes.
THE CROCUS
By Sidney Forrest
A little cross-hands piece for the first
graders. Notice that the tune begins on the
sixth beat (a weak beat). It is important
that the accents be correctly placed. The
tnclody begins with the right hand in the
treble, answered by a phrase in the bassalso played with the right hand—by pass¬
ing over the left.
The first section is in G major and the
second in the dominant key, D major. An
easy tune accompanied by words which
make it possible to teach it also as a song
WAY UP NORTH
By Josephine Shepherd
A little study in staccato chord phyinf
mixed with ascending and descending scale
figures divided between the hands.
The humorous verse will amuse tl*
youngster and should add to the spright¬
liness of his playing.
PLAYING IN THE MEADOW
By Bert R. Anthony
This short tune is designed to de«toP
finger legato eighths in the right hand aim
quarters in the left. The first theme otters
almost all the advantages of a Hano”
study for the right hand. The second then*
develops facility in tossing off three-w
phrases.
BY SOUTHERN MOONLIGHT
By Eva K. Johnson
This second grade piece is *
^
in musical patterns, the melody
rhythmical pattern of the opening
being preserved all through the first
The second section gives the melcdy
the left hand and develops the fW®*
diatonic passages by this very often w**
member of the young virtuoso's equip"10
the ETVDt

NOTED PIANIST AND MUSIC EDUCATOR

Adult Beginners
Two things I wish to know. I am
nt middle life, and I am reviewing my
music. (1) What book do you recom¬
mend for pedal studies? (2) And
what is the best course to pursue in
reviewing?—Mrs. K. S. B., New York.

No question will be answered in The Etude unless accompanied by the full name
and address of the inquirer. Only initials, or pseudonym given, will be published.
All questions directed to this Department must be of a nature to interest its readers
in general. Mr. Maier can not answer personal questions by mail. The Etude’s
staff of experienced musical experts will endeavor, however, to give advice and in¬
formation when possible. We can not answer lists of questions for examinations

(1) For a good foundation in pedal
studies, I warmly recommend the “Pedal
Book” by Dr. J. M. Blose (Opus 35) ;
also the “First Steps in the Study of the
the pupil with correct time, and mu¬
sicianship, if he counts and “directs.”
Pedals” by Carol Sherman.
as it were; especially with a pupil
(2) Since you give no hint as to your
of only fair musical talent.
4. I have thought it foolish to
musical background, grade of advancement,
“tell” a pupil to make a slight acceler¬
amount of time for daily practice, or pres¬
ando here or to play slightly louder
there, after the piece is all played
ent state of technical “rustiness,” it is dif¬
and “cold.” Why not strike right at
ficult to advise you properly. You should,
the place, is my theory. A frank an¬
swer to this problem will be appre¬
of course, secure the best teacher in your
ciated.
town, one who understands your present
5. Should a pupil be practically
forced into playing in a recital, con¬
aspirations and who will guide you very
sidering the value one receives from
carefully. For a while you ought to play
preparing a piece for performance ?
music well below the grade at which you
tious teacher eater to novelty num¬
stopped. For technic, first take good doses
bers? I used to try keeping silent
about Jazz, hoping the pupil would
of chords, especially the diminished seventh
grow tired of the addiction to it.
chord in all possible ways—chromatically,
Now, I frankly have my say, explain¬
ing how I feel about it. Am I right ?
in arpeggio intervals, in various octave
7. Lastly, do you beli
skips, fortissimo and pianissimo, fast and
a hard a
rule about the missed less<_,
slow. By practicing these chords carefully
or should one be lenient? I
(playing four or five tones in each hand)
" ‘ k of the plan '
you will soon get back that feeling of
solidity and security, which are so impor¬
onld he discussed some of
tant in piano playing. Next, I would rec¬
these ,_
length of t e per day, and many
ommend those excellent “Hand Equalization
Studies,” based on Czerny etudes, by Reuven Kosakoff; or, if you prefer, any one
1. Your humility about sight reading
of the three volumes of Czerny-Liebling
makes me smile! If every teacher followed
studies which fits your technical needs. Any
your plan of giving the student some pieces
of these books may be secured through the
each
week just to read through several
publishers of The Etude.
times, playing these at the lesson in tempo
regardless of missed notes, pedal and ex¬
A Number of Things
pression, we would have much better sight
readers to-day. You must be sure (as you
apparently are) that these pieces are actual¬
large class of all grades. I shali l]
grateful for your advice.
ly easier than the student’s grade, and that
1. Just what is meant by sight
you give him many pieces of the same grade
reading? This probably sounds queer,
but the paradoxical side of the ques¬
over a long period of time, for this is the
tion is that which bothers me; name¬
only
way to develop confidence and facility.
ly, how to reconcile quality with rapid
reading. I have always gone on the
Sight reading assignments must not be con¬
theory that if I stressed quality in
fused with the regular pieces or studies
every way (much slow practicing, of
course) and advanced the pupil by
from which you demand “quality.” The
giving difficult pieces, then the read¬
best you can hope for is a fair degree of
ing would take care of itself. Lately,
I have adopted the plan of giving a
accuracy and increasing fluency.
different piece (of easier grade) each
2. Yes, yes, yes!! is all I can answer to
week, for the pupil to work out alone.
these questions. You have an inordinately
Then I insist on the pupil adhering
strictly to the tempo indicated, re¬
right
musical instinct.
gardless of a missed note, and so on
3. I would insist on the counting aloud,
Do you call this sight reading? Or
should I take time (precious time
even at the risk of a long drawn out battle;
for teaching ‘-quality” in every way)
but
no
student should do this except for a
at the lessons to have the pupil play
entirely new material ? Just what do
short time when he is beginning the study
you think of this way of doing and
of a piece. After that he should listen only
do you agree about the reading?
2. It was formerly my method to
to the music with all his might! He should
say constantly, “Slowly! Take your
be able, however, to count the beats again,
time . It must be right !” Now, taking
it for granted that the child practices
any time you ask it. Only under exceptional
correctly at home, I find myself more
conditions should the teacher count aloud
often saying, “Keep going. Go on.
Don't pause." explaining that rhvthm
during lessons. Usually, she should keep her
is like water flowing along. Of course
mouth tightly shut, so that she will be able
I insist on ""’n™™
■ “-c —
plan, it
to hear the music properly; and besides,
not in
protracted counting usually makes the pupil
pupil?___ VAiV.
toward making a better sight reader?
nervous or listless, and is sure to drive all
3. I read the item recently in the
spontaneity out of the lesson.
Teachers’ Round Table about countmg aloud. I, too, in the last year, have
4. In general, like you, I always work
been insistent on the practice; but,
out details of interpretation “on the spot”;
from the psychological angle, do you
think it wise to carry this to a point
but when the piece is already well in hand
where pupil and teacher both are at
I
permit the student to play it through
“swords’ points” ? I have several
pupils who fairly hate to count, and
without interruption. Then, after general
I wonder sometimes if I should not
suggestions as to the whole, I go again
let well enough alone. These cases are
into detail about the various parts.
w.hich the pupil
plays quite
5. I would never force a pupil to play in
Itir li’SSOIl .s <i_ general pra>
have been criticized ™
.
a recital against his will. If he cannot be
advantages, both ways. I have
convinced of the pleasure and benefit which
result from playing to others, then you

cated technically for the pieschool child.
Such motives as the following may be
played all over the keyboard and in many

can only wait and pray for the glad day
to arrive when he will “see the light.”
6. A few persons have scolded me severe¬
ly for my advice in a recent answer on the
subject of “popular” music, but I still stick
The idea in each case is complete, yet
to my guns. Many teachers of my acquaint¬ simple enough to be expressed happily and
ance have found that by compromising with musically. Any teacher can “make up”
popular music and deliberately assigning it dozens of these short, amusing figures for
to those students who enjoy it, they have beginners. (For more such motives see
been able not only to keep up interest Maier-Corzilius, “Playing the Piano,”
through the difficult years of adolescence teacher’s manual or student’s book.)
but also to bring about a gradual change
There is so much excellent material for
of taste. But the popular music should be very young beginners that I hardly know
of good quality. Despite those who condemn where to start: the “Music Scrap Book,”
it in toto, I believe that much of it is good. by N. Louise Wright (a good kinder¬
At any rate, there are many of us who garten course) ; “Middle C and the Notes
think it possible to enjoy some of the mod¬ Above and Below,” by L. A. Simmons;
ern popular numbers, and still to love our “Kindergarten Book,” by Mathilde Bilbro;
Bach and Beethoven.
“The Playtime Book,” by Mildred Adair;
7. I do not advise the pamphlet; for the “Piano Class Book, No. 1” (Presser)
parents and students would not pay the —or countless others.
slightest attention to it. The parents should
After all it is not what you teach in this
understand that missed lessons can be made early period, but how you teach it.
up only if‘sufficient notice is given before
lesson time. I should consider the morning
Which?
of the lesson day as “sufficient” notice.
Have you tried offering a special rate
urie of information.
for a term of (say ten or twelve) lessons
I would like to knot ■hat is the
payable in advance? If you make even a
st way to keep one s technic—
r through techslight reduction from your single lesson
fee, you will find many parents ready to
s much debated.
—B. W„ Missouri.
“snap it up.” And when lessons are paid in
advance the problem of the missed lesson
There is only one way to get a technic
is never difficult.
and to keep it, and that is by working
year in and out, unremittingly and inces¬
santly, on pure technical material; that is,
The Earliest Age
concentrated exercises and short studies to
give the necessary mental and physical
control of your instrument. It is sheer
nonsense to say that this control can be
Please advise me what you think
is the earliest age at which a child
acquired through the medium of “pieces”;
may begin to study the piano. I have
and the teachers who hold to such a theory
a good deal of experience in teachare only hiding behind the smoke screens
of their own technical incompetence.
“Them’s hard words,” but my unshakable
convictions nevertheless.
No age is too early to begin piano les¬
sons (the earlier the better!), if the child
is musical and eager to learn, and if the
teacher is stimulating and imaginative
enough. But she must realize:
(1) that expression at the piano during
the preschool years is purely physical—the
joy of swing, movement and sound; there¬
fore all stiffness and conscious striving
must be guarded against.
(2) that music existed before notes—
therefore the child must, for a time, be
unhampered by the printed page. Rote or
ear-playing should be the rule until the
piano is thoroughly explored, and the ap¬
proach to it is confident and easy. Note
reading should of course be taught, but
not simultaneously with the playing of
“pieces,” however short. The length of this
rote period depends, naturally, upon the
child’s ability.
(3) that all music played should be
short, often less than a four measure phrase,
for even that much may be too compli¬

Books on Technic
Please give a list of books good
for teaching technic, the correct use
of hands, arms and correct touch.
I have pupils to whom it is hard
to teach a singing legato touch and
correct touch for chords. They want
"poke” the chords. I also have
ree^that 1 ' "
'
suggestions will” b
For an admirably simple analysis of the
rudiments of touch get Matthay’s “The
Child’s First Steps,” which, despite its title
is as good for adults as for children. An¬
other excellent little tract by Matthay is
his “Rotation Principle and its Mastery,”
which should be used by every teacher.
You will also find some astonishingly
modern ideas on touch in the first volume
of Mason’s “School of Touch”; and the
teacher’s manual of “Playing the Piano,”
by Maier-Corzilius, a beginners’ instruc¬
tion book, gives clear, definite directions
for chord and tone work.
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FASCINATING PIECES FOR THE MUSICAL HOME

The Romance of Felix Mendelssohn

BENEATH A SOUTHERN MOON

Fifth in a Series of Romances of Great Composers

By Stephen West

A Personality Sketch
HANDSOME lad he was, without be¬
ing forward. Edouard Devrient, the
great actor, often told them that he would
always cherish that first glimpse he had
had of the boy, tearing down the pathway
hard at play. His charm of manner had also
earned him the admiration of von Weber,
whom the child spied out in the street one
day and immediately saluted with an affec¬
tionate embrace, because he knew and loved
his music and had recognized him from pic-

A

Abraham Mendelssohn was a kind and
generous father; still, he knew how to
foster a firm sense of discipline in his chil¬
dren. Felix and the rest of them had crept
out of their warm beds at dawn of many
an icy winter morning, to correct their
exercises in counterpoint, to work at their
English, or to practice those strangely love488

ly works, the fugues of Bach But it was
all like so much fun. The music was beautiful, and its mastery meant not just another lesson learned but also a new point
of contact for family discussion and r
making.
On alter¬
nate Sunday
mornings the
Mendelssohn
family opened
sic making.
The children
and family
friends would
take their
places at the
struments and
read through
the works of
Bach, Beet h o v e n ,
Haydn,
Weber — of
all the great
classics that
into their
souls as deep¬
ly and affec¬
tionately as
their family
intimately as
the stories of
their noted
grandfather,
Moses Mendelssohn,
who, having
been denied
an education,
had acquired
one for him¬
self, rising

^^ ^^^[fin^ures^nd1^variations of
theme with elfin ngu
hisAnd
own.
how proud his father had been! To
though, Abraham would
merely shrug
shoul¬
ders and say,
“Yes, he does
well. But the
reading of
other peo¬
ple’s music is
no feat for a
lad who has
been compos¬
ing his own
since
his
tenth year,
and
playing
in public be¬
fore that.”
Yes, they
recalled
it
well.
“And
do
you remem¬
ber the ex¬
citement when
Felix made
his first visit
away from
home ?”

that of friendship and admiration for the
gifted boy.
Yes, the years passed quickly. Soon Felix
was nineteen, master of himself, and know¬
ing what he wanted; a poised man of the
world. Yet in all things he was ready to
abide by the wiser judgments of that kind¬
est of all friends, his father.
“Never would he consider a work finished
until Papa had criticized it” “I’ve often
wondered,” mused Fanny, a bit beside the
point, “why our Felix never paid more
attention to girls.”
“Oh, I shouldn’t say that,” replied her
mother, with a shadow of a smile. “He is
not wanting in judgment on that score. You
remember all those English and Russian
ladies he wrote about—how he flirted and
exchanged smiles and handclasps—and bow
proud he felt when he made himself go to
a certain lady’s reception, even though she
was ugly and wore unbecoming wide
sleeves.”
“Still,” Fanny cut in, “if he wrote all
that home, it could not have been very seri-

read through „
MENDELSSOHN THE CONDUCTOR
... .... .
t^ wnrlT n” From “
known statue in Dusseldorf, Germany, *.s child who
where he ^-* 1833
M •
was City Music Director
in
was so °bviivLos.es ”a*‘ ,.
, , , .
,
ously one of
momdes, before his own day s duties should the anointed himself. And then the frenzy of
begin. Who permanently ruined his health waiting till Felix’s first letter came home
by' the arduous routine
■'
’he i mposed upon Would he be awed? Would
himself, yet who smiled cheerfully about depths of his genius reveal themselves in
it, saying that a broken body is a small his contact with Goethe’ Not at all His
price to pay for the spiritual riches of a letters were just like his own cheery self
friendship with Ma.momdes; and whom -happy, carefree, appreciating everything
the world regarded as one of the great about him, yet refusing to £ imprest
philosophers of all t:
with more than the sheerly human value
of it all He actually wrote of Goethe as
A Precocious Talent
the old gentleman,” and reported how
RADUALLY Felix had come to he had been kissed by him, morning
occupy the post of director at these
a a AVCTgL V)A each time he P>a>ed
family concerts, although he was still a _
And Goethe had become his warm and loyal
child. Jumping gaily on a chair and tossing friend."
back his curls, he would seize the baton
Yes, and a
and lead the others, grown-ups and all, . „ . D 1 fourteen, Papa allowed him
to go to Paris, to broaden himself in conthrough the wonders of the music, with
ulc muslcal ...
singular insight and skill. And when the though he had already written a ,<>*>. And
music was entirely unfamiliar to him, he (“The Two NenhPW"i
j * full opera

G

led them just as well. More than once, his ing amount of orchestra? and
teacher,
teacher, the
the crotchety
crotchety old
old Zelter,
Zelter. had pieces besides, the
trsisW hi
demonstrated the boy’s amazing musical ... lllm sole,
^C“?_.him,S0.
lely - a Piano SrtToso
gifts to the visiting company, by asking How
charmingly he
someone to give him a freshly penned m"~.■*--•
y
script-something he could not'"possTbly mid ale'rubFnTwhowas nof"^
know—and telling him to read it off. And ciative of risino- v«
!
always apprenot only would he read it, but, putting the eclipse him
f talents which might
page away from him, he would repeat it different naiures had unhed tW° basica,ly
u united on one point.
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The Cantor as Council
HF.Y WERE off again, busy with
joyous memories. Felix's Bach studies
earned him a chair at the University oi
Berlin, which he generously resigned in
favor of one of his teachers. And at twenty
he was reaching the very pinnacle of his
career, in the tumultuous acclaim that staid
old London awarded him, for his composi¬
tions as well as his interpretations. Oh, tb:
London memories were the best of all!
Commissions were showered upon him: !e
was the pet of the drawing-rooms; famous
artists and distinguished critics hung upon
his words. And always he was the same
hearty, carefree Felix whom nothing could
spoil. When the Queen wished to know of
some special token of favor she might grant,
what did he ask but the permission to visit
the royal nursery! And there he amused
himself playing with the little princes and
princesses, making musical fun with them.
Then came the wonderful grand tour ot
Munich. Vienna, Italy, and Switzerland,
where he was honored and feted on every
hand, but where he most enjoyed playm?
Bach chorales on an old house organ, for
the monks in a cloister in high Alpine Engelbcrg ; writing all his wonderful dote*
to his friend Goethe: and making irk™-'
with the wonderful Clara Wieck. “Do J®°
remember—?”
They were talking still, enlivening tj*
gloomy room with something like a shark*
of its happy past, when a figure appear"1
in the gently opened door.
,
"FelixThe exclamation punctual
their talk.
,
“You’re there. Mother? And Fanny tooMay I sit with you a bit?" Pale, dePr^T
his handsome face drawn with sorrow, ro»
drooped listlessly into a chair. His
hands hung motionless on uither side, f
Fanny gave her mother a significant
That Felix should ever be like this—r
(Continued on Page 522)
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”At nineteen, Felix was not worrying
about girls. That was the year, was it not,
that he was all aflame to present the fir<t
complete ’Passion According to Saint
Matthew’ by Bach? Of course! Yon sang
in the chorus yourself; and so did your
husband, although he cannot even carry a
tunc. Do you remember?”
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had
insisted on
taking the
boy to Wei¬
mar, so that
the venerable
high priest of
art might
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ABRAHAM MENDELSSOHN was
dead. A hush of awe and sorrow lay
J- X. over the house of the Leipzigerstrasse—that singular house which was
grand without ostentation, gay without
boisterousness, and which, above all, was a
living temple for the gentler things of life.
The conservatory was empty. The shades
were drawn in the great music room.
Would it ever again resound to the joyous
strains of that amateur orchestra where
family members and friends played together
for the sheer pleasure of living with great
music, and which attracted visiting musi¬
cians to Berlin, from far and near?
Frau Leah Mendelssohn sat before the
fire in the drawing-room, pale in her
sombre weeds, whilst her daughter, Frau
Fanny Hensel, paced the floor restlessly.
“Poor Papa,” she murmured. “I can
hardly believe he has gone. How kind and
thoughtful he always was, and how merry.
And how little he always made of himself !
Do you remember what he always used to
say, about his being a mere nonentity in his
own right, whose place was simply a bridge
between his father, Moses and his son,
Felix?”
“And yet, Fanny, it was a merciful end,
just dropping asleep that way. He would
have wished it so.”
“Yes, that is the way we must look at
it, I suppose. Our first thought now must
be of Felix. I scarcely knew him when he.
came home—so pale and listless; not a bit
like his former self.”
“He is frightfully broken up. He was
always a most devoted son. Do you remem¬
ber that time when—?”
The two women talked on before the
hearth, and almost every sentence began
with “Do you remember .. . ?” There were
a thousand happy scenes to be recalled, and
the flicker of the firelight seemed to revive
them into new actuality.
There was the moving from Hamburg to
Berlin. Fanny could just recall that. She
was but six at the time, and Felix, a cheery
baby of two, was just able to hum tunes.
Their father had soon acquired the fine
house near the Tiergarten; and there it was
that the children played in the gardens and
the summerhouse where Felix edited his
little family musical newspaper, for which
the children gathered bits of notes, and then
clamored to read it. Felix was always first
in their games, a bom leader, with his fine,
sensitive features and his shock of brown
curls.
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SUMMERTIME
Moderato, tranquillo
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THE VAST HEAVEN’S
Gordon BaJch Nevin, another gifted member of the Nevin famiJy which has contributed so much to American music, is a son o
eorge .. e\ in, also
a weJJ-known composer.
The Vast Heavens is one of four sketches for the piano, called Moods tro
In its breadth of treatment it resembles MacDoweU. PJay it in bold, majestic style. Grade 5.
GORDON BALCH NFVIV
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MASTER WORKS

GIGUE
. , .
. .
+Vl. contrary it is of Italian lineage. It takes its name from
Regardless of popular opinion, the gigue,or jig, is not essentially Irish m origin. On th
js
the giga, the gigue, or the geige, an early form of the violin,on which it was at first played.
classics
The gigue is written in some variation of triple«rhythm; and there are hundreds of examples among
6
This one is from the Second English Suite of Bach and an especially fine example of its form in compos 1

Grieg's False in A minor is unquestionably original with the composer,but it is so essentially Norwegian that it might have been a folk song.
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OUTSTANDING VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL NOVELTIES

FRANK L. STANTON

HI! Ll’L FELLER
PAUL BLISS

IF WITH ALL YOUR HEARTS

Andante

seek Me,

Ye shall ev - er sure-ly
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HAWAIIAN NIGHTS

A LITTLE PRAYER
PRIMO

Slowly

M.M. J = 96

BERNIECE ROSE COPELAND

PROGRESSIVE MUSIC FOR ORCHESTRA
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DELIGHTFUL PIECES FOR; JUNIOR ETUDE READERS
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Curing Stiff Wrists and Fingers
By Morry Tanenbaum

R' ANTHONY, Op.271i

Told days or prolonged periods away
from musical instruments while on trips or
Sons mean stiff wrists and fingers. If
ant to be spared such troublesome
^ffnS, it will take but a minute or two
“a few days before returning (in the
’ that one has been on vacation), start
exercising the fingers and wrists. Do not
-[do this; five, ten or fifteen minutes
will be sufficient.
Move the wrists m every possible direc¬
tion Manipulate the fingers, exercising
from the knuckles. It will be a help to
‘ b both wrists and fingers with cocoa
butter Gently massage the butter (it can
be purchased cheaply from any druggist)
into the skin, and after the fingers and
wrists are a bit more flexible massage
more roughly. The chief value of the co¬
coa butter is that the skin may be pro¬
nto at least once each day while

away, or if that is not possible, do it each
day for several days before the vacation
ends. When the weather is cold it will be
a great help to do finger warming exer¬
cises. Once the blood is circulating in the
fingers and in the wrists there is no
trouble.
Massaging the wrists and fingers every
day regardless of whether on vacation or
not, will be a big help in playing. For
both violinists and pianists, flexible fingers
will mean better playing.
Have a regular time to warm up the
fingers and wrists. These exercises not
only will improve the playing, but also
will give added strength and vitality to
two important parts of the body. If physi¬
cal strength in the hands is developed
while learning to play, the hands will be
far more useful in the future. Exercising
them now is almost like taking out in¬
surance on them. Make exercises for flexi¬
bility of arms and hands your daily diet.

Earn A Teacher’s Diploma
or
A Bachelor’s Degree
In every community there are ambitious men and women who know the
advantages of new inspiration and ideas for their musical advancement, bu
still neglect to keep up with the best that is offered.
...
They think they are too busy to study instead of utilizing the precious
minutes each day which now go to waste.
, .
The most successful musician is always busy. The demands upon his time
are never ceasing—yet he always finds time for something worth while It is
to such a one, chiefly, that Extension Courses offer the greatest benefit.
Because it is hard for him to give up his interesting class or position and go
away for instruction.
, ,
•
.<
_
But extension work is equally advantageous to the beginner or the amateur.
The work can be done at home in spare time with no interference with one s

A Quick Way to Memorize
By Christine Little

With many students the thought of
memorizing a piece fills them with dread.
It is a long, arduous task of tedious con¬
centration. But knowing they have to do
it, they are anxious to get it done in the
shortest time possible.
Many pupils memorize their pieces by
dividing the assignment into a number of
parts, lines or stanzas. Then as one small
portion is learned, word for word, or meas¬
ure by measure, the next part is taken up.
That memorized, the parts are joined to¬
gether.
A number of experiments have been con¬
ducted with students to discover whether
there is any difference in the time it takes
to memorize by the part method, little by
little, and the whole method. Each time it
was found—unless the assignments were
unduly long—that memorizing the work as
a whole was decidedly quicker.
There are some definite explanations for
this. In memorizing by reading the whole
piece through and through, the attention is
evenly divided throughout. Whereas, if it
is memorized line by line, the first few
lines are naturally greatly impressed on

the mind. That is why it is sometimes diffi¬
cult to remember the ending of an old
piece, while the beginning is comparatively
clear in the mind.
In memorizing by the part method, the
first line of each new section naturally fol¬
lows the last line of the part just learned
and the order of these lines becomes fixed
in the mind. Then when the next part is
taken up, it becomes necessary to memorize
not only a new line but also a new con• nection. For now it is required that the last
line in the old part must bring to mind the
first line of the new part. Thus a new asso¬
ciation of words is necessary. Then as new
sections are added one has to learn a new
association of parts each time.
And so it goes, until the whole piece has
been memorized. It may be less discour¬
aging to memorize by the part method for
as one goes along he may feel that he
is accomplishing more and progressing
faster. But in the long run, when the en¬
tire piece is committed to memory, it will
be found that there has actually not been
a saving of time as compared with the time
required to memorize the piece as a whole.

regular work.

The Increased Demands for DEGREES have Resulted in
Larger Classes for the ADVANCED COURSES offered by the
UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY.
Look back over the last year. What progress have you made? Perhaps
you,'ve""wanted""t.T^d”r our catalog and sample lessons before—just to examine
them. That is your privilege. We offer them without obligation to you. Ours
is one of the leading musical institutions offering the finest musical instruction that
can be obtained anywhere in return for the spare moments you are sure to find.
But you must not rely upon your good intentions, as you have in the past, or
,OU fSr
Siuirr*!. the time for the course, we o«.r bee.u.e they*,
teachers for better positions. And the service offered to teachers in our classes
continues long after the diploma or degree is awarded. This isanage °f sP^ialization and the specialist is earning fully double or more the salary
musician
with only a general knowledge. Openings in the music field are growing very
rapidly. There are big paying positions for those who are ready for them.
A Diploma is the key to the best teaching positions. Do you hold one?
Our Diplomas and Degrees are Awarded by the
Authority of the State of Illinois
It is UD to YOU. On your own decision will rest your future success. Fit your¬
self for a bigger position—demand larger fees. You can do it! You can easily and
quickly fit yourself right at home through Extension Courses.
q This great musical organization, now in its 33rd year, has developed and trained
more accomplished musicians and more successful teachers than any other musical
School in existence. And we offer you the same advantages they received.
Now is the most opportune time to clip the coupon below. It will bring you
information about our lessons which will be of untold value. So don t waste
another minute. Take advantage of Your Opportunity.

Mail the Coupon TODAY!
Memory Pictures of Famous Musicians

University Extension Conservatory
Dept. A-58, 1525 E. 53d St., Chicago, Ill.

(Continued from Page 483)

voices. Those introduced by Melba. Nevada
and Van Zandt, in such operas as “Lucia
di Lammermoor.” “Hamlet,” “La Perle du
Bresil” and “Lakme” gave evidence of her
skill.
Enrico Caruso
ORN of humble parents, in gay and
beautiful Naples, Enrico Caruso early
became a favorite singer in the restaurants
of Naples and the neighboring seaside re¬
sort, Posilippo. It was at one of the fash¬
ionable places of refreshment in this
watering place that a wealthy gentleman
heard Caruso singing and arranged for
him to have lessons.
Like many other artists, Caruso did not
create a furore at his debut at the Dal
Verme of Milan; in fact it was not till
some years later, in South America, that
his warm and opulent voice made some¬
thing of a sensation. Wherever he went,
Caruso was a favorite because of his warm-

B

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY, Dept. A-58
heartedness. His colleagues were his most
1525 E. 53d Street, Chicago, Illinois.
ardent friends. With the baritone, “GiralPlease send me catalog, sample lessons, and full information regarding course I
doni” he visited my home in Paris and
there admired an old Moorish gun I had have marked with an X below.
received frofn the famous Moorish bandit,
□ Guitar
Trumpet
Piano, Normal Course
Q Ear Training and
Raisuli. It was inlaid with silver and gold,
for teachers
Sight Singing
with quotations from the Koran. He be¬
Voice
Piano, Course for Stu□ Mandolin
History of Music
came so insistent that I later sold the gun
□
Saxophone
Choral Conducting
Public School Music
to him; and he once told me how he had
□
Piano
Accordion
Harmony
□ Clarinet
passed the customs officers with the gun
Adv. Composition
□ Violin
in his hand and declaring that he ^was to
use it as a property in Massenet’s “Le Roi
Name . A«e .
de Lahore.”
, , . L
r
Caruso was a born wit and the life of
Street No..
any coterie in which he was found. He
delighted in drawing caricatures of those
City . State .
about him, and he easily might have won
both fame and fortune by this art. And yet, How long have you taught Piano?. How many pupils have you
in the famous aria, Ridi Pagliaccw he now?. Do you hold a Teacher's Certificate? . Have you
could sob the grief of the heartbroken clown
in a manner that has been the despair of all studied Harmony?.Would you’like to earn the Degree of Bachelor
others of the most talented tenors of a
of Music?.
quarter of a century.
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complete in its f

Charting Chromatic Seas
By Grace Grove

T

HAT VOCAL HAZARD, the chromatic, may be easily reduced to a
tonal certainty. That is, if it be
given a direction as definite as that provided the pianist by the black and white
stripes of his keyboard. Unfortunately, the
singer too often embarks upon a chromatic
passage with no map of his tonal course,
thus reminding one of a foolhardy mariner
who, without chart or compass, sets sail
upon a perilous sea. In order to protect
himself against the tonal eddies of his
chromatic scale, the wise singer will very
carefully outline a definite route through
its treacherous half-tones. He will here and
there establish tonal anchorage where he
may swiftly take his soundings, and then
proceed more safely on his way.
Thus, the singer’s chromatics may
l"
tually cease presenting i series of tonal
dilemmas to be individually met,
evaded.
e and for all. However, this solution
become positive only when chromatics are
made an essential part of tonal routine, and
when [here has been developed (apart from
song) an expert technic in the performance
of consecutive half-tones.
u Thus only may the Waltz Song from
“Romeo and Juliet” be insured against
chromatic mishap, for an acquired technic
in chromatics is equally amenable to the
specific demands of this or any other song.
No longer must the aria await the laborious
development of its own chromatic. Like the
pianist’s scales and arpeggi, it now merely
adjusts itself to its new environment, and
then is performed with all the precision and
skill of its own vocalize.
The initial approach to the vocal chro¬
matic may well be made through its own
diatonic scale. In fact, unless an exact in¬
tonation is first established in this diatonic
background, the chromatic itself is likely
to become “a thing of rags and patches.”
A sharp accent upon each tone of the dia:c scale, with a lightened (and staccato)
attack upon intervening half-tones, will provide a solid tonal basis upon which a clean
cut chromatic may be built. The singer,
thus introduced to his chromatic by i
corresponding diatonic, may proceed
follow.

through the dissecting of the chromatic
scale into larger, organized units. Following the interval of a second (as in the
diatonic scale) we may now make use of
that of the major third. By segregating
three major thirds, and by sharply outlining the tonalty of each, the singer may
extend the “tonal anchorage” of his chro¬
matic. The initial exercise follows.

In the preceding exercise, the enhar¬
monic change of G-sharp to A-flat [chang¬
ing the major third (G-sharp to B-sharp)
to that of A-flat to C-natural]
sary to the maintenance of the octave
outline (C to C). When the singer has
definitely marked these major thirds, he
may then safeiy interpolate the half-tc
of the latter is suggested. Thus we have the
completed study of the octave scale.
Ex. 4

the augmented second and diminished third
(as in the diminished seventh arpeggio) is
especially suggested. In fact, the exact in¬
tonation of this interval (a step and a half)
is indispensable to expert chromatic per¬
formance. In illustration, the diminished
seventh arpeggio of E minor (fourth position) is offered as a foundation exercise.
Ex.9

The arpeggio which serves as a
foundation for the above chromatic figure
■ *■ • *•“•» •*—-

Preliminary practice of these accented
‘‘toe-holds" will, in the eventual restora¬
tion of the intervening halt-tones, induce a
clean cut performance of this trying pas¬
sage.
The word “chromatic” means literally
“suited for color." In fact, only the color¬
|U1
ful shimmer of its performance can justify

of aural precision; and second, that of vocal
facility adequate to the demands oi vary¬
ing key and tempo. By means of such a
technic, the chromatic may become a de¬
pendable unit in the singer's vocal equip¬
ment. It can, in fact, even promise him an
unfailing performance.
exercise will make use of augraented triads (the combination of
contiguous major, thirds), and thus it pro¬
vides wider “toe-holds” for the chromatics.
Here is a preliminary study.
Ex. 5

An

Outline

To Guide the Vocal Student's Practice■ IT hile Studying
Tone Production
No. II
By D. A. Clippingcr

Here again
enharmonic change (Ball is nPrP«arv
sharp to C-natural)
defining of the octave (C to C). With
atomization, these -—*—11 - • *
wme as in Ex. 6.

correct hatoslf u"ng t^tice " *° ^
Wrong thabits of using the voice are
inZlTu
formed
rmed before going to a teacher.
These habits are usually some form of
muscular contraction ii and around the
throat.
A habit s formed when a
come automatic, that is, wit'hout°^i^
tVrr,°ng1habi,t h3S *>ecn formed.
*b rep,aced WI‘h a right one.
s are not likely to form right

i 1> rr .^
The interpolation of the chromatic tones,
"1 Ex. 2, must be in no degree allowed
to blur the sharp intonation of these diatonic “toe-holds.” And now we may study
the completed chromatic scale.
ExS

The opening cadenza of the famous h
veux vhre (Gounod’s "Romeo and Juliet”)
offers an excellent illustration of a chromatic built upon the diminished seventh
arpeggio. Here it is.
Ex. 11

Ex. 8

As the singer proceeds to build his chro¬
matic scale upon this tonal framework, he

And finally we have the octave arpeggio,
built uPon these two augmented 'triads’
eac.h of which comprises, in turn, two
major thirds. The foundationtexercise for
the octave chromatic follows.

be well marked. OtherwiseTthe purposed
J the foregoing exercises will be largelv de
step may be accomplished feated.
S y e-

voices are
singer’s greatest enemy is tension ^

_
ThC

traYnW mnsv h°nSMerable part '<* voice

Practice should have a Hof,,,;,
•
production of beautiful tone
a,m-*h«=
. Tbe nght idea of tone consists in
bow it should sound.
r know- __ resistance in
• the
.
When there jsjnuch
tbe student should not Dract' '"i *be
that rt,
should ** memorized^
k t-tbe entlre thought of the student
50
be given to the tone quality
601 may
■ r. student
etiHa—, has
,
When the
: •
definite idea of

iifF AND TUNE and good voice,
®perfect they may be, can
boweve^Q
than a spiendid me• tformance. It is the expression,
chanical P«
behind these that brings
or interpre
stirs tbe heart-chords
the song to
warmth of response and
0f die listen
that sets the art;st
appreciationsjnger.
above the or in ^ expression js to the
Yef intpor^ ^ receiv;ng afl too little
singer, we
teachjng and practice. In
K would seem that though the talents
{ e time and voice should have inten°f^development, the average teacher and
Tident think the gift of expression either
s . automatically or is not very impor“ jn any case, we find the teaching of
pression in need of much more intensive
SLjbt.

T

• ThC ^ °f ,hc S,udy °f
'? an even
°f Pure sympathetic t
throughout the compass, with no unnecessary effort. Both student and teacher should
always in mind.
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comes neces nr ^ ^ s
himself but
Jo that te shall both feel this and radiate
ft S degree that his hearers also shall
it to me aeg
thriH
expenence somethmg of^his same thrill.

mirror the feeling of the words, and this
in such a manner that the whole shall throb
with life And finally, when he sings it
to an audience, his very personality will
^ ^ ^ and fee,ing of the

S ri down to cold fundamentals,
the shifter must first know his song, and

song He will be the very entity and expression of his number. This versatility,
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“fihfpS i' 3*.“^
voice control, can develop this art o
pression to a satisfying degree.
Unfortunately, the singer, who has not
developed a sensitive feeling for the expres¬
sion of the soul of his songs, loses the high¬
est and most satisfying joy in all his
endeavors. It is in becoming familiar with
*Dearest one, my heart is breaking,
the very heart history of a song that he
You have loved me, love me still."
learns to live in its atmosphere, to warm
with its emotions, and so to lead himself
to become a part of it, and it of him, that
with each repetition it is recreated anew.
“In and out among the clouds
A snow-white plane went zooming by." Thus it is that, before his audience, he
literally sings a bit of his own heart in¬
terest, that a bit of his own soul goes out
over the footlights to nestle in the hearts
"God of Love, enthroned on high.
of others and to warm them into a bit
Hear Thy children humbly cry!"
more intimate and richer life experience.
And these rare experiences are, to a
id the lines of each example carefully
and repeatedly. Notice how different the greater or less degree, within the postypes, how different the messages, how dif- sibilities of every earnest student of song.

Greeting the
By William
Young singers should remember the first
principle of mental suggestion, that is,
make the mind of the subject passive be¬
fore launching your suggestion. The singer
is the operator, his audience the subject,
and the initial appearance of the singer the
medium to mental passivity. Therefore,
meet your audience with a facial expression
which bespeaks appreciation of the honor
thus afforded you.
In acknowledging your reception, walk
with unaffected grace and confidence, to

D.

Audience
Armstrong

the front of the platform, as if it were your
desire to approach as near as possible to
those who so graciously received you.
Let your smile express contentment, con¬
veying the impression that you feel you
are among friends, not critics. Many are
the audiences which have been won by a
captivating smile, and as many chilled by
a cold, self-important expression.
Be modest in appearance and actions,
and you will gain instant approval.
—The Musical Leader

"Study! Study! Study! This does not mean, as so many young students seem to think, to study singing only. It means to study singing,
— i music, languages,
repertory, sight-reading, ear-training, harmony, history of
hear
all
literature; and it means above all,
’
" the good music possible. —
William Thorner.

• Here is an easy, inexpensive way
to "get acquainted" with THE ETUDE-to intro¬
duce it to your pupils and musical friends. For
only 35c we will enter a trial subscription and
send the three delightful Summer issues to
anyone not already on our list. Clip the ad
if you please or just send us 35c with the
name and address of each subscriber.

THE

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE
Theodore Presser Co., Publishers
1712 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

thought
*— picture,
»«*, Then «h n. to have its characteristic, masterful delivery.
Now each song makes its peculiar de¬
mand upon the art of the singer. Let us
study three couplets for their individuality
of thought—and style.
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The Song that Stirs
XTOT SO with the real artist, however.
He will study each verse, each line
an(f each phrase, word by word. He will
observe the punctuation in its every mark;
ancj he will read and re-read the words
while he studies t0 bring out every inflec¬
tion which will add to their significance.
Making the Song Alive
He will not be satisfied till he can recreate
OW IN SPITE of all this, the inner every slightest and varying shade of <
nature of the listener calls for a sym- tion. Along with this he will study the
Mthetic and magnetic interpretation from music to catch its themes, its sentiment, its
pathetic ana
b ,
f thi it f,e- rhythms, its inner spirit; and then he will
the singer. A*4, beemise tfUu sj
^ ^ these jn a fflanner that will

k **
‘ It is most important that the student
learn to listen, listen, LISTEN.
The student should practice only what
he understands.
The teacher must decide when the stuunderstands the principles of the «ercise well enough to practice it
An hour of right practice will do much
good, an hour of wrong practice will do
more harm.
A vast amount of time given to vocal
practice is wasted by reason of the student
hs*i.ing no definite picture of
The purpose of practice is to establish
automatic response of the vocal organs to
musical ideas.
When the tone is perfectly produced it
will be neither felt nor heard in the throat.
While studying voice production the
student should be with the teacher as frequently as possible. The farther apart the
lessons are. the longer it will take to accornPlish the work,

TRIAL

ferent the feeling with which each is imbued. Emphatically, each must have its
special interpretation. Yet, the ordinary
singer, while careful to execute the pitches
and rhythms, and perhaps to deliver the
phrasings rather fluently, still will fail to
picture the changing moods in that vivid
manner which catches up the hearer and
lifts him into that same rapture which poet
and composer felt when creating this work.
Such singing is little more than pure vocal
mechanics.

HARMONY BY MAIL
A practical and thorough course of 40 lessons
Small monthly payments. Send for particulars
Music composed to your words.
Price reasonable.
ALFRED WOOLER, Mus. Doc.

Wilbur Alonza Skiles
Voice Specialist—Author—Teacher

Write: Box 194, Lane and Skiles Sts., Freeport, Fa.
MEMORIZE MUSIC
ends forgetting “
write fo
MARION KINNE,
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Chapel Organist” (Peery) ; “Ecclesiae
Organum” (Carl); “Album of Transcriptions” (Stewart); "Organ Player”
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Music by American Composers”; “Organ
Transcriptions” (Mansfield) ; “Organ Mis¬
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Hymns as Practice Material
By Hans Hoerlein

H

Organ Interludes
By Willard Groom

I

N ALL TYPES of religious services,
In using the harmonic schemes, a little in this field, organists should abstain from played during the solemn season 0f u
liturgical and otherwise, there are mo¬ contrapuntal movement could characterize the; hackneyed themes, such as
“« Andante
/t.<An,ii,
“Vi"
ments during which good music, care¬ the playing
keep it irom
from being
symphonies of
trom the fifth and sixth sy~r-— devotional nature as to demand a fw
“'s so
™ as to
lu Keep
oemg too from
fully and modestly played on the organ, angular, and the simple ternary form e
Tschaikowsky and from the “Fifth” of and prayerful sounding postlude, so I"
serves to enhance the beauty of the cere¬ be followed; that is a principal theme,
Beethoven, as well as the more laminar are days during the year in whirl, 2
mony and for the edification of those pres¬ contrasting melody or development of a inemes
i
themes by
Schubert, Wagner, Chopin and interlude of the service may do a reflen
ent. The possibilities of suggestion and motive in a nearly related key, the main the rest,
ice; when by some well chosen thenfl
influence in this particular field are almost theme again but with slight difference, and
There are a vast number of works which manner of play.ng, i, may bring ho^
infinite. The organist who precedes and
then a coda or cadence. More complex have been hardly touched, except by a few emphasize the significance of the occaZ
follows a service with a spineless succession types of improvisation may be attempted music loving amateurs, such as the quartets,
to
the worshiper. Yet this must be
of meaningless chords is familiar, and he is
after these simple forms become the sure trios, quintets, septets, suites, and symphonies subtly^ To play an organ transcription of
the same one who plays passages equally
property of the player.
by the classic writers and early romantic Gounod s Ave Maria on the Feast of the
dull and uninspired when any opportunity
It could be said that the true worshiper , composers. They furnish most excellent Immaculate Conception is no evidence of»
presents itself during the ceremony. Once
is to a partial degree conscious of all the material for interludes which are classic, organist's ability to think. But to dose a
while a choirboy at Grace Church in Chi¬
aesthetic helps which exist for the purpose fitting, sound devotional, and are unobtru- Three Hours service on Good Friday with
cago, I marveled at the late Harrison Wild
playing the great Fugue in G minor of ot aiding him to shut out of his mind the sive, the latter quality being their finest a transcription of the last chorus irom the
sordid things of the world. The windows, asset.
"St. Matthew Passion" by Bacl>—search
Bach after Evensong, on a sweltering Sun¬
Finally, along with two sources of suit- the world for something more appropriate!
day night late in June. His devotion to a architecture, ceremonial, even the reverent
movements of those about him, all remind able interludes mentioned, there is a great
high ideal was not to be altered by time
By a careful selection of appropriate
Af m a h°'y place>
of unknown music of high quality. compositions, and by interpreting these it
temperature, or a lack of interest on the !nd
part of human beings; for God is listening Dhl;ze tbP «^/r ,t \0rfniSt t0 em- for various instruments, which can be the spirit of the service in which they are
t fact. A, theme upon a adapted for this purpose. I once heard an incorporated, these interludes may be made
always.
The music for interludes should be gov¬ of ^acSto chords6 if a 1= accompaniment organist play a part of the Etegie for violin a valuable medium towards the spirit of
erned first by the amount of time available. fhifh has no fXl d , '
^ °f P‘aying by ErnSt' as an or*an interlude. He was worship which should characterize the per
The longer periods furnish an opportunity
The Hea” church ornanist f/T' , ,
adapting * at the
from the violin and feet service.
ha two styles piano copy. Some would brand this type of
for improvisation. The organist should first of nlavinf one ff- T
equip himself to play simple counterpoint
Excellent Organ lumbers From
extemporaneously, in three, four or more
Which Excerpts May Be Chosen
parts and with the usual contrapuntal
for Interludes
formulae, that is, simple imitation, pedal
Prayer
.W. D. Armstrong
point, and the more elementary types of
Offertoire i £. Op. 38, No. 1
development. The reason for the great im¬ feftoflfr50' th6Pe0Ple’ Wh0’^y nho"edfoffhyeirnfidneachorM mutic." ChUrCh"
Batiste-Rogers
portance of this type of music is its im- did not come
Simplicity .J. Lewis Browne
personal nature and virility. There is to hear him
^ marches on, Meditation .Th. Bubed
nothing more objectionable in the worship give a bril¬
the full sig- Invocation .Capocd-Rogers
of God than maudlin sentimentality. Ex¬ liant account
% nificance of Meditation .Mrs. R. R. Forman
temporaneous _ playing, which is devoid of of his mu¬
jS the Litur- Harmonies du Soir-J. Frank Frysinger
counterpoint, is too reminiscent of the style sical talents';
" gical Year, Solitude.Godard-Rogers
of music used so widely in accompanying
In addition
with
its A Might Song.Cuthbert Harris
the silent motion pictures.
Feasts, Fasts, Retrospection .V. Parke Hogan
Improvisation is a word which has
times of re¬ Cantilene in B-flat.E. S. Hosmer
sounded like a form of black magic to
joicing and A Reminiscence .Ralph Kinder
many a young organ student, yet it is a
penance, is be¬ Andante .Kullak-Erb
beautiful and inspiring form of art which
coming more Romance, from “Violin Concerto”
can be accomplished, at least in its simpler
and more a
Lalo-Rogers
aspects, by almost any serious student of
vital influ¬ Offertoire in F.
Wely-Rogers
the instrument. It should be begun by se¬
ence in all Canon in B Minor.Schumann-Marzo
lecting a good devotional theme from some
the
churches
Evening
Song
.Schumann-Guilmant
not too hackneyed hymn, from Gregorian
and the or¬ Romance. Op. 40. No. L Vieuxtemps-Rogers
Chant, or from the general literature of the
ganist should Adagio Cantabilc. from “Violin Sonata.
best sacred music. It must be borne in mind
take full ad¬
Op. 30, No. 2".Beethoven-Erb
that, in order to improvise on Gregorian
vantage of Canzone .\Vm. Faulkes
melodies, one must have a thorough work¬
the
oppor¬ Meditation in the Form of Variations
ing knowledge of the modes and modal har¬
tunity
not
on the Hymn “Come. Ye Discon¬
mony, as these ancient pieces lose their
only to show
solate” .Jas. R. Gillette
beauty and their character with any attempt
that he is Cantilena, from “Sonata in A Minor.
to surround them with modern dissonances.
conscious of
Op. 14,” for Vio/owrW/o.Goltermann-Xevin
Such examples as the Crusaders Hymn the
this
trend Adagio Cantabile.Haydn-Whiting
plainsong setting of Veni, Veni, Emmanuel,
but that he At Evening .Ralph Kinder
and the Kyrie theme from the “14th Mass”
has a definite Nocturne .Krzyzanowski-Stewart
of Mozart, furnish excellent materials for
way of uni- Altar Flowers .Frederic Lac?
short and simple improvisations.
Jfa fy'ng himself T raumerei .MacDowell-C-an!
_■■I with it.
Andante, from “Violin Concerto"
Some First Steps
■HHI
Interludes
F. Mendelssohn
TN THE CASE of the contrapuntal trio,
^ J
B Played on or Faith. “Song Without Words. OpX the beginner could introduce the theme
after Christ¬
102, No. 6" .F. Mendelssohn
in one voice, imitate it in the pedals or
mas should Andantino, from Fantaisie in C
manual and carry on without attempting to
be of an enMinor.W. A. Mozart
be too florid, coming to a cadence in the
tirely differLarghetto, from “Clarinet Quintet’’
o/AI“,yAflt,v'!TOfK’ fGLAND
original key at the appropriate time.
ent nature
W. A. Mozart
a n d color Nocturne in A.Rob Roy P*fT
514
than those The Stivm .C. Saint-Saens
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YMNS provide an excellent, inex¬
pensive source of practice material
to the organist working on technical
fundamentals. And, since good hymn play. is an art in itself, in which many oranists are said to be deficient, the student
nay well devote some deliberate, painstak¬
ing attention to hymn practice. It is a use¬
ful discipline and yields a considerable
return in playing efficiency for the time
utilized.
There is nothing better than hymn prac¬
tice to develop extemporaneous facility in
finger substitution and playing legato: pro¬
vided the fundamentals for this have been
acquired from an able instructor and the
pupil can proceed intelligently on his own.
The practice also will develop sight read¬
ing; and it should proceed until hymns can
he read off at sight, in proper tempo and
good style.

The Prospect Widens
IVEN THIS VARIED facility the
student will happily discover that the
piano accompaniments of songs and an¬
thems, which heretofore may have been a
stumbling block, can now be handled with
ability, understanding and effect. For the
facility will have been acquired to detach
the melody from the harmony, while the
pedals proceed with what the hands can not
reach. True, the adaptations of piano ac¬
companiments to the organ may require at
times the knowledge of how to rearrange
the harmony to fit one hand, or perhaps,
to rearrange the style of accompaniment—
which should not be difficult to the organist
who is also studying harmony.
This does not exhaust the possibilities
of hymn practice. However, enough has
been indicated to provide a practice rou¬
tine, and in this the student may discover
other possibilities.
Lastly, the tempo of hymns will need
attention. This will vary according tc
nature of the hymn, the size of the
gregation, and the size of the organ. The
organist’s sense of judgment must be de¬
veloped, that leading be done in good
To avoid embarrassments, he should also
be able to hear the lead given by the choir
and congregation, so that the organist can
synchronize his playing, even while he
leads. For this, avoid 16’ couplers, tending
rather to the supers, and build up
heavier 8' foundation tones only as require¬
ments demand. A balanced brilliance
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WHERE SHALL 1 GO TO STUDY?
ALFRED MIROVITCH
E
Concert Pianist and Teacher
«
10th Summer Session—Los Angeles
J
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„
s1223 S. Cochran Ave.^^ ^Lcs Angeles. Callf. .

Private Teachers
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VERA BARSTOW
Concert Violin—Teacher—Chamber Music
1831 N. Beverly Glen Boul. Los Angeles, Calif.
Phone West Los Angeles—322-37
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■

FREDRIK E. BL1CKFELT
Voice Specialist^
^

^

HOMER MOORE
Voice and Diction
Specialist in tone production

760 North Doheny Drive" " West Hollywood, Calif, n

f

Do You
That the word fugue is derived from a
Latin word (fuga) meaning flight? The
name was suggested by the flight of the
voices, one after the other, in this fora of
musical composition.
That the band of Henry VIII consisted
of two viols, three flutes, ten trombones,
fourteen trumpets, a bagpipe, four tam¬
bourines and four drums? And people
do prate of the curiosities of modern or¬
chestrations.
That the first of all instruments to be
sounded by a bow was the Arabian rehab?
That Leonardo da Vinci, one of the
greatest of painters in all time, and espeAUGUST, 1936

Know
is said to have been a very accon
performer on the viol da gamba?

day orchestra, about one hi
however, wrote at least <

thirty harps.
TT
That in England of the Handel peri
operatic performances in the theaters we
forbidden during lent, and that m tht
stead occasional oratorios were given?

;
"
„
»
J

EDNA GUNNAR PETERSON
;
Concert Pianist—Artist Teacher
,
229 So. Harvard Blvd.
Los Angeles. Calif. «
FE. 2597
«
JOSEF BORISSOFF
(Piastro)
,
Violinist R d. c
f
EDOARDO SACERDOTE
E
► 49l8TMapfewoodn Ave.r'
*’ Hollywood, Calif. Noted vocal authority and coach of famous singers»
Phone HE 2028
Conductor of Chicag^o Opera &
,
years r6chIc^go M^,lca| College
ncertj I
i
CHARLES DALMORES
Now located at 6054 Yucca
Hollywood. Calif. E
‘
|2 ^Metrogofitar^aji^^hicago^Opera^^^'
LAZAR S. SAMOILOFF
I
“
Repertoire in French, Italian, German
Voice teacher of famous singers
J
5873 Franklin Ave., Hollywood. Calif.
J
Phone Hempsted 9949
Beginner^accepted, ^pedarteach?^ courts
E
60S So. Van Ness Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.
>

JOSEPH J. KLEIN
J
Vocal Technique
" , Latest recording equipment in studio. All voice!t
. m recorded every three months to show progress.
1 „
800 N. BRAND BLVD.
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Glendale, Calif
y h
(Suburb of Los Angeles)
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JOHN A. PATTON
Teacher of Famous Artists
Radio, Popular, Concert, Motion Picture
and Operatic Repertoire
6655 De Longpre^Ave^Hollywood, Calif.

■ John VMcCormack"Ceannd Antonio Cotogni, Rome,
“ teacher of Battistini.
;
672 S. Lafayette Park Place

A Road to Facility
HIS FOUNDATION acquired, there
are other procedures in hymn playing
which develop the necessary skill for ad¬
:
M^rrd
abby de avirett
vancement m organ playing. The hymn
;
^ TEACHERS ^OFJ’IANG^
melody may be played with the right hand,
on a solo stop, while the two inner voices
are done by the left hand on another man¬
) 108 South Larchmont
Los Angeles. Calif.
ual, and the bass part is played on the
pedals. This develops useful coordination
’
ANDRES DE SEGUROLA
and, for practical purposes, permits variety
in announcing a hymn. It is useful in de¬
• 12 GoirdendaysMofrToscaninif Caruso, %arrar, 'etc.
veloping extemporized hymn preludes; and
"
TEACHER OF SINGING
Beginners or Professionals
again, when playing hymns as music for
I COACHING—BEL CANTO—INTERPRETATION
funeral services or during communion
' Chairman Opera Committee, Hollywood Bowl
services. And one can work on no end of
■Chairman Opera Committee, Festival of Allied Arts
combinations to hold the interest and to
! 1942 N. Highland Ave.
Hollywood, California
Phone—Gladstone 9988
develop facility with registration.
We may also practice the two upper
voices on one manual, the two lower voices the singing is the effect desired, which
: HOLLYWOOD OPERA COMPANY
on another, contrasting the registration, the turn permits the hearing of the singing, ; LEON ARDIN, Musical Director-Teacher of Celeb¬
Emmy Destm and Caruso.
pedals playing the bass voice as an auxiliary at the same time sustaining pitch and stim¬: ; rities. "Ardin coached —Los
Angeles Times.
ulating the movement of the voices. Al
effect.
Then, there is the rather difficult pro¬ times, a vigor in leading can be achieved by ;; Singers Ei?;|£.'tlrLg:r2I
plaving
only
the
melody
legato,
the
chords’
cedure of transferring the melody to the
inner
voices,
detached—even
the
p-’"’
pedals, choosing a pedal stop with the man¬
ual couplers, perhaps playing the solo in is effective in some hymns, under
1 :
ROBERT HURD
the upper octaves of the pedalboard. The where such vigor is invited.
*
Vocal Teacher and Coach
E
Radio-Concert, Opera, Moving Pictures
three lower voices can be played on one or
' »
and Popular Repertoire
two manuals, or even three, if we thumb a
t "
672 S. Lafayette Park PI., Los Angeles, Calif.
voice by playing on a lower manual while
! «
Phone: Federal 7703
the fingers proceed on the manual above.
Perhaps no pedal stop at all may be used, playing. There is a
1 jj
HAROLD HURLBUT
but only manual to pedal couplers. There best organists can n
[
Voice Teacher, de Reszke Exponent
will be many opportunities here for musical practice.
■ ,
Paris
Rome
Nice
New York
effects and registration study, after the
*
Teacher of stars of screen, •
,
stage, radio, concert, opera
« 2150 Beachwood Drive
Hollywood, Calif.
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DR. GEORGE LIEBLING
MasterClasses—June, July, August 1936
Teaching Methods, Materials and
Interpretation. Lisit Exponent.
5533 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

HELEN A. TRIPLETT
Voice Teacher
Opera, Radio, Concert, Bel Canto
698 East California St.
Pasadena. Calif.

;
*
11
J

BERTHA VAUGHN
J
Voice Teacher of Many Young Artists
»
Now Before the Public
"
Folder on Request
702 S. Crenshaw Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif J
Private Teachers
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KATE S. CHITTENDEN
Pianoforte — Repertory — Appreciation
THE WYOMING, 8S3 7th AVE.,
NEW YORK

I
•
,
h

ALBERTO JONAS
Celebrated Spanish Piano Virtuoso
J
Teacher of many famous pianists
„
19 WEST 85TH STREET, NEW YORK CITY
«
Tel. Endicott 2-2084. On Tuesdays and Wednesday in «
Philadelphia, as Director of Piano Department in then
Combs^ollege of Music, 1331 S. Broad St.
►

LaFORGE-BERUMEN STUDIOS
Voice—Piano
Frank LaForge teacher of Lawrence Tibbett since Oct.
1922
14 WEST 68TH STREET, NEW YORK
Tel. Trafalgar 7-8993
RICHARD McCLANAHAN
Representative TOBIAS MATTHAY
Private-lessons, class-lessons in Fundamentals
Available as Lecture-Recitalist
806 STEINWAY BLDG., NEW YORK CITY
FRANTZ PROSCHOWSKI
Vocal Teacher
200 W. 57th St.,
New York
Tel: COLumbus 5-2136
EDWARD E. TREUMANN

Recommended by
: MARGARET ELLEN MACCONACHIIr
Emil Von Sauer and Josef Hofmann
;
STUDIOS
Studio, Carnegie Hall, Suite 827, 57th St. at 7th Ave.
,
Teacher of Voice
Tel. Columbus 5-4357 ^
ltt8 *N®",Y°rk C‘ty
.
Roosevelt Hotel — Hollywood, Calif.
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OF MUSIC PUBLICATIONS FROM
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To make a long story short, we have
L published THE
SCHOLES
MUSIC HANDBOOK, by Dr. Percy
A. Scholes.
To make the long story of musical
terms and ideas short, Dr. Scholes
has written this compact, up-to-date
handbook—arranged to form a imma¬
ture encyclopaedia of music.
Dr. Scholes’ precise but witty way
makes it readable and useful to the
amateur music-lover. Dr. Scholes
authority as musicologist guarantees
its value to the professional musician.
Edited by Dr. Will Earhart.
$1-50
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the etude

the instrument retained for more than three
hundred years. The original form of a long
straight tube, somewhat like the Roman
tuba, appeared in southwestern Europe in
the later middle ages, coming from Arabia,
In its bent form it remained through the
fifteenth century. About this time there was
added a slide, somewhat like that of the
trombone of to-day, for the purpose of
adding to the natural high tones. This slide
trumpet was still in use during Bach’s
period. In 1770 Michael Woggel of Augs¬
burg contributed additional crooks. In
Honor for the Players
1801, Weidlinger of Vienna adapted the
HESE CIRCUMSTANCES had a valve system of the horn to the trumpet.
curious influence on the position of the The invention of the valve trumpet comes
trumpeters and the tympanists. As early as to us from Bluhmel of Silesia, in 1813. The
the time of Constantine the Great, they third valve was added by Muller of Mainz
were especially honored. They were even and Sattler of Leipzig, in the 1830’s; and
considered in higher positions than the in 1815 Stolzel made the first completely
tribunes and the last day of April was satisfactory chromatic trumpet, by the indedicated as a great feast day in their vention of the ventil or piston,
honor. At this time too, trumpeters and
^
.
i n i .
tympanists belonged either among the folThe Trumpet Joins the Orchestra
lowers of state in the train of the princes, fkNLY WITH ITS APPEARANCE
or to the army, where they also held a V_/ in the orchestra of the seventeenth
superior position. Of course, later they had century did the trumpet really lose its
to forfeit these privileges; and it was not peculiar position of the earlier periods. It
until the time of the Emperors Karl V and then became associated with other instruFerdinand I, and after many complaints, ments. Often in the music of the baroque
that they regained their former exalted period (Bach, Handel), three trumpets
status. This was about 1528. In the year were used with a tympany for the bass.
1623, Emperor Ferdinand II released a In the classical period the trumpets appear
moratorium in which there were definite in pairs and, together with the horns, form
rules made concerning the study of musical the bass group. In the nineteenth century
instruments, and especially the positions of they fall in line with the trombones. In this
the trumpeters and tympanists. Theirs group the trumpet is the melody instruwere instruments which were reserved for ment. Since 1840 the valve trumpet has had
the special use of rulers. Accordingly the an acknowledged place in both concert and
trumpeters and the tympanists formed a opera ensembles. There are now six differspecial guild of knights. None who had not ent trumpets. The one most used is the
studied or learned his art from a member soprano instrument tuned in Bb (C or A),
of the guild was permitted in turn to be- For particularly high passages, the socome a member. Several of the guilds of called Bach trumpet is used. This tnstruthe Holy Roman Empire were under the ment has a flatter mouthpiece, making the
ruling guild in Dresden.
higher tones much easier to play. The foun¬
dation of the trumpet section is the bass
Diverse Forms
trumpet which was much used by Richard
HE DEVELOPMENT OF the form Wagner. But even to-day, for special occaof the trumpet varied among the differ- sions, and often in military functions, the
ent peoples who used it. The fundamental quartet of natural trumpets, that is, fanform was, no doubt, the one spoken of a fares, are still used. Verdi put them to good
little earlier—a straight, slender tubing of use in his “Aida.”
metal The cavalry trumpet of the Romans
Bach used the trumpet in his oratorios,
seems to have vanished with the fall of especially in the “Christmas Oratorio,
the Roman Empire. Its successor, the giving it many breath taking passages, often
cavalry trumpet of the fifteenth and sue- parallel with the voice parts. With special
ceeding centuries, was evolved from the brilhancy, the trumpet appears „>n Beethostraight busine, an instrument traced by ven’s Leonore Overture No. 3 In all the
means of its name and delicate proportion operas of Wagner the trumpet is made
of its tube like the shape of a bell, to the to show off its full capabilities, while
Roman buccena. The bending of the tube, Strauss in his Electra and Salome
creating its modern form, has usually been required so much of the players, especially
attributed to a Frenchman named Maurin in the high registers, that it was necessary
H498 1515) ‘ but the transformation must to fashion an instrument which could meet
have been much earlier, probably in the these requirement5. The Bach trumpet was
low countries or northern Italy. In any then made Although the highest point was
cale this had already been accomplished reached with Strauss, all of the modern
before Lucca della Robbia made his bas- composers make the greatest of demands
reliefs (to ornament the organ chamber of the instrument and the utmost m ability
of the Cathedral of FloFence) in which the is expected of the trumpet players of any
tubes of the trumpets were bent. This shape concert or opera ensemble of to-day.

converse college;

SHENANDOAH COLLEGE

f.lapfl’n"

third time they raised their lances and rode
against each other.”
It is curious that in ancient times the
trumpet never came to be used publicly as
did the stringed and some others of the
wind instruments. In the earliest period, as
has been mentioned before, it was used only
at religious festivals and later in warfare,
In general, it may be said, that the trumpet,
together with the tympany, was the instrument which sounded only in honor of gods
and princes.
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PIANO ....Solos -Duets -Methods
-Studies. I expect to have_pupils in
Grade 1, ....Gr. 2, -Gr. 3.Gr. 4,
...Gr.3, ....Gr. 6, -Gr. 7.Gr. 8
Gr. 9, ... .Gr. 10.
VOCAL ....Secular Solos, Concert type
. ..Secular Solos, Melodious Ballads
-Sacred Solos
Please check voices to be covered in
Solos ....High,-Medium.Low.
Secular Duets for.voices
Sacred Duets for.
voicc3
VIOLIN ....Pieces ....Studies ....Methods
Please check grades wanted ....First
Position.First and Third Positions,
... .Higher Positions.

A. We are sending you information as to
build*
■s of reed organ* by mail. We ilo not
of any Arm making a *lx octave piano.
-"IMauo Tuning." by J. Cree Fischer
(which may be secured from the publishers of
FtlBETriia). include* a lesson on Tuning
and Repairing the Reed Organ.
n enclosing the specifications of the
hurch. The indtriduol st
is they or
properly balanced.
The full Swell is
oppresi
--re
and muddy: on
the (treat, the Octave
(enclose, is so suite*
Orlare (enclosed)
for the Diapasons. The full ......
stringy and reedy and no brilliance is possible
without Swell to Great f coupler Can these
defects be remedied by unification? The Choir
-- - crowded. Can an t nda Baris be placed

(Address) ....
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as a sixteenth, having bee
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Hawaii
the correct way the choru
H. A. M.
_ _
chorus you
/ am a hoy of fourteen and much in
The interpretation
ted in organ*, though all tee have hlrl
mention is undoubtedly based on the follow¬
ing paragraph appearing in the Pre/oce^te
Tat home^iPh Vt tSt • £33 W
nezer Prout edition of the "Mess
those who hare like <0 knoic d’iffrrent°combinaUons
“It is well
w for playing different types of m,u,c
studied the subject that double dots
i„7,r
IIV also hare jn
never, and dotted rests very seldom use- ... {list of stops enclosed). We
Handels time, and that consequently 1 lie
music, if played strictly according to the
notation, will in many places not accurately
reproduce the composer’s intentions. In all
such cases I have felt it my duty to give the Clough and ll’orrcn *• ” '
*"«f DoVi
notes in this edition, not as Handel wrote
them, but as he meant them to be played. on smalt reed organ,
A. Since there
The full discussion and explanation of these
points will be found in the preface to the varlety of tone
types of music
among tile
full f,-- ——„
— tleniy I
amples of this procedure
! combinations as yon rwfuMt.
, the eltn°ofCthe
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choir and solo work depemla on the character
of the accompaniment. Por general passages
^Q. Will you please explain how to set and use Whatever stops of 8' and 4’ pitch that
arc necessary to support the choir or soloist
Holler organt I am enclosing specifications We think the ('lough nnd Warren Companr is
of the organ. What is the best combination no longer in existence, ottr recollection being
for “full choir” and congregational singingt J'omoL-*7 W'*‘r,‘ r'J>l“,"’d l)y the Austin Organ
Also suggest combination for accompanying Company, now of Hartford Connecticut '
soprano soloist—full voice mezzo.—I.. 1'. P. biilblers of pipe organs. Any
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»y music
n
_
A. Adjustable combinations vary I11 their be played ,
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piston is released the combination is set. We
presume on your instrument the operation is
:
“The
Chapel
Organist1
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in Adjuster. "" push in piston on which '•Organ Repertoire" by Orem. Landon’a "Reed
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Will you advise tsi
For choir and congregational singing, we manu
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the omission of 16' couplers and the use of
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Items sent on this order are to
Sale’’ account for^he" 1936-1937
Season, which need not be settled
until June 1937. I may examine
and. If desired, keepI1itenaesI1C|
studio stock against possible
needs for pupils. Any unused
credit. Any music returned by
me will be sent back with trans¬
portation prepaid, and it is un¬
derstood that the postage or ex-

(Continued from. Page 485)

By Henry S. Fry, Mus. Doc.

By Esther Brooke
be self-conscious when you ;
? Consider your audience and forirself. You are sharing a lovely
t beautiful poem, exsong, interpreting
pressing* uplifting^thoughts^HEven if^your
purpose is only 1
,r listeners 10 think about yourwant your listeners t
self, but about your song. You do not

t them to say,
. “Look at that gawky
fellow trying to sing, You want them to
settle back in their so its and enjoy your
music. Put your heart into your song—

After all, why are we studying, if not to
give folks the joy of mus.c?

MUSIC PRINTERS
ENGRAVERS^0 LITHOGRAPHERS

■ PRINT ANYTHING IN MUSIC- BY ANY PROCESS |
1 WE PRINT FOR INDIVIDUALS
. REFERENCE ANY PUBLIS
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THE VIOLINIST S ETUDE
Edited by
ROBERT BRAINE

"Form" In Violin

FALL ENTRANCE SEPT. 14

Playing

E. T. HOWARdTr^

By Robert Francis

Simplifying Violin Technic

NATIONALLY ACCREDITED
CHICAGO, ILL

By Kaare A. Bolgen

dation of good form in violin playing. The
left hand must be kept free for playing. If
it has to help hold the violin, it will be

THE^

SolontTas on^pk^sTnly
to, he can hold the violin partly with the
left hand and get along somehow. But it is
impossible to shift or to produce a vibrato
satisfactorily unless the violin is supported

beTem Tt^'right angle with the tip h
against the knob of the frog? Why sho
the little finger be curled so that its
rests on the top of the screw?
The arm bends at fouyjoints:

^eginringthanTis
to break the habit of bad form after months
or years of playing.

the bow straight and effect a smooth
change, the wrist and fingers, as well as
the shoulde.

■HI

i the bow is held cor-

die neck of the violin between thumb and
first finger. No part of the hand should
touch the violin except the tips of the
fingers and the ball of the thumb. (3) Do
not balance the neck of the violin on the
tip of the thumb. This is dangerous foryf

(the thumb acting as a pivot) every time
there is a change of bow; in doing this the
little finger must balance the weight of the
bow. No violin player can be considered
better than a beginner unless he has mastered this controlled

cult to prevent its crashing to the floor
If there is serious difficulty in properly
supporting the violin, one should try vari-

good form in violin playing. Practice in
front of a mirror. Stick to it until good
form has become a habit.

Reaching Downward, as Preface
to Stretching

Upward

By Marion G. Osgood
Often a beginner on the violin finds his
fourth§ fiTiger^lmlf1
Position, while still maintaining the normal
Position of the hand, is often the bugbear,
The E string is usually used as a start

THE ETUDE

to be, as a rule, the hardest
fingers, ttegreater must be the effort; and
to make this effort a little less arduous it
has been found helpful1 to reverse the order
of this exercise. With the fourth tinker
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question
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and Answer
Conducted by

Answered,

Karl W. Gehrkens

By Robert Braine
Ho question will be answered in THE ETUDE unless accompanied by the full name
and address of the inquirer. Only initials, or pseudonym given, will be published.
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A School of Artists — Preparing Artists

The Romance of Felix Mendelssohn

VOICE QUESTIONS

ANDRES DE

Answered

SEGUROLA

By

Frederick W. Wodell
Internationally Famous Actor-Singer
For twelve years with the Metropolitan
Opera Company of New York during the
golden days of E. Caruso, G. Farrar and
Maestro Toscanini.

NOW IN HOLLYWOOD
Diagnostician of Voices—Builder of
Voices—Teacher of Singing

MR. DE SEGUROLA offers his vast experience to students or professionals wishing to prepare or revise “Operatic Repertoire.” (Coachinginterpretation—acting—make up).

MR. de SEGUROLA has been for years in Paris, New York and Holly'
wood—teacher, vocal or artistic adviser of wellknown Artists and Teachers whose names and testimonials he refrains from advertising for compre¬
hensible delicate reasons.
BOOKLET MAILED ON REQUEST
FREE SCHOLARSHIP of two private lessons weekly for the 1936-37 season in
Opera Repertoire to the most talented singer, now living elsewhere than in Cali¬
fornia. Contest Sept. 15 in Hollywood. Make application now.

Address Secretary to Mr. de Segurola
1962 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood, Calif.

LILLIAN SLOANE
Nationally

Known

Hollywood

Voice

Teacher

having successfully launched her 1935-36 season
scholarship pupil
Michael

Loring

to a long term contract at Universal Studios, will hold auditions
September 20, 1936, in Hollywood for a 1936-37 season
scholarship pupil. Applications limited to 50
singers. Write immediately.

Loring is current¬
ly appearing in
“Postal Inspector”

ZOELLNER SCHOOL
OF MUSIC
1871 Virginia Road, Los Angeles, Calif.
Courses in Piano, Voice, Violin, Cello, Organ,
Theory, Dramatic Art, String Ensemble
SUMMER SESSION—IULY, AUGUST. 1934
FOLDER ON REQUEST

Secretary to Lillian Sloane
6511 Drexel Ave.,
Hollywood, California

INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
AND FINE ARTS
Long beach. Calif.

n Request—Dormitories.
whips Awarded

Thought “At Work” and Thought “At Play”
"When we turn from the pure enjoyment of music to questions that have
to do with how the music pleases us or how we should produce it, we change
the motive of our thought from play to work. We are noiv primarily interested
in what we find out, or in results. In other words, we put thought to work.
This is the type of thinking that the student needs for successful practice. He,
however, often fails because, wishing to enjoy what he is doing, he substitutes
footless repetitions for concentrated effort. He allows ‘thought at play’ to
take the place of ‘thought at work.’ "—Charles H. Farnsworth.
THE ETUDE
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Combining Different
U

THE KNISLEY CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Carl Knisley, Director.

efficiency,kearning capacity a
you the most distinguished
instruction will prepare teael

Publisher’s

Rhythms

By Reginald Martin
Those who have difficulty in playing
three notes against two will see this dis¬
appear when they grasp the fact that the
two rhythms played together produce

rhTs'meth™ will make
^1934^
reliminary knowledge wl
ighway Boulevard—America’;

played with the first of the other, and the
other notes of each group are played
Ex. 2

rm

Address all inquiries to
Box #703, York, Pennsylvania.
ialists in arranging and conducting concerts.

INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART
of the

MILLIARD SCHOOL OF MUSIC
ERNEST HUTCHESON, Dean
OSCAR WAGNER, Asst. Dean
Thorough instruction in all branches of musical education. Private lessons
in all standard instruments, courses in theory and composition, normal
courses for teachers, methods of group training for children, preparatory
courses for children, extension courses, and many others.
Public School Music course leading to degree of Bachelor of Science with
Major in Music.
Catalog on request.
120 Claremont Avenue, New York

310 West 92nd Street, New York City (At Riverside Drive)
RALFE LEECH STERNER, Director
Lowest rates for tuition and board
36th year
Enter any day
Vocal and All Instruments
Diplomas and teachers’ certificates

Offers-August 1936
evenly, the notes thus come in their cor¬
rect order. Thus in the Fantasie-Impromptu of Chopin the groups of four 16ths
in the right hand can very easily be played
evenly because they are continuous, and so
can the triplets in the left hand, if played
alone. The only difficulty here is to watch
the left hand and be sure that the notes
are each given full value. This can be ac¬
complished by taking one measure at a
time, playing the two hands alternately
till the fingers of each have acquired the
“feel” of their various groups, and then
suddenly dropping the two hands in to¬
gether while each proceeds with its ac¬
customed task. A few such trials will usu¬
ally bring about a correct adjustment.

Making Old Etudes Work

NEW YORK SCHOOL of MUSIC and ARTS

By Doris Franklin
Perhaps the use I make of old Etudes
may be of interest to other teachers.
My pupils are encouraged to give indi¬
vidual recitals; and each child, in planning
such a recital, is allowed to choose a theme
for it. The pupil giving the recital plays
three or four numbers, and others of the
class play only one, with most of the num¬
bers of the chosen type.
When a pupil chooses a topic, only a
few, if any, of the pupils may find the right

INTERNATIONAL MUSICAL
and EDUCATIONAL AGENCY
Church, Concert and Sch<

Ringing Doorbells To Get Pupils

COMBS COLLEGE OF MUSIC F"-‘

offers an extension course (by mail)
Alberto Jonas, Director
All branches. Positive satisfactory
results. Certificates and Diplo¬
mas awarded. Write for particulars.
1331 South Broad St.
Philadelphia, Pa

(Continued from Page 480)

„r Catalan l write St;:. Schubert, 66 V,
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A
Answering

Etude Adver¬
tisements always pays
and delights the reader.
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1

a foundation in piano playing, so why hold
your children’s music back that long ?”
Whereupon came the almost fierce query,
“Do you think for one minute that I could
not teach my own kids better than anyone
else could teach them? I know them'bet¬
ter than anyone else, because I’m their
mother and it won’t take me no five years
to learn how to play the piano, and if I
can play it, I can teach my kids what I
know cant I? I’m goin’ to a school that
advertises that they can teach you to plav
the piano in ten lessons. I’ll give ’em a

111

Tuf H,bUt l1 a3"’1 Play !t in a"°‘her year
throw the d-thing out!”
She 1(x^ed as though she could do it
too. I told her that I feared that she would
bf- 'TaS‘l"g her money. but she blithely re¬
plied, Not me They ain’t gettin’ any of
my money until I ve had three lessons and
IL, Can.‘ Se<? -th,at 1 m gettin’ somewhere,
they amt gettin a cent.
Another mother, who was really a cul
tured woman asked: “Mrs. Rogers, what
is harmony? I tried to answer as simply

"Music, Heavenly Maid"
“What have the great composers of the past done? They have crystallised
human emotions into art forms. They have given us in music, the love of man
for woman, of woman for man, the search for God, and even sometimes, as in
the adagios of Beethoven, a glimpse of Heaven itself. Or, where the so-called
personal or human element has not been the inspiration, it is the perpetual
search for beauty itself, whether it is in the austere and architectural fugues
' of Bach, or in the graceful, tender arabesques of a Mozart symphony.”_
Walter Damrosch.

“A^ Wen^oUmin
triend of mineP<fS
told meThe"
with sh^
a great
dea1 of pr.de that her little girl was sfudy-

zg ,ir;yoa »yTi “cr *

spear and helmet, I carried for my imple¬
ments of war two conservator)- catalogues
showing when and where I was graduated
ail'd literature telling of the eminence of my
other teachers. I also had a very floweryletter of reference from the elderly prin¬
cipal of the boarding school where I had
taught, but it was so very flowery that I
was afraid to show it lest people think I
was a jack of all trades and it too good to
be real. I tore it up once, then thought
better of it and pieced it together to keep
as a kind of museum piece.
On another occasion the wife of a suc¬
cessful business man engaged me to teach
her stepchild. When the father heard that
lie was to pay one dollar and a half a les¬
son, which was what I charged at that
time, he was scandalized and furthermore,
the husband’s sisters had decided when the
child was born that when she was old
enough, she was to take lessons of the same
teacher who had taught her Great-aunt
Somebody thirty years before and was also
very much cheaper. The stepmother was
very apologetic and much embarrassed.
In closing I should like to quote from a
little poem which I often recite to myself
when discouragement and doubt assail me,
as they sometimes will the most courageous
of us. I do not know who wrote it. nor do
I remember it all, but here are tour lines:

The Panoply of Battle

W2
crusading of a sort
u
sort,• but, instead of

No teacher can afford to neglect especial preparations this
year. The tremendous political activity will overwhelm every¬
thing and teachers, themselves, should realize that unless they
create campaigns to command special interest in their work they
cannot expect to expand their classes.
“Yes, but how are we going to do this?” you say. Well, how
are the political parties doing it? Both of the major parties have
managers, known for their ability to organize and stimulate
activity designed to influence public opinion and to help people
in making up their minds as to what is the best thing, not merely
for ourselves, but for countless American children still unborn.
YOUR job now is to convince as many people as possible, by
recitals, by print, by letter, by radio and by personal contact,
that Music is something which will bring them joys and ad¬
vantages worth many times their effort and expense in securing
it. This is your campaign and you should wage it unceasingly, as
the number of pupils you have next year will depend very largely
upon it.
.
_ .
Perhaps you have used some of the printed publicity helps we
have designed for teachers. These may be secured at nominal
cost. This year, of all years, should be watched very carefully.
If you are interested in securing this Pupil-Getting Material
write us at once for samples. Address Theodore Presser Go.,
Philadelphia, Pa., Dept. P.

All of the Forthcoming Publications
in the Offers Listed Below are Fully
Described in the Paragraphs Follow¬
ing. These Works are in the Course of
Preparation. The Low Advance Offer
Prices Apply to Orders Placed Now,
with Delivery to be Made When
Finished.
yEAR AI the Piano—Williams.
p^SEBs Concert March Album for Or
rimo Accompaniment .
Third Ye*, at the Piano-Williams .
Thirtt Rhythmic Pantomimes —Riley,
w«r°VoKES Ake Changing—Chorus

t

Third Year at the Piano

style of pieces in their instruction books.
So we go to the old Etudes, and we usu¬
ally find just what is wanted.
In a spring recital, given in March, by
a twelve year old girl, eight of the seven¬
teen numbers were found in my old Etudes.
In our last program, a “Playtime Recital”
by a nine year old girl, seven of the four¬
teen pieces were from The Etude. I loan
them to the pupils; and after the recital
they are returned for future use.

f
iene^HIKratre

The Hour of Great Campaigns

Advance of Publication

Suppose we have two notes in the right
hand and three in the left. The first note
in each hand is, of course, sounded with
the first of the other; the first 16th note
in Ex. 1 is the second bass note; and the
second 16th is the second note of the right
hand. Therefore we could count one, twoand three, with the “and” being the second
right hand note and the “three” being the
third note of the triplet. But care must be
taken to play the notes of the triplet
evenly; and of course, that applies equally
to the slower notes. The following will
illustrate all of this adequately:
In the case, however, of three notes
against four or five against six, the writer
knows of no such easy solution, except
that if the first note in each group is

“I know not who made the world.
Nor what it’s all about:
But in my heart's a little flame
That no one can put out.”
THE ETUDE

Fourth Year at the Piano
By John M. Williams
It is hardly necessary
to enter into a detailed
account of the material in
these two new instruction
books, since the many
teachers who have used
Mr. Williams’ First Year
at the Piano ($1.00) and
Second Year at the Piano
($1.00) know what may
be expected of “follow-up”
books in this course of
study: The author is rec¬
ognized as one of the foremost authorities
on piano pedagogy in this country and his
lecture-classes for teachers have been emi¬
nently successful.
A vast amount of research has gone into
the selection of the studies and pieces com¬
prising these two books. Ever alert to the
value of interest-creating material. Mr. Wil¬
liams has made careful discrimination in his
final selections, which cover every phase of
technic that should be dealt with in the
third and fourth years of music study.
As usual, a low advance of publication
cash price of 50 cents for each book offers
special inducement to order copies now for
delivery when the books are published.
The Christ Child
Cantata by C. B. Hawley
Arranged for Three-Part Chorus of
Women’s Voices
While it may seem a little early to be
thinking of Christmas, the choral leader
who anticipates his needs and makes selec¬
tions far in advance will not be caught un¬
prepared in the rush of seasonal activities.
We have had numerous requests for sacred
cantatas for the use of women’s choirs and
choruses and it is in response to these re¬
quests that we are now publishing this new
three-part arrangement of C. B. Hawley’s
outstanding Christmas work. The Christ
Child, originally written for chorus of mixed
voices.
The score requires Soprano, Mezzo So¬
prano, and Contralto solo voices. One num¬
ber is written for a quartet or semi-chorus
in four parts, as originally conceived by the
composer. Then there are three passages for
tno with organ accompaniment ad libitum.
Copies of this work will be ready in plenty
of time for Fall rehearsals. You may be
assured a first-from-the-press copy by placin order now at our special advance of
i cash price, 35 cents, postpaid.
AUGUST, 1936

Increase Your Enjoyment
of Music

When Voices Are Changing
Chorus Book for Boys
Compiled by William Breach
This fine book is now
ipidly approaching comple_on and August probably
wut be the last month
__—
will
durmg which copies may be
ordered at the special price,
There is a great deal of
interest being taken in this
wor]j. the prominence of the
compiler, the need of the
material jn school work, the
approach of the new school
year and ;ts changes; all of
tbese are, in some measure, responsible for
tbe exceptional advance sale.
will indeed be a convenience and an
ec0nomy for teachers of boy students in
tbcse grades to possess an album that so
completely covers the needs of their charges,
^ single copy may be ordered at the advance of publication cash price, 25 cents,
postpaid.

The Cover for This Month
The Etude Music
Magazine is proud of
its reader interest and
for that reason puts
most of its revenue
into presenting an
abundance of articles
and music in generous
variety to insure that
each and every music
lover—whether pro¬
fessional or amateur,
young or old—finds a
great amount of delight in each issue. It takes
advertising receipts plus subscription revenues
to meet the huge cost of each month’s edi¬
tion. Unfortunately, during the severe eco¬
nomic conditions the country faced, many
large concerns, because of the loss of revenue,
found it necessary to curtail expenditures. As
a result some companies did not spend as
much in advertising through Etude pages as
heretofore, and since The Etude did not have
much revenue to make expenditures, covers
have been held to two-color reproductions.
We wish it had been possible to reproduce
this month’s cover subject in the full colors
of the original painting. However, our lithog¬
raphers have done an excellent piece of work
with the two colors to which they were lim¬
ited and we are sure our readers will get a
double measure of pleasure in this cover if
they will read the editorial on it on one of
the front pages of this issue.
The old cabinet organ depicted in this
cover will awaken memories for many who
look upon it. One of the great pleasures of
life, to those who make it a part of their
lives to use music as a diversion, is the fact
that, besides the opportunity music affords
for explorations into new tonal joys, it offers
the most delightful way of re-creating in the
mind’s eye things that occurred years before.
Many a man or woman, when hearing an
old song or hymn played, can see a mother
or father as they were in life years ago,
either playing or singing that selection. Loves
and affections of life, with their bright lights
and their shadows, make life richer when
through some such agency as music they
stimulate memories dear to the heart. No
one can measure just how great to them
will be the meaning of music when the
Autumn of life is reached by the little girls
and boys taking it up to-day.

When one is acquainted with the author
of a book, the composer of a song or instru¬
mental piece, or learns something of its historv, its origin, etc., his interest in that
book, in that song or that instrumental piece
is greatly increased. Music lovers gam much
by an acquaintance with those who have
created the melodies that entrance them,
with those who have given notable renditions of the classic masterpieces, with those
who have, in any manner, made noteworthy
contributions to the art of music.
This “getting acquainted” is now made
more easily possible through the monthly
publication in this journal of The Etude
Historical Musical Portrait Series, a page of
pictures and thumb-nail biographies, m
which are included all present and past noteworthy contributors to music. The senes
began in the February 1932 issue and is
being published in alphabetical order. It has
now reached the listing of those whose familv names begin with the letter N.
not necessary to mutilate your^Py
Changes of Address
tyruDE, or to
, —- , .
Where
The Etude has been sent
codv m order to gather together a complete
....
»r ,
nifture-bioeraphies. As each summer home, be sure promptly to noiuj
^ °f T.ri,.tedPan additional supply of this us when returning to your permanent resiISSZ UPZ off Ond the^ we are prepared dence so that we may make the necessary
P g
tlle nominal charge of 5 cents, notations and prevent copies going astray,
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permanent reference \ve should have at least four weeks notice
each. Many are making p
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,
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‘
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We must again emphasize the necessity of
Etude Representatives W antea
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, .
d strangers for The Etude Music Magazine
Many music lovers, including stua
subscriptions. The direct representatives of
teachers, have utilized their spare
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Magazine-- Add substantially
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itable proposition.
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Presser s Concert March
Album for Orchestra
Especially desirable will be this book of
orchestra music for the high school group
that has attained some degree of proficiency.
These concert marches are particularly ap¬
propriate for assembly meetings, for recitals
and for the commencement program. Concert
orchestras, amateur and professional, will
^ -—...
* ,
toire. The best composers of Europe and
America have been called upon for contnbutions to this collection,
The instrumentation will cover all parts
usually found in the present-day school orchestra. There will be five different Violin
parts, both Solo Violin and First Violin
using the higher positions. The complete
WOrk will include 24 books and the piano
accompaniment, including a part for Tympani.
Order now copies of parts for the various
instruments of your orchestra while they
may be obtained at the special advance of
publication cash price, 20 cents, each; piano
accompaniment, 40 cents. Copies will be
mailed just as soon as the book is published,
Because of copyright restrictions the sale of
this _book
book vwill be confined to the U. S. A.
and Possessions.
525

Thirty Rhythmic Pantomimes

Song Texts by Alice C. D. Riley
Music by Jessie L. Gaynor
Descriptions and Illustrations
By Dorothy Gaynor Blake
Probably no book of chil¬
dren’s songs has been used
more than Songs of the
Child World. Certainly no
book is more frequently em¬
ployed today by kindergar¬
ten teachers and mothers
who undertake the first mu¬
sic instruction of their chil¬
dren. The melodies of Jessie
L. Gaynor are pleasing to
sing, easy to remember and
Gaynor
the lyrics of Alice C. D.
Riley fit them as well as
do the lyrics of W. S. Gilbert the popular
light opera tunes of Arthur Sullivan.
The songs are so perfectly suited to the
activities of children, to their thoughts and
moods, that many teach them as action
songs. Indeed, Mrs. Gaynor, herself, so
taught them in her successful classes. Her
daughter, Dorothy Gaynor Blake, remember¬
ing her own experience as a student in her
mother’s later classes, has now arranged
rhythmic exercises for thirty of the best of
these songs, supplying interesting and help¬
ful illustrations, and we will soon publish
this attractive volume. The titles of 75 addi¬
tional songs from the volumes of Songs of
the Child World, with which similar exer¬
cises may be used, also are given in this
book.
While the book is still in course of
preparation orders may be placed for single
copies at the special low advance of publica¬
tion cash price, 75 cents, postpaid.

Always an Audience
At a corner news stand on a prominent
street in a large city, the news dealer, at
the end of his stand facing the more im¬
portant street of the intersection, has piled
high quantities of three or four weekly
magazines and of half a dozen or so monthly
magazines. The stand running along the
pavement of the cross street has scores of
other magazines laid out in rows, lapped
the other. In lookini
3 wonders who buys
of these magazii
’ states that
’ • there
’
them, but the news dealer
always is an audience for any magazine pub¬
lished. A little observation, however, soon
makes one aware that for each one that
takes the time to look over the many magazines on the stand, there are scores who
hurriedly reach for one-of the magazines^ of
which there is a big pile at the other end
of the stand, deposit their money, and pass

24328 Robin Redbreas
24770 Toyland Parad
26139 Sailboats—Stail
Offers Withdrawn
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MUSIC MASTERY SERIES
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— Young
23468 Twelve
Studc
(tudents—Bilbn .■ Keys— ^
14026 Melodies
—Horvath .

Standard Opt
Standard JuvCimC
•••■•Standard Concert Etudes (Mai
Melody Joys for Girls and Bo;
Grade Collection) .
12268

First

SHEET MUSIC—VOCAL SOLOS
-O> Perfei
Perfect Love—Burleigh (High)...
4oon an
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Coming Home—WMeby (Low)..
High )
Yesterday and Today—Spro— \'11
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The Last Hour—Kra
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26044 Hide and Seel
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3170 Playing Tag—Margstein ....
15831 My First March—Dale.
17372 Around We Go—Rolfe.
22971 Bright As a Button—Rolfe..
24953 The Speed Boat—Tyler.
24807 A Dark Cloud Goes Passii
Bv—Adair .
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ig Song—Dutton .. .
25843 Fr
>f the Clowns—John
26040 Au
Copeland
26114 Tumbling I
26179 With Chan
30078 The Shephe
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30107 French ftnT
30479'
■Ride omeward—Berwald . .
30552 Tht___
Easy Arr.—Sousa-Schaum..
22572 Andrew Jackson (The War <
1812)—Blake .
23596 The Clockwork Doll—Ewing. .
23715 The Storm—Pitcher .
25899 The New Trapeze—Ketterer. .
26059 Dainty Daisies—Kohlmann . . .
26093 The Hitch-hiker—Lowe .
26221 Blue Daisies—Mana-Zucca .. .
26272 Fifi, The Little Ballet GirlAltbayer .
13409 Boys of the Nation (March) —
Geibcl ..
17741 Little Chinaman—Smith .
26271 On Skates—Ketterer ....
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of the Cobbler
« . 3!
Moonlit Garden—Thomp. 3>
(A Novelette)—Mor23319 Danse
18897 A

—DuVal ...
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SHEET MUSIC—PIANO ENSEMBLES
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!”Ma,4
$0.75
olonaise M.bta.re-Cbomn (6
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"•••••4
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.50
Piano, 8 Hands).
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.bo
23530 The Firefly— Williams (2 Pi¬
anos, 4 Hands). 314
.60
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5 Hail! Orpheus. Hail!—DeReef_
~ ’* (The Rose)—Lieurance. .
of India-Rimsky-Korsakoi
School Chorus) .

3 VOICES, SECULAR
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> the Mandolin—Pan
20500 Fail
20803 Swe
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OCTAVO—MEN’S VOICES
And I Ain’t Got Weary Yet—L.Vi
ance (Spiritual).
Dreaming of My Old Home. Swi

SI Capitan March-Soa*.!!!!
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B-FLAT CORNET OR TRUMPET
mous Solos < Gordon ) ...$0.50

The Etude Three Months
Introductory Summer Offer
Music lovers not thoroughly familiar with
the fine contents of each Etude publish,'!!
throughout the year have an oPPorlunitv\o
become better acquainted through The
Etude Special Summer Offer
Until August 31st, 1936. we shall be
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THE TORONTO CONSERVATORY OF
MUSIC celebrated its fiftieth anniversary with
a gala concert on the evening of April 27th
in Massey Hall. A varied program, by or¬
chestra, chorus and soloists (vocal and instru¬
mental), was concluded with Sir Ernest Mac¬
Millan leading the full forces in his own “Te
Deum.”

9se in the Publisher's Monthly Letter
tmposer who, by reason of the marl

A FAVORITE
COMPOSER

THE TWELFTH ANNUAL MAY FES¬
TIVAL of the Westchester Music Festival
Association (New York) was held on May
8th and 9th, with Hugh Ross conducting. A
performance of Haydn’s “Creation,” with
Ethyl Hayden, soprano, Joseph Bentonelli
tenor and John Gurney, bass, as soloists
was the chief choral feature of the occasion!

30117
30003
30064
Music publishers meet these same condi¬ 30210
tions. There are many things which they
must publish because there always is an
SHEET MUSIC—VOCAL DUET
audience for this or that, but great hosts 25194 Shall Not Pass Again This Way—
of active music workers who must make
ler (Sop & Alto) .*»
decisions quickly turn, time and again, to
certain favorites. It is these favorites that
have to be reprinted regularly and therefore
it is these numbers that make up the bulk
of the printing orders given out each month.
SHEET MUSIC—PIPE ORGAN
Herewith is a list of some of the more
prominent items selected from the printing
orders of the past month. Theopore Presser
Co. will be glad to send complete copies of
takeley. . .
any of these numbers for examination to
those who would like to become acquainted 20668 V
96 F
with them.
20345 S
o Labora
Him,
All
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20981 Coim
Gounod .
SHEET MUSIC—PIANO SOLOS
15574 C
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Advance of Publication

In preparation for the new teaching
season, nearly at hand, our Publication Dept,
has completed three of the educational
works that have been described for several
months past in these pages. The special ad¬
vance of publication cash price on these
books is now withdrawn and copies will be
placed on sale at leading music stores. Those
desiring any of these books for examination
may obtain them from the publishers .on the
usual liberal terms.
Educational Vocal Technique in Song and
Speech, Vol. 2, by W. Warren Shaw, in col¬
laboration with George L. Lindsay, arrives
in time, as promised, for the approaching
teaching season. Those who, in the early
part of the year, have used Vol. I will be
pleased to read this announcement. Every¬
one interested in school chorus music, or
group singing classes, should know this val¬
uable new work. Vol. 2 is offered at the
same price as Vol. I—$1.00. These volumes
are offered for sale only in the United States
of America and Possessions.
Progressing Piano Studies for the GrownUp Student, by William M. Felton, is the
title given the published copy of the book
which has been listed in these columns as
“Piano Studies for the Grown-Up Beginner.”
We believe the new title to be more appro¬
priate inasmuch as the pupil taking up this
work is no longer a beginner, but should
have completed the greater part of a first
instructor, such as Grown-Up Beginner's
Book by the same author. And the word
“Progressing” is also in order, as these
studies bring the pupil from the above men¬
tioned point to where he can play the many
fine intermediate grade compositions that
have been written or arranged for the piano.
Price, $1.00.
Singing Melodies, An Album of Easy
Piano Pieces with Words, has been eagerly
awaited by teachers and young students who
have ordered copies in advance of publica¬
tion. It contains a nice selection of those
interest-creating juvenile pieces that may be
both played and sung by youngsters, pieces
which, in addition to their value as recital
numbers, present various technical problems
for practice. All of the songs are safely
within the range of a child’s voice. Price,

World of Music

Album of Scales. (Study Pieci
Teehnfc for Beginners—Piaher
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BORIS LEVENSON has bwn awarded
first prize for his String Quartet, in the compe¬
tition which was a feature of the Southern
California Festival of the Allied Arts.
--->
A CONCERTO FESTIVAL has been a
novelty in Chicago musical life. Leo Podolsky,
of the Sherwood School of Music, conducted
this unique event at which, in seven days, his
pupils played twenty-nine concertos with
their composers ranging from Bach to Poulenc.
•8-*-p
THE PHILADELPHIA ORCHESTRA, on
its first transcontinental tour, with Leopold
Stokowski conducting, traveled eleven thou¬
sand one hundred and thirteen miles, gave
thirty-three concerts in twenty-seven cities,
and was heard by one hundred and seventyfive thousand people.
COMPETITIONS
PRIZES of five thousand francs (about
three hundred and fifty dollars, at present
exchange rates), twenty-five hundred francs,
and one thousand francs, are offered by Les
Editions de Paris, for love songs by composers
of any nationality. Entries close on September
30th; and full particulars may be had from
Paroles et Afusique, 13 rue du Conservatoire,
Paris, France.
■«--&
THE PHILHARMONIC-SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA of New York offers a prize
of One Thousand Dollars for an orchestral
composition ranging from twenty minutes
to full symphonic length, and a second prize
of Five Hundred Dollais for an overture,
suite or symphonic poem not longer than ten
to twenty minutes. Entry blanks and full
information may be had by writing to the
Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra, 113 West
S7th Street, New York City.
THE ELIZABETH SPRAGUE COOL
IDGE PRIZE of one thousand dollars
offered, in a competition open to compose!
of all nationalities, for a chamber music wor
for four stringed instruments. Compositior
must be submitted before September 30tl
1936 ; and particulars may be had from th
Coolidge Foundation, Library of Congress
Washington, D. C.

• Tell your friends about The Etude—
show them all the music, articles, and other
good things it brings every month Invite
them to subscribe. In return for orders ob¬
tained in this way we offer your choice of
these, and many other, attractive and valuable
articles. Get your first order and send it
directly to us with FULL PAYMENT today!

years. Then for three years !
with his older brothers, G<
William Hewitt, who were ^

JreafcompliBh*! ■»“?i'i“"?;tha‘“dn

KENT M. KENNAN, twenty-three year
old American composer, has been announced
as the winner of the Prix de Rome, which pro¬
vides for two years of study at the American
Academy of Rome, with $1,250 for yearly
maintenance and $750 for travel.
A “MOZART WEEK” was celebrated in
Berlin, from May 2nd to 8th; and the followweek was given over to a Beethoven
Festival with a performance of “Fidelio.”
4--—»
GEORGE SPINK, author of the words and
music of many songs of the early 1900’s, made
famous by Trixie F’riganza, Eva Tanguay,
Blanche Ring, Nora Bayes and Andrew Mack!
died May 27th, at East Providence, Rhode
Island, aged sixty-three.
-aTHE AMERICAN GUILD OF MUSICAL
ARTISTS, INC. is the name of a new coopera¬
tive organization for the purpose of protecting
the rights and developing the interests of
artists in all lines of the musical profession.
With an initial membership of one hundred
and thirteen, Lawrence Tibbctt is its first
president.
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A Few Selected Items from Our REWARD CATALOG:
CORRESPONDENCE CASE
This handy and attractive Correspondence Case has
a gold-stamped, long-grain linen binding and includes
stationery, perpetual calendar and a paper knife. Size,
7" by 6". Your reward for securing ONE SUBSCRIP¬
TION.
__
SHIRLEY TEMPLE DOLL
A reproduction of the diminutive movie star down
to the last detail of the dress, this doll is exceptionally
attractive and has won overwhelming popularity
among children in the doll age. It is
kifjL?™ is
awarded for securing only FOUR SUBSCRIPTIONS.
DESK CLOCK
An attractive and accurate timekeeper for the
home or studio. Contains a 30-hour movement
visible through a transparent case. Height 2% Available in clear or green with black and silvered
dial; and in amber with black and polished gilt
dial’ Your reward for securing THREE SUB¬
SCRIPTIONS.
__
BON BON DISH
A new and attractively designed 3-compartment
Bon Bon Dish set off by a smart colored catalin
knob, red or black. Diameter, 7"; height, 4 . Your
reward for securing ONE SUBSCRIPTION.

Coni positions of H. D. Hewitt
PIANO SOLOS
Grade Price Cat. No.
Title
Pines_ 4
$9.40 18185 March of the I
1444 Barcarolle ..
12962 Birds and F
18620 Bright Mom

18186 Dnnce of the Grasshoppers. .
18621 Dnnce of the Merrymakers. .
18996 Dream of Youth.
18444 Fairy Voices .
19926 Fairyland by Moonlight.
1969
18187
23981
18623

From Other Days..
Gay Katydid’s Marcl
Gliding Along ....
Golden Locks .

!8 In Sweet Content.
97 In the Snrf.
78 Jolly Little Fisherman..
11469 Jolly Part ._ _
18188 June^Bugs’ Lullaby..

.60
.40
.40
.30
.30
.40
.30
.25
.35
.30
.30
.60
.60
.25
.35
.40
.60
.50
.30
.50
.35
.50
.40
.30
.40
.40
.25
.30
.25
.30
"30

18442 Merry Dancing Games. .
11470 Mile a Minute. Galop18999 The Mill Race.
1446 Miller’s Song.
1267 Murmuring Waves .....
14334 Old Comrades March1748 Oneida Waltzes .
18994 Out in the Breakers1 3676 Over the Hills..
14537 Path of Honor. March...
18619 Playful Breeze .
14333 Polonaise Brillante .
23063 Purple Twilight.
18993 Quiet Evening .
19000 Remembrance ...
18441 Riding on the Pony.
23980 Rosella. Flower Song
11863 Rustling Leaves .
11599 Song of the Brook. ...
18189 Song of the Merry Crick
18795 A Spring Round.
14511 Straying Blossoms ....
11596 Thoughts at Sunset1366 Victor March --11474 Wandering Minstrels . .
11363 Who Cares? March. ....
23979 Wild Flowers and Butter
4038 With Wind and Tide. . .
11468 Woodland Fancies .
18814 You— w—-1—
9697 You
24130 April Song .

FLORENTINE BOOK COVER
Book lovers will be delighted with this unique Book
Cover It is made of Florentine leather, has handlaced edges and includes a page marker. A splendid
bridge prize or gift. Your reward for securing ONE
SUBSCRIPTION. _
LEATHER BILL FOLD
Including a card case, stamp holder and transparent
license case, this British make Bill Fold is especially
useful and desirable. It is made of fine leather—
vour choice of black or brown—and is your reward
for securing TWO SUBSCRIPTIONS.

pecially with this Genuine Eastman
Hawkeye Camera. It is size No. 2
and produces fine photographs 2)4"
by 3J4", using a roll film. Your re¬
ward for securing THREE SUB¬
SCRIPTIONS.

PIANO—FOUR HANDS
96 Ellin Dance . 5
$0.75 11364 Who Cares
35 Old Comrades. March. 3%
.50
4077 With Wind
11271 In the Procession

E PIANO—EIGHT HANDS

5-YEAR DIARY
Bound in gold-tooled, long-grain
linen and complete with a gold-edged
lock and key, this 5-Year Diary is
very attractive. It is 6J4" high by 5"
wide. Your reward for securing only
ONE SUBSCRIPTION.

VIOLIN AND PIANO
11867 From the North. 3
$0.60 11865 Marcia Pomposa .
11614 Intermezzo . 3
.60 11864 Scotch Fantar"
The v
Youn ”
11866 Marche Heroique .3
" 18812
““ ””
RHYTHM ORCHESTRA

TWO REMARKABLE VOICE STUDY WORKS
BEGINNER'S VOICE BOOK
By FRANTZ PROSCHOWSKI
Price, $3.00
This successful instruction book
presupposes no knowledge of music
ana it imparts musical knowledge
?iVlnlers should possess, as it
leads the student to progress in
me art of singing. The physical
equipment of the singer is fully
explained and illustrated.

THE ETUDE
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MASTER VOCAL EXERCISES
By HORATIO CONNELL
Price, $1.00
A sensible, practical compila¬
tion of the best and most useful
vocal- exercises selected from
the greatest masters of singing
from the old Italian School to
the present.

Complete with bulb and
battery, this Flashlight is
your reward for securing
TWO SUBSCRIP¬
TIONS. Size, 7".
Send Orders Directly to:

The Etude Music Magazine
Subscription $2.00 a Year

fin

Canada, $2.251

1712 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

JUNIOR ETUDE —(Continued)
"The Best Will Come Back—"

A Musical Dance

By Frances Gorman Risser

By Marian Brownfield
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of' the Civic League!”
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° “
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Street Cries
The Banana Man
By Olga C. Moore
John Cavaro sells bananas,
Yellow, green, and brown.
People buy the unripe fruit, when
It is brought to town.

Ripe ones with the dark brown spots, are
Passed with scornful eye.
Really, they are much the best, and
Are the ones to buy.

A Lesson From a Rose
By Carmen Malone
Last week I watched a rose unfold
Upon a leafy stem,
I saw a small green bud expand
To twice its sise, and brim
With quickening life inside until
With joy its sides were split,
Revealing lovely shades of deep
Warm pink within each slit;
The rose bud szoelled, curved petals spread
To strike a graceful pose,
So, slowly, patiently was formed
A fragrant, perfect rose.
At times when I am practicing
On music new to me,
I feel an urge to skip a bar,
Or maybe tzvo or three;
Or else to slur them lightly as
My eyes roam down the page.
In search of easy passages;
But now I shall engage
In careful practice—step by step
I find my patience grows—
I saw a bud unfold and took
A lesson from a rose.

The Rest Makes a Bow

At the school where Louis and Rena
took piano lessons, a crowd of children
hurried out of the door. They had been
practicing for a concert. The child who
played his piece the best was to get a prize..
“You will get the prize,” Betty called to
Rena. “You play better than anybody!”
Rena shook her head and ran on to catch
up with Louis, ‘her next door neighbor.
“Why didn’t you play your Wake Robin
piece?” she asked him.
“I didn’t know it well enough,” replied
Louis. “I don’t care. I don’t want to play
at that old concert,” he grumbled.
>
“You would want to if you saw the
prize,” encouraged-Rena. “I saw it. It’s a
medal in a blue velvet case, like a beautiful
gold coin. I’ll help you practice if you want
Louis didn’t even look at Rena’s smiling
face. He was too cross. “I don’t want to
play an old piano! If I can’t have a violin,
I don’t want anything.”
“Miss Gray gives lessons on the piano
and the violin, too. She says it’s a good
idea to learn to play the piano first.” They
had come to Rena’s gate, and parted.
Louis entered his house and heard his
father say, “If Louis does not practice he
is not going to win that prize I hear the
children talking about.”
He hurried in to the piano. If only he
could win that medal! Why had he not
tried harder? While he was thus thinking,
he heard Rena in the next house, through
the open window, practicing for the recital.
“One, two, three, four,” she sang, her
fingers keeping time with her voice.
Louis remembered what his teacher had
said, “The piano talks back to you. If you
put happy thoughts into it, it will give
them back to you. That was what Rena
was doing. She was counting aloud, too.
One, two, three, four; my, what a differ¬

ence it made! Now that he counted aloud,
it seemed ever so much easier to play his
piece.
He kept on, singing, “One, two, three,
four,” and he hoped Rena would hear him.
Then she would know that he did not need
her to help him practice.
After several days of good practice his
teacher said he could play at the concert.
Then, unexpectedly, he began to feel
frightened. That afternoon, when he saw
the concert room decorated with flowers he
began to wonder if he was equal to the
occasion. How he wished he had- been prac¬
ticing well all the season, instead of just
a good spurt toward the end.
But, when he felt the keyboard under
his fingers, he remembered to talk to the
piano—not out loud, of course, but to him¬
self, and he played without a single mis¬
take. Everyone clapped when he had fin¬
ished, so he thought he must have played
well, but a lump came into his throat when
he heard his teacher call Rena to the plat¬
form. She won the medal!
But then something happened. He heard
his teacher say, and he knew he was not
dreaming, “If Louis will come forward, I
have a surprise for him.” There she stood,
holding a shiny violin. “If you practice as
well as you have been doing lately, your
father says you may take violin lessons.”
Louis smiled and thanked her, but he was
too surprised and pleased to really say any¬
thing.
On the way home Rena caught up to
him. “I’m sorry I did not help you to prac¬
tice,” she said, “but I’m awfully glad you
got the violin.”
“Thanks,” replied Louis, “but you really
did help me. I heard you counting out loud
and I tried it. That’s how I learned to play
Wake Robin so well and got the violin.”

Keyboard Road-Map
By Gladys Hutchinson

By Gladys Hutchinson
The rest is a very unusual little fellow.
He’s like a good tap dancer, in as much
as he can express everything he feels with¬
out saying a word, but instead of express¬
ing it with his feet as the tap dancer does,
he expresses it with his head!
So, every time you see a rest you should
lift your hand slightly from the keyboard.
The lifting of your hand means silence for
V” ac»™,u,Ldnu me ^ turnpike is the signs, travel at a rate of sneed tw
the rest, and suggests a “bow” or a “nod” main artery of travel through the neigh- vents catastrophes and keen
?•
of the head.
bormg counties. The G Highway and Route countenance
P a Smi lng
Other maos aive nth*.. i.- .
Your hand, of course, is the interpreter F are also very important traffic lanes.
for the rest even as it is the interpreter
These are all public roads of great im- there are t£ many roads
"
for the notes. Either would be quite help¬ portance and the only “toll” is to observe Land to put them all on one
Keyboard
less without you.
the rules of the road, notice all accidental
Try to make other routes t map.
In counting your next piece say the word
bow” (or “nod” if you prefer), whenever
you come across a rest, and then neither
The Junior Etude contest will be omitted as usual durina I,A
/
note nor rest will be offended from lack of
August. Results of May contest will appear in October
attention.
528

Chromatic Lane
By Gladys Lutz
Down in Chromatic Lane live the jolliest
people! Five of them have very queer
names—such very queer names—but they
all have the same initials.
Right in the middle of the lane lives
G NATURAL, and just half a step up the
lane lives G-SHARP; then half a step
down the lane lives G-FLAT. Just be¬
yond the SHARP’S house lives G
DOUBLE SHARP; and just beyond the
FLAT’S house, on the other side, lives G
DOUBLE FLAT.

These people are very happy and love to
sing. When they all sing, it sounds very
much like a sound of the wind through the
trees, but it can be very beautiful.

Slow Practice Makes Fast
Speed
By Gertrude Grecnhalgh Walker
“Good morning, Robert, you are quite
prompt for your lesson today.”
"Yes, Miss Brown. You see, my Dad
is coming for me in the new car and we
are going to try it out. I bet Dad will do
fifty miles an hour, anyway!”
“I think, Robert, if it is a brand new
car, your father will do no such thing, but
let’s get busy so you will be ready for
him.”
After playing his lesson very nicely Miss
Brown gave him a new piece. He took one
glance at the signatures and then rushed
pell-mell into reading it very fast.
“Slowly, Bob, slowly. All new material
must be practiced slowly until the muscles
coordinate with one another and the inter¬
pretation is clearly understood. Remember,
‘slow practice makes fast playing.’ *
Soon his father came and they started
off. “Give it the gas, Dad. You are only
creeping alone at twenty-five.”
“I know, son, but this is a NEW car and
that is as fast as we dare go if we want a
smooth running car later. The manufac¬
turers put a governor on the cars now, so
that no head-strong driver can go fast and
ruin the mechanism before it is thoroughly
greased and meshed to give perfect per¬
formance. After five hundred miles the gov¬
ernor can be taken off and the car is
ready for speed.”
“Funny. That’s almost exactly what Miss
Brown said at mv lesson—slow practice
makes fast playing.”
Yes, it’s the the old motto and it applies
to many things in life, whether you say
it that way or *he who would run must
first learn to walk.’ ”

THE ETVDE

“Yes, we are all going to dance with
our fingers or our ears.” Elsie ,you begin
and play a dance on your violin.”
Elsie tuned to the piano’s A, then, tuck¬
ing her violin under her chin, she played
Beethoven’s Minuet in G, and played it very
well.
‘Your turn next,” she said, turning to
™th. And Ruth seated herself at the
piano and played Elfin Dance, by Grieg.
Dorothy was more advanced than^ Ruth
and she played The Witches’ Dance, by
MacDowell.
“You girls play duets' together, too, do
you not?” asked Elsie’s mother.
“Yes,” answered Ruth, “We are just •
learning the Spanish Dance to play at the
next studio recital.”
After playing it
through once Elsie asked them to repeat it,
while her mother quietly left the room, re¬
turning in a few moments with a tray of
cookies and fudge.
“Wait until you hear my new record of
the Beautiful Blue Danube Walts" said
Elsie. “Sometimes I play my violin with
the record and it makes me feel that I am
playing in a concert with an orchestra.
The girls' asked her to repeat that, too,
and then they found another record, the
Invitation to the Dance, by Weber.
“Perhaps we can find a dance on the
radio, too, to make it complete,” and as
Elsie turned the dials she heard the an¬
nouncer say, “The next number is a char¬
CASPER, WYOMING
acteristic Polish dance, a Mazurka, by
puzzles and Chopin, and then his famous Minute Waltz
°T ehJoy°workmg = out your
will follow.”
When these two dances were over, Ruth
TSc
_ rose to go. “It has been a very nice dance,”
a i“u*,c t}art;'asmeeting in her house,
■f
she said, “and some time you must all come
Everybody^
that mont
a musical dance at my house. We will
* Elizabeth Beeson (Age 10).
some folk-dances the next time.”

told me that most of her other pupils would
Elsie wished she could go to the dance
not give their time for the pleasure of with her sister, but, truth to tell, she
invited.
others, even when it meant their
“Why not have a musical dance
provement, but Lucy was always willing
instead?” asked her mother.
to do what she could.”
I’d love to have
“But Mrs. Howe hasn’t asked me for a
“What do you
a dance.”
“Well,” continued her mother, “call up
“No—She grew tired of refusals,” i
years and she had^alway
^ sj,e marked her Mother. “Lucy will have a Dorothy and Ruth and ask them to
not t( .
and said: “Very well, Helen, marvelous trip, and she knows that there over this evening."
smiled quietly
Soon the girls arrived. “Elsie says we
s real truth in the words:
T shall not botxrw
* - have a musical dance,” exclaimed
‘Give the world the best that you have.
And the best will come back to you!’ ”
fitted HeleTg“Those affairs are so
2 and besides, Enuna; and Jane

S>f if6 you would ^rather not, we will
say no more about it!”
“I’m sure Lucy will play, she always
d°“Lucy is always anxious to do anything
that will improve her in a musical way,
said Mrs. Howe. “She is a very generous,
willing girl, and always willing to give
pleasure to others if she can.”
“Just another old program, Mrs. Howe
was trying to inflict on me,” Helen ex¬
plained to Emma and Jane, when she re¬
joined them. “I told her to get longsuffering Lucy Long to do it 1”
“She tried to get me to play at the Old
Folk’s Home twice, on Saturdays!" gig¬
gled Jane. “But you don’t catch me wast¬
ing my time, that way 1”
The three strolled on, well pleased with
themselves, and Helen forgot all about the
episode, but Mrs. Howe did not forget and
the various societies, clubs and organizations of the town did not' forget, either. In
the spring the daily paper announced that
it would sponsor a contest for the selection
of the persons who had been the most generous in their responses, when called on
to give their time and talent to civic affairs.
The contestants fell into three groups,
older people, young people and boys and
girls. The prize was a trip, to a nearby
city where a great exposition was in progHelen was awakened one morning by
her Mother coming into her room with a
newspaper in her hand. “Little Lucy Long
won in the Civic Contest, in the girls’ di¬
vision!” she said.
Why-how could she?” gasped Helen,
half awake. “She didn’t do anything, but
play a few times on programs at the Soldim’
3nr1 ntarpe lib-** that!”
gently, “a great many times.

Mrs. Howe
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We have one week for the boys over
S3,nother
and another week tor t
years
week for the boys a__
girls
orgirls
and another week for the
■”rl° under
" and ten,
parents
adults of the pupils’ families.
During our camp weeks we h ‘

with hei -__
melancholy and app*
[derstand tl Italian
illness.
dusion that
wordg- As she^can^
HHfis tl W
ic that changes
it
__|
From your friei
’ah*mizian ’(Age 15),
Soxa Ta
Massachusetts.

the public. Our teacher assigns ■to do, and in that way we get all our work
done. I have been 8“t the camp and played
most o'
From your friend, ^
Frieda koehler (Age 12),
Alabama.

wnen

at our

for us, and we ea®b p!ay Bomething on i

Saturday afternoons. ^
Massachusetts.
Dear Junior Etude :
play the
vionPn ayndhsaPzopnh^ne albso. When I Mew too

S Ai-fcIMS f
SONG-O-PHO.NE JUNIOR CLUB, MARSHALL. ARKANSAS
SEE LETTER BOX
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Letters from Etude
Friends

Vocal Self Study

:ert seem to dawn
ally one’s own. '
id a feeling of
ile at the exercise thatPhas
oved helpful.
skip upward,11 take a big
ceompnnies a Stretch
would ordinarily be. . ...B
follows naturally the dropping of the arms.
It sounds, I know, like a limp and lifeless
procedure, but the “mood” seems Just the
ttus wa"'? ^°r me ’^ni * r*Sbt in practicing in
—Mrs. I. M. Cactioos.
Making Better Piano Teachers
To The Etude:
A great many private piano teachers con¬
sider their knowledge of music and the piano¬
forte merely a means of gaining a livelihood.
Such teachers have become self satisfied and
are standing still. They are not facing mod¬
ern teaching conditions : they are, moreover
steering around them. They shall continue to
make only a livelihood until they develop a
determination to go forward. To-day, piano
teaching means far more than hand building
or teaching how to develop firmness and re
sistance in the hand.
The attitude of a child governs largely his
success as a student. Practically every child
looks ^forward with pleasurable anticipation
of the important duties of the teacher to keep
that enthusiasm alive. Every lesson should
be so diversified that the pupil is never bored
but learns vital things about music without
being aware of it. The organization of rhythm
orchestras; the reading of stories about
famous composers and artists : and the intro¬
duction of games and rhythm dances into
the teaching schedule will develop lively in¬
terest among your pupils.
An occasional recital in the form of a
playlet m costume is interesting and usually
attracts new pupils. The presentation of a
truly interesting student recital means for
the teacher a great deal of painstaking labor
in the selection and arrangement of material •
and for many students it presents the oppor¬
tunity to overcome self-consciousness and
tear There are two reasons for such fear in
public performance: either the pieces about
to be played are beyond the ability of the
pupil or they are not properly prepared. Pubc Wld6 confidence ain°himselfy andWhi? abUi^ to
play regardless of who may be listening. One
of the essentials of good piano teaching is
making the pupil believe in himself, and not
nP^nit itP£eni„ha„?.>”‘?hei_feaI
Mb

The Romance of Felix Mendelssohn
queer fellows, no matter how fine they
think they are. So, if I hastened a young
girl like this into anything, and then failed
to make her happy? No, I would best find
out first just where I stand, and how I feel.
I would take time in working out a new
score; and, faith, this is more important
than any musical work.”
Accordingly, he set out alone for
Scheveningen by the sea, in Holland, to
test himself out. He took the baths and
followed the “cure,” and appeared like a
singularly quiet young man.
“Herr Mendelssohn must be composing
some mighty new work,” said the other
hotel guests. “He sits as though in awe,
and never says a word.” And all the while
his mind was seething. Sitting on the sea

♦

to visit me for a few days—bright, and
composed, but with a greater air of satis¬
faction about him. On the. whole, love is
The Pianist’s Guide
extremely becoming to him. He is steadier,
and
more patient, and again entirely amiable.”
The Symphonic Guide
There was work to be done, though, be¬
By Victor Burt
fore Felix let himself think of marriage.
Two series of booklets, in each of
.
The progress of his oratorio, “St. Paul,”
for which he held such high hopes and
which had been impossible for him to re¬ the one’attendtagVraeerta "HaHble Pres to
the
products
of
fkill
acquired
by*th5r
a.uh!,y
sume after the shock and sorrow of his
while he was official lecturer'fi? the New
father’s death, indicated performance by lork Philharmonic Concerts
tne Wew
Paces : IS to 215
spring. And he had to acquaint himself with
his new duties as Chief Musical Director
of the great Gewandhaus at Leipzig. In
the happy months of betrothal, though, new
What s the Name, Please?
powers flowed into him, and he worked
By Charles Earle Fi;.\k
so that even he was satisfied.
Funk and Wagnalls publish “The Llfe^.v
Digest.
“The Standard Dictionary”
matters phonetic and phltoloSca^TMs
of°nrondnoo! the
of name"

Next Month
dredCmofeB,migb”reasily'’have & I>cidedU?o
thai‘ 8^rettlhl.%rronoun*JSte.^^f1,«
WHITHER YOUTH?
In the September number, The Etude
will discuss, editorially, what many be¬
lieve to be America’s most important
problem, giving an opinion as to what
may be the influence of music in the
solution of this problem.

tea1 hPtl °f Pian° Perf°thmnce|e a™"'who°can

530

f Str?^ S,^Se
—C. L. Roberts.

Falla call themselves durrrd'la-*
■ fn'ah.
id tich
Pr/ce* $1&) C*°^1 kound.
Publishers: Funk and Wagnalls.

The Etude Fifty Years

DR. WILLIAM MASON AND
HIS FRIENDS
Incidents in the life of America’s most
famous piano virtuoso-teacher, who
also was author of that momentous
work. Touch and Technic, are recalled
in an article by his brilliant nephew.
Dr. Daniel Gregory Mason, Professor of
Music at Columbia University.
DAVID SARNOFF ON "RADIO"
Wnd«rt1v2i°,fkJ>re5^,e?t °* tbe Radio Corporation of America, who has
been actively engaged in wireless communication since the early tears nf
to muSc lovers lndustry’ 8lves opinions of unusual interest and value
GOOD HUMOR IN MUSIC
Nicholas Douty, Composer, Singer and Organist and. for a quarter of a
yLSOi°,,te^°/,at the Bach Festival in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania
composed hav^done.manner’ ab<™ the laugh-provokihg ^ “that

MAKING RUBATO UNDERSTANDABLE
Points which make the whole lesson “clear
the principles that enter into the putting
as mud” (as the children express it). If
Tempo /tubato. Ronald Gordon, for years a
teachers are impatient and intolerant, their
n article filled with practical' Jw^Tnd
pupils will soon cease to ask questions: and
because things are not clear, will soon lose
1
. music, and will eventually drop
offr>th,e.
ll®t of activemi1(.h
pupils.
OTHER INTERESTING ARTICLES by dis
Rad™
}n mjlking the fle_
Radio hnc
has done
in a dozen musical fields, PLUS 22 pa
veloDment of mu ical thought vastly imiw music obtainable!
^ the
pedagogy Keyboard'0 hl™ony<1shouldf there?
fore, be introduced as early as possible, as a
means of developing such thought. Children
must be taught the fundamentals of music
in such a way as to make it all seem play.
It is an art m itself to be able to sav over wall, watching the restless breaking of the
i«ui was penormed late in tl
and over again the same things in a new waves, there was but one image in his
way. Present material for study which offers thoughts—Cecile.
wmter of 1837, with marked success. An
and interesting melody and attractive
rhythm. Give constructive criticism, not of
At last he could stand it no longer. “Why ™ ,Mar,Ch 28, jehx Mendelssohn an
® discouraging kind, but that which will should I torment myself with empty L 'le jeanramd were married at th
definitely suggest real and possible improvethoughts, when I could be on my way to httle French church of which her fathe
theVacheis claim her as my bride?” Felix had done had so long been pastor. The young pai
of the pianofor te. This is very important
*to
vonng^ students ^_
eiuco it develops the con- with his “self testing” and hastened back
trolled l„.__ " ei,„e
that i—* unequal in to the Rhine.
length and strength.
September came, and Fanny received two
. Young pupils perform poorly at times
simply because they are fatigued. It is well
tor teachers to keep in mind the fact that interesting letters. One, from her brother,
children do not possess the great amount of said hastily, “She has accepted me! I am
reserve energy that adult students have. A so happy! I wanted you to know." The
Sure to be inattentive, cross
and tearful. Calmness and patience are the other, from her mother, was more leisurely. cyrrs
t
only aids in such cases.
“So our Felix is at last engaged,” it read.
.. „;very teacher should keep abreast of the
S nf hcr05h continued study and the read¬ “He was quite himself again when he came
ing of good music magazines. Parents and
2, everywhere, look up with deepest re¬
spect to those masters who have the ability
develop in their pupils something more

Me^l

Musical Books
Reviewed

(Continued from Page 522)

/Suez

"s’/**

The piano is coming back: and the children who dZiand
farntslove music through the canned medium. Now thev want tl * , C°?te to
Harold V. Milligan.
y Wmt the real thing.—

Ago
(Continued from Page 474)
Adelina Patti had just cleared $80,000 on
a Mexican tour and as much more in eight
concerts in New York. Current comments
ran, “Patti is a money making concern”
and there is but one Patti, and Nicolini is
her banker” (her husband). And finally,
“Little Josef Hofmann is coming to Amer¬
ica under Abbey’s Management, and doubt¬
less will create a stir.”
With which sage prophesy—for Hofmann
has been stirring the musical world ever
since—we conclude this hasty view of music
as presented by The Etude fifty years ago.

Are Majors Glad and
Minors Sad?
By Henry T. Kramer
To impress upon them the difference
between the major and minor keys, pupils
are often told that “majors are glad,
minors sad.” Now, while it is true that
selections of the bright, happy type are
usually in the major keys and selections
in sad or plaintive mood in the minors,
there are several unique and striking ex¬
ceptions.
For instance, the melody of Massa’s in
dc Cold, Cold Ground, by Stephen Foster
will not fail to impress any sensitive lis¬
tener with its sad and mournful quality, but
surPrisil)K,-v enough in the major key.
Other of this composer’s “negro” songs
exhibit the same strange quality. This un¬
usual use of the major mode may be a
factor that has unknowingly helped to
make them such great favorites.
At the other extreme is that jolly caretree tune When Johnny Comes Marching
Nome Again which is written in a minor
key. This composition owes much of its
stirring martial quality to this fact, but at
the same time it possesses a strange ex¬
pectant quality that the major mode could
not express.
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THE ETUDE

Symphonies under the Stars!

Music soaring into a sky aglow with the lights of New York to travel

by radio to music-loving millions. Tonight Jose Iturbi . . . famed Spanish pianist . . . mounts the
podium as guest conductor of a Summer night concert in the Lewisohn Stadium. Without a single
reference to a written score the newly appointed conductor of the Rochester Philharmonic leads the Stadium Or¬
chestra through the entire program. Philco reproduces every delicate shading of his interpretations so faithfully
you want to join in the applause of the Stadium audience! Philco High-Fidelity reception achieves the same inspir¬
ing realism when you dance to the music of Vincent Lopez ... or listen to a political rally. And with the new
and exclusive Philco Foreign Tuning System you travel overseas at will . . . tuning foreign stations with ease and
precision. The stations you want to hear are named and located in color on the 1937 Philco Spread-Band Dial.

The Philco Foreign Tuning System

enables you to tune foreign stations by

name! Berlin . . . London . . . Paris . . .Japan ... and a host of other foreign stations
are named, located and spread six times farther apart on the Philco Spread-Band
Dial. And by automatically tuning the Philco High-Efficiency Aerial as you tune
the set... the Philco Foreign Tuning System more than doubles the number of overseas
stations you can get and enjoy. See the classified telephone directory for your Philco
dealer. Buy, if you choose, on the Philco Commercial Credit Easy Payment Plan.

PHI LCO
PHILCO REPLACEMENT TUBES IMPROVE THE PERFORMANCE OF ANY RADIO

Automatic Tuning of favorite American stations! Like dialing a
telephone . . . but quicker and easier. One rwirl of a dial tunes the
stations you want with unfailing precision. True High-Fidelity Tone
■ . . with boom” eliminated by Acoustic Clarifiers ... and every note
brought up to ear level by the famous Philco Inclined Sounding
Board. Five Spread-Band Tuning Ranges cover all that’s interesting
in the air . . . at home and abroad.$195 (Less aerial)
* Sold only tenth Philco High-Efficiency Aerial to insure greatest foreign reception.

SPECIFY A PHILCO FOR YOUR AUTOMOBILE
FIFTY-TWO MODELS

$20tOS600

